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Abstract 
 

Bone is a difficult tissue type to investigate with much of the primary investigations performed in 

animals. While this can improve our understanding of the basic mechanisms of the tissue, the pace 

of research can be slow and have poor clinical translation from benchtop to clinic. Therefore, there is 

a need for an intermediate step, a synthetic tissue model that accurately recapitulates the biology of 

bone. This can be used as a substitute for animals in primary and investigatory research without the 

cost and ethical concerns associated with animal models. This thesis focused on the development of 

such models. A composite bioink formulation of alginate, collagen and hydroxyapatite was 

developed. A key feature of this bioink was fibrillar collagen formed within the alginate and in the 

presence of the hydroxyapatite mineral. To achieve the fibrillar collagen, low concentrations of 

alginate had to be used within the bioink that meant the printed constructs could not self-support. A 

suspended printing technique was incorporated and facilitated the 3D printing of the constructs, due 

to the low structural stability of the bioink, the constructs could not be removed from the bath. A 

novel in situ hybrid crosslinking 3D printing mechanism was developed to semi crosslink the 

constructs which allowed them to be retrieved. This mechanism was compatible with cell 

incorporation and fibril collagen formation.   
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1.1 Structure of bone  

Skeletal bone is a vital organ system which facilitates movement, protection of vital organs, 

regulated ionic homeostasis, and in the long bones houses haemopoietic progenitors vital for blood 

and immune cell production.  

Superficially, bone appears to be a simple organ providing mechanical stiffness and support to the 

human body and acting as an anchor point for muscles and tendons to attach to, in reality it is a far 

more complex system which is still not fully understood 1. Bone tissue is a complex dynamic 

multicellular organ undergoing continuous remodelling throughout adult life, this in itself is a marvel 

with very few other tissues regenerating themselves over and over 2. This is because bone is slightly 

different to the soft tissues mostly found in the body. Bone can be thought of as being comprised of 

two major components that symbiotically work together: the physical component and the cellular 

component. The physical component of bone tissue is comprised of a highly mineralised hierarchical 

structure that is mechanically very strong due to the high mineral content and tough due to the large 

protein network intertwined with the mineral 3. This physical component acts as cell culture scaffold 

for bone cells to attach to, modify and ultimately become encased in. The cellular component of 

bone is made up of three main cell populations: osteocytes, osteoclasts, osteoblasts, which are 

discussed further in chapter 5. Briefly, osteoblasts and osteoclasts work in conjunction at the bone 

surface, continually remodelling bone through formation and absorption respectively. This process is 

largely orchestrated by osteocytes, which are embedded within the bone tissue, and act as 

mechanical sensors to direct the bone remodelling process 4. 
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As shown in Figure 1.1.1 bone is a highly organised hierarchical structure with features spanning the 

nano- to milli-metre scales.  The fundamental units are collagen type 1 fibrils which are mineralised 

with nanocrystals of hydroxyapatite (HA - Ca5(PO4)3OH) which often appears as calcium deficient and 

carbonate substituted forms. The mineralised fibrils align into cylindrical lamella that are about 3-7 

µm wide5. These fibrils vertically and horizontally crosslink in a 45o manner creating a porous 

honeycomb like structure. In cortical bone, which is the dense periphery found predominantly in 

load bearing bones. Stacks of 3-8 lamella concentrically wrap around a Haversian canal that contains 

the necessary blood vessels and nerves within its lumen to facilitate bone homeostasis. The 

Haversian canals stack into a long interconnected cluster running parallel to the bone axis, this 

cluster is called an osteon 6. The complex hierarchical architecture of bone is in part where the 

innate strength of bone is derived from. This exquisite architecture from the nano- to milli-scale is an 

essential feature of healthy bone tissue and the faithful replication of it through purely synthetic 

means has to date eluded researchers. 

In trabecular (sometimes called cancellous or spongy) bone, layers of lamella sporadically organise 

into bone packets along cement lines which form the rods and plates of trabecular bone, often 

Figure 1.1.1 Schematic hierarchical layout of bone tissue from nano to micro scale.  

The organised structure of collagen is innate from the nano scale with tropocollagen molecules 

combining into a triple helix. The triple helix is combined with hydroxyapatite nanocrystals with are 

arranged into a repeating orientation to build up into mineralised collagen fibrils. These form into 

either 100 µm struts for trabecular spongy bone or arrange further into osteons which contain 

haversian canals containing blood vessels 4.  
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aligning to best withstand the mechanical load which is placed on the axis of the bone 7. These bone 

packets are approximately 50 µm in diameter and 1 mm in length, the cavities created by the innate 

structure of trabecular bone provide host to bone marrow, adipose and immature bone cells 5.  

Since it is not possible to faithfully recreate “living” bone via synthetic, i.e. tissue engineered, means, 

and fully synthetic “non-living” biomaterials fall short in terms of clinical performance, the current 

gold standard approach for the surgical replacement or repair of bone tissue is autologous grafting. 

Autologous grafts provide a perfect genetic match and often good clinical outcomes, however the 

amount of healthy bone that can be harvested is severely limited 8. Furthermore, the harvesting 

procedure represents substantial risk in terms of infection and necrosis of the surgical site along 

with increase expense and surgical time to carry out the operation. The shortcomings of current 

“living” tissue engineered synthetic bone tissue also impact contemporary bone research, and due 

to the lack of suitable models primary osteo research is performed in either in vivo or ex vivo models 

which represent substantial inadequacies in the translation pathway. This in part due to the cost of 

procuring, housing and licences involved with animal research and the ethical concerns of 

performing basic science investigations in vivo, which does not always translate through to human 

physiology and the limited supply of ex vivo human tissue samples 9, 10.  

1.2 Bone Research  

To better understand the biological role of bone in osteoporosis, bone cancer, osteonecrosis, 

trauma, infection, reconstruction and healing a detailed appreciation of the biological processes of 

bone are the key to this.  

Bone is a difficult tissue to grow either in vitro or ex vivo due to the terminal differentiation of 

osteocytes which inhibits their proliferation in culture. Osteocytes are also mechanically sensitive 

and require physical stimulus for optimal culture 11,12. Due to the nature of bone tissue, mature 

osteocytes are incased within bone matrix which fundamentally changes their diffusion 

characteristics and adherence. In contrast 2D tissue culture (TC), the process of culturing mammalian 

cells in a control way within a laboratory setting uses polystyrene plastic conditions that; typically 

have high nutrient gradients, low physical adhesive points and diffusion is uninhibited. An alternative 

is to culture primary osteocytes on collagen gels, this method is often used to selectively screen 

osteocytes from primary cultures 13. This technique, though more “biomimetic” or representative of 

the in vivo condition than TC polystyrene, still lacks the mineral content, 3D architecture and 

biomechanics of native bone tissue. Isolated primary cells can be cultured within a calcium 

phosphate matrix to replicate the lacunae of bone, however the major limiting issue with this is the 

initial differentiation of isolated primary osteocytes before incorporation within the model. 
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Notwithstanding these limitations, long term culture suggests that within the right environment cells 

are able regain their osteocyte phenotype 14. 

Due to these limitations bone related research typically uses in vivo or modified ex vivo conditions. A 

widely used model for bone loss and osteoporosis is the ovariectomy animal model. This is 

performed in murine, rattus, ovine and primates; the ovaries are removed and the animal exhibits a 

post-menopausal osteoporosis phenotype 15. This technique has some substantial limitations and is 

ethically dubious to perform and as such is tightly regulated in the developed world.  The approach 

requires many animals to undergo invasive surgery, the stress of which can influence bone turn over, 

though this is usually controlled for by performing a sham surgery. However, this may not be an 

appropriate control as sham operated animals have been described as having no observed 

differences from unmanipulated animals 16. The justification of needs when using animal models 

needs to be considered due to the ethical concerns and the dim public view of animal research. 

An attractive alternative to animal studies are ex vivo or sometimes referred to as humanized 3D in 

vitro systems, where decellularized cadaver or surgical waste bone tissue is cultured with cells of 

interest, this is partially applicable to invasive mechanisms such as metastatic cancers 17. While they 

are useful for providing the native tissue required for bone, they are limited by difficulty in sourcing 

whole healthy tissue, variability between samples and patient unknowns. While providing the ideal 

culture system for seeded bone cells, it lacks innate interactions of bone so with dynamic diseases 

such as osteoporosis and rickets many of the integral molecular and cellular processes are absent, 

thus fundamentally limiting the use of these models 18.  

 

1.3 Tissue Engineered 3D Models 

Tissue engineering is the application of biology, material sciences and engineering to create an 

artificial tissue that mimics a desired physiological environment, tissue or even a whole organ 19. 

Interest and research into tissue engineering has grown significantly in the past 20 years. The 

applications of this emerging area of science are widespread, but two main aspects are a common 

theme within the research; to produce an implantable tissue construct to replace damaged or 

diseased tissue, or to provide a model for healthy or disease-state tissues to accelerate therapeutic 

interventions or the translational pathway, this thesis focuses on the latter application.  

Traditional cell culture relies on a 2D monolayers of cells, which is not an accurate reflection of the in 

vivo environment. Cells in 2D present with a flat polar morphology which lack cell-cell and cell matrix 

interactions, as well as nutrient gradients 20. The variation in biochemical and/or physiological 
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properties that define each environment is lacking, this can mislead the data as it is not 

representative of the corresponding in vivo tissue. In turn this can slow the development of 

therapeutics and understanding of diseases 21. Conventional 2D cell culture uses glass or polystyrene 

culture flasks, the bottom of the flask can either be tissue culture treated or non-TC treated. In its 

simplest form TC treatment involves applying a negative charge to the bottom of the flask which 

electrostatically attracts the cells and allows them to attach. Polystyrene is a hydrophobic material, 

so a microwave plasma stream is passed over the top of the plastic which oxidises the plastic. 

Subsequently the top layer is modified to be hydrophilic and negatively charged when cells in media 

are added 22,23. This technique encourages cell attachment and proliferation which can provide a 

reliable culture environment albeit not without its limitations – the first and foremost being that this 

is a simple 2D environment.  

Mammalian cell cultures in 2D environments often present with morphologies and phenotypes not 

seen in comparable in vivo tissue, to the extent that explant and isolated cells can lose phenotypic 

markers within a few passages 24. Cells grown in 2D will often proliferate faster and normal cells will 

demonstrate tumour like morphologies 25. Cells are also more sensitive to chemotherapeutic agents 

than in vivo models 20, 26. This difference could be down to a range of different factors, such as 

diffusion gradients, or that many chemotherapeutic agents work by interfering with DNA replication, 

therefore the increased proliferation rate can drive effects which can in turn lead to false 

conclusions. 

To overcome these limitations, a 3D tissue engineered in vitro micro-environment can be used. 

These vary in size and complexity with the very basic being a cluster or spheroid of cells, to far more 

complex multicellular scaffold designs that replicate organoid structures or anatomical features 27. 

Growing cells in 3D provides a culture environment comparable to an in vivo environment and 

ensures that they have no prescribed polarity and are able to maintain, or regain phenotypes, cease 

uncontrolled proliferation, and can become quiescent as appropriate 28.  

A strong example of the benefits of growing cells in 3D is demonstrated by XAV939, this is an 

inhibitor of Wnt/β-catenin signalling, a well characterised pathway that is linked with proliferation 

and apoptosis, differentiation and development of cancers 29. When XAV939 was administered to 

both 2D and 3D cultures of APC-mutant colorectal adenocarcinoma cells, the XAV939 had no effect 

on 2D cultures at any concentration. Whereas, the 3D cell cultures experienced a dose dependant 

decline in viability, with a 52% decline in survival at the maximum dose 21. However, current 3D 

culture techniques still have drawbacks. The proliferation rate seen in cells grown in 3D is partly 

controlled through the reduced diffusion of nutrients into the 3D structures. Cells grown in clusters 
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or aggregates are limited to a maximum size of about 600 µm, beyond which a necrotic core forms 

(Figure 1.1.2) 30.  

 

 

With the ever-advancing field of tissue models and engineering there is still a poor translation from 

the lab to clinic with many ideas falling into the so called ‘valley of death’. This is where ideas and 

concepts have robust scientific methodologies but this poorly translates to clinic typically failing in 

clinical trial and is associated with the enormous cost of developing new treatments 6, 31, 32, 33. 

Therefore, there is an urgent need for more representative, reliable and robust in vitro screening 

models. Although, current in vivo animal studies can provide robust data that is somewhat relevant 

to human biology, it is achieved at tremendous cost associated along with a plethora of ethical 

concerns, which, in turn slows down the rate of development 34. Therefore, the development of a 

model that has the ease and convenience of a 2D cell culture, yet with the robustness of data 

produced from an in vivo system is of upmost importance and forms the basis for the main aims of 

this project. 

An advantage of an engineered tissue model over traditional techniques is they can be personalised 

with either a patient’s own cells or a genetically modified cell line. This is particularly useful when 

investigating congenital or rare diseases that lead to foetal death which are expensive and difficult 

to model in vivo. Early initial tissue models such as the hanging drop method have clearly 

Figure 1.3.1 A schematic diagram of diffusion zones in a 3D spheroid. 
The figure shows the diffusion limitation of when using 3D based models that without adequate 
nutrient transfer there can lead to areas deficient and impact on growth and viability of a culture 
system 30. 
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demonstrated the importance of 3D culture. The technique is simple, a suspension of cells is 

attached to the underside of tissue culture lids and gravity leads to the cells amassing at the bottom 

of the drop into spheroid clusters 35. The cells within the spheroid cluster forms uniformed sized 

aggregates which have been shown to mimic early stages of embryonic development 20. Hanging 

drop spheroids have also led to significant developments in tumour modelling and drug screening 

since in vivo spheroid formation is thought to be a precursor to metastasis and an intermediate step 

in chemoresistance. The slower growth rate and diffusional limitations of a 3D cell spheroid reduce 

the sensitivity to chemotherapeutic agents and better reflect an in vivo metastatic environment 26. 

These attributes demonstrate the potential benefits even simple 3D cell cultures can have on 

translational research. 

Due to the simplicity of the method the uses of the hanging drop method are somewhat limited. The 

very small volumes of media used significantly limits the number of cells that can be used within 

each test, additionally media changes are very difficult and long-term cultures are difficult to 

maintain due to evaporation during incubation 35. This can be circumvented by culturing in round 

bottom non TC treated tissue culture plates but the size of the cell aggregates is limited due to 

nutrient transfer within the spheroid. The cell population within a spheroid can become 

heterogenous with the exterior cells proliferating at a greater rate than the internal cells, which may 

become quiescent 20. If the size of the aggregate exceeds beyond 100-150 µm the cells will become 

hypoxic or even necrotic, even with the addition of a gas permeable culture chip the spheroids were 

limited to 600 μm 36.  

The phenomenon of hypoxia, while limiting the study of normal cell-cell interactions, is very 

beneficial to the study of metastasis, tumorigenesis and drug resistance in cancers 37. Human breast 

epithelial cells of both primary and commercial cell origin grown in 2D monolayer cell cultures 

develop and proliferate similarly to primary and commercial tumour cells. With all the cell types 

continuing to proliferate and expand indefinitely, typical of a cancer cell. In contrast, when cultured 

in a 3D micro environment similar to in vivo conditions, only the tumour cells continue to proliferate 

and normal cells reach confluency and arrested growth becoming senescent 38. This dramatic 

difference in response to culture conditions highlights the poor translational pathway and need for 

culture environments to accurately represent their target tissue and state of health. In turn this 

approach could lead to an increased rate in the development of new therapeutic treatments.  

Scaffold based 3D cell cultures have a wider scope of application than non-scaffold-based cultures 

due to not being limited by size to the same degree as cell aggregate cultures. 3D scaffold-based 

culture better reflects a normal physiological environment, therefore generating interest for 
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application in both tissue engineering and regenerative medicine 39. The basic requirements of 

scaffold-based culture and normal 2D/3D cultures are the same, the scaffold base must be able to 

support or enable cellular growth and proliferation. To do this the scaffold must be stable in 

physiological conditions and facilitate the necessary conditions of growth, which are affected by, pH, 

hydration, salinity, dissolved ions, toxicity of scaffold, temperature, and available nutrients. The cells 

will also need to be able to attach to the scaffold if they are to become representative of the in vivo 

environment 40. An ideal scaffold not only supports viable cell culture but actively encourages 

proliferation in a manner akin to the natural in vivo environment. This capability can even be 

optimised to the specific tissue needs, to the extent that implanted scaffolds can modulate 

regeneration in local tissue defects 6. The incorporation of a scaffold advances a model from a basic 

cell culture system towards a more sophisticated tissue engineering solution. A perfect scaffold will 

completely mimic the Extra Cellular Matrix (ECM) of the desired tissue type and cells will be able to 

integrate seamlessly into the scaffold, forming adhesions to the surrounding matrix. Stable 

homeostasis of a tissue microenvironment is underpinned by the proper organisation and adhesion 

of cells involving the correct maintenance, development, survival and migration of the resident cells 

along with supporting appropriate cell-cell and cell-matrix communication and interactions 41. The 

lack of attachment to an ECM triggers programmed cell death through apoptosis, termed anoikis 42. 

To recapitulate these materials synthetically is complex and an alternative is to use pre-existing 

materials which can interact with cells to form a base of the scaffold. Such biomaterials are widely 

used in the field of tissue engineering and can greatly accelerate the pace of research.  

Hydrogels are a commonly used biomaterial for tissue engineering which are comprised mostly of 

water (typically greater than 95%. The polymers are not typically able to dissolve in water and will 

swell holding the water molecules within their structure 43. The source ranges from natural such as 

alginate or collagen to synthetic such as poly(vinyl alcohol) or polyethylene glycol 44. Hydrogels that 

are native to human tissue such as collagen, hyaluronic acid and, fibrin are an attractive source for 

tissue engineering as they need little modification to maintain cell cultures 45,46. While some cells in 

culture can produce these human hydrogels the quantities and rates at which they are produced is 

slow, therefore incorporating much of the required material within the composition of the tissue 

model would reduce the time scales in developing the model. 

A widely used biological ECM which contains many of the structural ECM proteins and growth 

factors required for cell attachment and proliferation is Matrigel®. It is produced from the excretions 

of Englebreth-Holm-Swarm mouse sarcoma tumour, which is harvested of its contents. It is 

comprised of 60% laminin, 30% collagen IV and 8% entactin accompanied with an assortment of 

growth factors including: transforming growth factor beta, platelet derived growth factor, vascular 
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endothelial growth factor, nerve growth factor, fibroblast growth factor as well as DNA, RNA, 

fibronectin and chloroform 47. 

While Matrigel® would facilitate the attachment and proliferation of osteoblasts from the 

cornucopia of growth factors it contains, it was excluded from the model. Due to the tumour origins 

of Matrigel there is large batch to batch variation which can lead to varied responses and behaviors 

from cells cultured on it 48. The collagen within bone is type 1 comprised of two alpha 1 chains and 

one alpha 2 chain, it is a structural parallel fibril forming a tight helix 49. Matrigel predominantly 

produces collagen IV is comprised from six alpha chains with form along its helix. The function of 

collagen IV is a membrane protein, the chain complex links linearly rather than parallel aligned 

leading to the protein to have kinks. Collagen IV has reduced glycine units with amino acid chains 

therefore it has less structural integrity as the helix is unable to tightly form as in type 1 50. These 

limitations make Matrigel unsuitable as a base for the project with the focus remaining on type 1 as 

found in bone. 

 

1.4 Approach Taken in this Study  

The project will use conventional 2D cell culture to proliferate an osteoblast cell line and then 

combine these with a sacrificial alginate collagen hybrid gel with seeded calcium phosphate mineral 

to further culture the cells. The initial aim is that these will form an interpenetrating network of fibril 

collagen within the alginate and as well as the calcium phosphate mineral, act as an anchor point for 

the cells to attach to within the alginate.  To achieve this the cells need to adhere to the collagen and 

calcium phosphate within the culture material and subsequently functionalize the network by 

depositing osteoid, after which the supporting alginate can be removed. Therefore, leaving behind 

the intrinsic microstructure of bone tissue. This will then be continually cultured to develop an 

accurate, hierarchically structured 3D cell culture model system of bone, to improve or accelerate 

the translational pathway.  

Two approaches will be considered to achieve this aim. The first approach will be encapsulating cells 

within an alginate bead scaffold where collagen will be incorporated within the bead and seeded 

around the bead to create a larger complex model. The collagen beads and collagen templating gel 

will be seeded into a novel chip like culture chamber (Figure 1.4.1). Where the can be stacked in an 

identical repeating manner for reproduceable and consistent culture with the potential translation 

to high throughput screening 51,52. This approach uses well defined techniques of alginate cell 

encapsulation and bead generation 33, 53, 54,55,56. This approach is ultimately ruled out as shown in 

chapter 3  
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The second approach and is the main focus of the thesis is 3D bioprinting the cells within a sacrificial 

alginate collagen hybrid bioink with seeded calcium phosphate mineral. Where these approaches 

differ to many of the current approaches is to use alginate as a templating ink which allows the 

formation of an interpenetrating collagen network that cells can directly bind to. After which, the 

alginate can be removed, and the remaining cellularized collagen network can be modified further 

into the desired bone tissue 57,58,59,60. This required the development of a 3D printing system that was 

compatible with fibril formation of collagen, calcium phosphate and integrated cells which is the 

focus of chapters 4, 5 and 6. 

  

B 

Figure 1.4.1 Possible stackable chip culture chamber for bone models. 

A.) Above view of proposed culture chip showing the male part of the stacking feature.  Blue scale 

bars 10 mm.   

B.) The below view of proposed culture chip. The male triangles on top of the chip in A slot into 

the bottom of B allowing for the chips to be stacked. The channels within the chip allow for 

diffusion through the culture  

C.) Stacked chips will contain cells encapsulated within alginate beads, the chips can be removed 

easily allowing for flexibility during culture and characterisation of the cells.  

 

A 

C 
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1.5 Aims and Hypotheses 
The aims of this thesis are to develop a 3D bone cell culture model. This should have the ability to 

control spatial dimensions, size and easily reproducible. Therefore to achieve this the main 

objectives are: 

Optimise and investigate the optimal encapsulation of bone cells within a bioink and the affect that 

long term culture has on the encapsulated cells.  

Develop a system that can be used to control the spatial dimensions of the which is stable at 

physiological conditions and compatible with a collagen interpenetrating network and biomimetic 

hydroxyapatite incorporation.  

The hypothesis is the cells will exhibit a time dependant response to time in 3D culture and that to 

facilitate a fibril collagen formation substantial reformulation and optimisation is required of the 

bioink.  
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2 Materials and Methods 
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2.1 Cell encapsulation 

2.1.1 Gel Preparation 

A sterile aqueous 4 wt/vol% alginate gel was prepared by exposing Sodium alginate powder (71238 

Sigma, UK) to UV light (Osram Puritec HNS 15W 254nm ultraviolet lamp, UK) for 30 min before 

dissolving in warm (37 oC) proliferation media (Alpha Modification, Minimum Essential Medium 

Eagle (αMEM) (Sigma, UK), 10% Foetal calf serum (LabTech, UK) (FCS) and 1% L-glutamine 200 mM, 

penicillin 10,000 units, streptomycin 10 mg/mL solution (GPS) (Cat G6784 Sigma, UK)) and mixed 

with a magnetic stirrer for 30 min at 37 oC under aseptic conditions.  The preparation was then 

transferred to a sterile 50 mL Falcon tube and centrifuged at 300 g for 5 min to remove any bubbles 

and refrigerated until use. 

2.1.2 Encapsulation 

MC3T3- E1 murine pre-osteoblast cells (ECACC 99072810, UK) between P16 and P20 were harvested 

at 80% confluency with trypsin (T4174 Sigma, UK) and seeded into αMEM alginate gel warmed to 37 

oC at a density of 1x106 cells per 1 ml of gel. The gel was aspirated into a 10 mL syringe using a 16 G 

needle and attached to the Luer lock syringe port on a Buchi 395 pro encapsulator (BUCHI Ltd, UK). 

The gel was extruded through a 180 μm needle at 27.5 mL/min, 2000 Hz oscillation and a 500 V 

electrical field and crosslinked in 100 mL 100 mM aqueous Calcium chloride (C8106 Sigma, UK) 

under vigorous stirring for 5 min. After incubation, the beads were washed through a 100 μm cell 

strainer (EASY strainer Greiner, UK) and washed with 20 mL of PBS (BR0014G Oxoid, UK) and 10 mL 

of proliferation media before transferring to a corning 180 mm cell culture dish and incubated in 

either proliferation media or supplemented media (supplemented with L-ascorbic acid (284 μM) 

(A5960) and β-glycerophosphate (10 mM) (G9422) – both Sigma, UK) overnight. Media was changed 

every 3-4 days and beads were transferred to a new cell culture dish whenever cells could be seen 

attached to the bottom of the culture dish. 

2.1.3 Dose Response 

MC3T3-E1 cells were cultured in a 48 well plate, when confluent the media was removed, the cells 

washed with PBS before being exposed to a concentration range of chelators from 1.56 mM to 100 

mM for 30 min. The supernatant was removed, the cells washed with PBS before the media was 

replaced with 400 μL αMEM containing 10% Resazurin (ab129732 Abcam, UK) and incubated for 3 h 

in darkness. Fluorescence was recorded on a Tecan Spark plate reader (Tecan, Switzerland) at an 

Excitation wavelength of 550 nm and Emission wavelength of 585 nm.   
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2.1.4 Mechanical testing  

Greiner bio-one thin cert 0.4 μm plate inserts were inserted into in a 12 well plate to which 1 and 2% 

alginate gels were added using a 5 mL syringe until filling the insert. One hundred mM aqueous CaCl2 

was added to submerge the cell inserts and left to crosslink for 48 h with CaCl2 changed approx. 

every 16 h. The cast gel cylinders dimensions measured approx. 10 mm diameter x 15 mm height; a 

caliper was used for exact dimensions. A ramp compression test up to 20% strain at 0.01 mm/s was 

performed using a 250 g load cell attached to a Bose ElectroForce 5500 Mechanical Testing 

Instrument (TA Instruments, USA).  

2.1.5 Statistical analyses 

Statistical significance was determined by means of a two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc test 

performed using GraphPad prism8. 

2.1.6 Scanning Electron Microscopy 

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) preparation protocol is detailed elsewhere 4. Briefly, all cell 

culture media was removed, the samples were placed into a -20 oC freezer for 3 h, then transferred 

to a -80 oC freezer where they were stored until freeze drying for 24 h at with the condenser 

chamber set to -55 oC. Once lyophilised, samples were stored in a desiccator until gold splutter 

coating just before imaging using a TM3030 tabletop SEM (Hitachi, Japan) 

2.1.7 Post Chelation Proliferation 

Approximately 100 μL of alginate beads (either 1 or 2 wt/vol % containing 1x106 cells per mL of gel) 

was transferred to a 25 mL centrifuge tube and allowed to settle before the supernatant was 

removed and the beads washed with 500 μL of PBS. PBS was removed before a 1.5 mL of aqueous 

chelator solution (either Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid EDTA (A4892, PanReac, UK), sodium citrate 

(C8532 Sigma, UK), Hexametaphosphate (HMP) (S/4160/60 Fisher Chemical, UK) or Sodium 

Pyrophosphate (PPi) (P8010 Sigma, UK)) at a concentration of 90 mM (2% gels) or 45 mM (1% gels) 

at pH 7.4, supplemented with 10 % FCS (Lab Tech, UK) was added and then agitated for 5 min on a 

shaker plate at 200 rpm at room temperature. Samples were then mixed with a 1000 μL pipette, 3 

mL of PBS was added and briefly vortexed before centrifuging at 300 g for 5 min. The supernatant 

was removed, and the remaining cell pellet was resuspended in 500 μL of PBS and centrifuged again 

at 300 g for 5 min. The supernatant was removed, and the cell pellet resuspended in 150 μL αMEM 

and transferred to a 1.5 mL Eppendorf, 3 tubes were used resulting in a total volume of 450 μL. A 

trypan blue cell count (Fast Read 102 cell counter, UK) was performed and provided total yield of 

cells from chelation. 10,000 cells were then transferred to a 48 well plate for proliferation analysis.   
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2.1.8 Proliferation and Viability  

After the selected time point in 2D culture post chelation, each well had the media aspirated and 

washed with 200 μL PBS before being removed using 150 μL trypsin Ethylenediaminetetraacetic 

acid, (EDTA) (Sigma, UK) and incubated at 37 oC for 5 min. 400 μL of αMEM was added to each well, 

the cell suspension was then transferred to a 1.5 mL Eppendorf and centrifuged for 7.5 min at 500 g. 

Before the supernatant was removed and resuspended in either 50 μL or 100 μL αMEM, a 7 μL 

aliquot was taken for counting on a Faster cell counting chamber. The control cells (i.e. 

unencapsulated) were from the same stock as the encapsulated cells and cultured alongside, 

passaging at 80% confluency. Each week a flask of the 2D control would be dissociated with trypsin 

and 1x104 seeded per well on the same 48 well plate. Daily counts were performed in line with the 

experimental samples.  

Manual cell counts were performed with a (Fast Read 102 cell counter) in triplicate with and without 

trypan blue.  

2.1.9 Cell Attachment 

MC3T3-E1 cells were cultured as described above; briefly 1x104 cells were seeded onto a 48 well 

plate to create a confluent monolayer, after which either 1 or 2 % beads containing cells 

encapsulated at 106 cells per mL of gel were deposited on top. The media was aspirated and 

replaced with 400 μL supplemented media. The plate was incubated at 37 oC with 5% CO2 with 

media changes every 3-4 days.  

After 14 days the media was removed and replaced with αMEM media containing Calcein AM ((0.4 

µl per well) ThermoFisher, UK) and incubated at 37 oC, 5% CO2 in the dark for 30 min. Images were 

taken with an Olympus IX81 microscope fitted with Olympus Fluoview FV1000 confocal unit and 

Mercury arc lamp (Olympus, UK) to record confocal and fluorescent images respectively. 

2.1.10 Cell Type Used 
The cell line used throughout the entirety of this research was MC3T3-E1 (ECACC 99072810, UK) it is 

a mouse calvaria preosteoblast, all research started from the same stock of cells and cryopreserved 

as appropriated to ensure continuous supply throughout. The cells were cultured with a basal media 

of αMEM supplemented with PS and FCS, though further media modifications were investigated in 

addition to this. The cells were continually cultured and used up to P20, media was changed every 2 

to 3 days and passaged at 80% confluence approximately every 4 days. 
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2.2 Bioink- continuing development  

2.2.1 Competitive Ligand Exchange (CLEX) 

Stock CLEX components were made up with Part A consisting of 1 M CaCl2 and 0.5 M EDTA with a 

buffer of either HEPES or MOPS both at 1 M in a 2:2:1 Molar ratio. Part B consisted of 1 M Zinc 

Acetate, 1M Glycine and 1 M buffer in a 2:4:1 Molar ratio, when formulated with 1 M Diglycine the 

Molar ratio was 2:2:1. All Molar ratios all were buffered using NaOH or HCl to pH 7.40. After 

buffering to desired pH using HCl or NaOH, αMEM (10% FCS, 1% GPS) was added until part A was at 

a working Ca2+ concentration of 240 mM and part B was at a working Zn2+concentration of 120 mM 

ready for incorporation in the bioink and SLAM respectively.  

 2.2.2 CLEX Bioink 

When incorporated into bioink per 1 mL:  250 μL CLEX A working concentration (240 mM CaCl2) was 

added and mixed with 4% alginate made with complete αMEM, neutralised 3 mg/mL Rat tail 

collagen type 1 (A1048301, Gibco ThermoFisher, UK), and complete αMEM were added in the 

remaining volume depending on the desired final concentration.  

For cell viability in the bioink 400 μL αMEM containing 10% Resazurin and incubated for 3h in 

darkness. Fluorescence was recorded on a Tecan Spark plate reader (Tecan, Switzerland) at an 

Excitation wavelength of 550 nm and Emission wavelength of 585 nm.  

For 4.2.1 a one way ordinary ANNOVA with Dunnett's multiple comparisons test was performed in 

GraphPad prism 8.  

For 4.2.3 a two way ANNOVA with Dunnett's multiple comparisons test was performed in GraphPad 

prism 8.  

 

2.2.3 Suspended Layer Additive Manufacture (SLAM) 

Agarose (BP 1356 Fisher, UK) powder was added to di H2O at 0.6% with a stirring bar added and 

autoclaved @121 oC for 15 min, removed from the auto clave while above 50 oC and placed on a 

stirring plate and allowed to cool under sheer with a full vortex until the preparation had cooled 

until room temperature.  
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2.2.4 Construct pH Optimisation 

CLEX solutions were made up to the desired concentrations and the pH was initially tested after 2 h 

incubation with pH testing strips (pH-indicator strips pH 6.5 - 10.0 Merck, UK) and verified with a 

FiveEasy Plus pH probe (Mettler Toledo, UK). The probe was calibrated with an aliquot of the same 

standard from the manufacturer throughout.  

CLEX B was added to the SLAM component of the system and incubated at the stated temperature, 

the pH probe was immersed in the SLAM CLEX B solution and the readout was taken when the pH 

had stabilised.  The bioink containing CLEX A was kept at 4 oC to ensure that the collagen did not 

prematurely polymerise and subsequently printed into the SLAM CLEX B and incubated for 2 h at the 

stated temperature. After the incubation the probe was immersed in the SLAM CLEX B + Bioink CLEX 

A well and the read out taken after the pH stabilised under constant stirring.  

2.2.5 Fluorescent Collagen Staining  

100 mg Corning rat tail Collagen type 1 was labelled using the method as described by Doyle 2018 61.  

Briefly, 15 mg of collagen was diluted to a working concentration of 3 mg /mL and polymerised at 

room temperature for 1hr. The polymerised collagen was either labelled with Atto-488 NHS-ester 

(41698-1MG-F Sigma, UK) or Atto-647N NHS-ester (18373-1MG-F Sigma, UK) with a 2 M excess. The 

polymerised collagen was liquefied using 500 mM acetic acid (10230753 Fischer Scientific, UK) 

overnight at 4 oC covered from light until all the gel had liquefied, the volume measured to 

determine the new concentration of the collagen solution. The labelled collagen was loaded into a 

dialysis chamber (Slide-A-Lyzer, 87735 Sigma, UK) and dialyzed at 4 oC in 4 L of 20 mM Acetic acid 

(10230753 Fischer Scientific, UK) for 4 h, the acid then changed for a further 24 h. Labelled collagen 

was transferred to a sterile Eppendorf and kept either at 4 oC for use within one year or indefinitely 

at -80 oC. 

Confocal microscopy was performed using an Olympus IX81 microscope fitted with an Olympus 

Fluoview FV1000 confocal unit. Labelled collagen was incorporated into a working 1 mg/mL collagen 

solution at a 1 in 10 dilution (0.1 mg/mL) to give a clear representation of the collagen structure. 1 in 

5 (0.2 mg/mL)  and 1 in 15 (0.067 mg/mL) dilutions were also tested but the signal was found to be 

either too strong or too weak for clear fibril structures to be observed. Samples were kept hydrated 

in PBS and were imaged in a confocal dish (Glass Bottom Dishes, 150682 Nunc, ThermoFisher, UK) to 

keep the cells viable and for greater optical penetration into the sample. For optimal fibril clarity x 

60 oil magnification was used for Z stacks with 4 μm slices. Images were stitched together in Imares 

(Version 7.2.1). 
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2.2.6 Alginate Concentration Optimisation 

CLEX Bioink was prepared as previously described Section 2.2.2, a fixed final collagen concentration 

of 1 mg/mL (3 mg/mL Rat tail collagen type 1 (A1048301, Gibco, ThermoFisher, UK)) was used 

throughout the experimental series. Fluorescently labelled collagen was incorporated at 10% of total 

collagen. For each Condition 1.5 mL of bioink was made for each run. A 4% media-based alginate 

was prepared as previously described and used for the bioink. To vary the alginate concentration 

within the bioink, the media diluent volume was adjusted to maintain the same total 1.5 mL volume. 

All components of the bioinks were cooled on ice before use. The optimal order of mixing bioink 

components was found to be: (1) alginate and CLEX mixed well with (2) a pre-combined solution of 

collagen neutralised with 1M NaOH before finally mixing with the required media volume to achieve 

the desired final concentration of the bioink. A 1mL syringe was used for all mixing due to the high 

viscosity of the alginate at higher concentrations, and therefore minimise loss of the polymer 

component.  

2.2.7 Collagen Concentration Optimisation 

CLEX Bioink was prepared as previously described in Section 2.2.2. A fixed final alginate 

concentration of 0.6% was used throughout the experiment series. Fluorescently labelled collagen 

was incorporated at 10% of total collagen. For each Condition 1.5 mL of bioink was made for each 

run. By varying the media diluent of the bioink the percentage concentration of collagen was varied 

while maintaining a fixed concentration of alginate. Rat tail collagen (Collagen I HC, rat tail, 100 mg, 

Corning, UK) at a concentration of 9.1 mg/mL was incorporated into the alginate at various ratios 

from ranging from 1 to 6 mg/mL. Due to the fixed the concentration of the other components 6 

mg/mL proved to be the maximum limit of collagen integration.  
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2.3 CLEX Collagen Interpenetrating (IPN) Mineral  

Chemobrionic tubes were used as the mineral component of the bioink, these have been developed 

and characterised as previous described 62. Briefly, agar powder (11489632, Thermo scientific, UK) 

was dissolved into 1 M CaCl2 (C8106 Sigma, UK) at 5% w/v and autoclaved at 121 oC for 20 min. 

While still liquid 20 mL of agar CaCl2 was poured into T75 cell culture flasks (Corning, UK) in an 

aseptic biosafety cabinet class II and set while the flasks were stood vertical with the lids on.  When 

the Agar had set 50 mL of autoclaved 0.8 M Sodium Phosphate Dibasic (424380010, Thermo Fisher, 

UK) was added to each flask. The tubes were harvested when they had reached the top of the 

reaction solution or after 30 min which ever came first. A 10 mL stripette (Fisherbrand, UK) was used 

to disrupt the tubes and the contents of the flask passed through a 100 μm filter. The flask was 

washed with PBS which was passed through the filter until all the tubes had been collected. The 

tubes then were washed with complete αMEM until the colour indicated a pH range suitable for cell 

culture. 

To label the tubes, calcein blue (M1255, Sigma, UK) was dissolved in DI H2O at a concentration of 2 

mM stock solution. A 1 mL suspension of tubes containing 20 mg tubes was placed in a 20 mL 

centrifuge tube. 50 µL of stock calcein solution and 3.95 mL of DI H2O added to make a final volume 

of 5 mL at 20 µM calcein. The tubes were incubated overnight and rinsed with DI H2O three times. 

Then resuspended in PBS without calcium. 
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2.4 Osteoblast maturation in vitro 

2.4.1 Differentiation Media  

To determine optimal osteogenic media parameters, 3 different established differentiation media 

protocols were tested. All were based on proliferation media αMEM (Sigma M8042), 10% Foetal calf 

serum (LabTech) (FCS) and 1% L-glutamine 200 mM, penicillin 10,000 units, streptomycin 10 mg/mL 

solution (GPS) (Sigma: Cat G6784) and supplemented as follows.  

Media 1 L-ascorbic acid (284 μM) (A5960) and β-glycerophosphate (10 mM) (G9422) – both sigma, 

UK) 63 

Media 2 L-ascorbic acid (284 μM) (A5960) and β-glycerophosphate (2 mM) (G9422) 64 

Media 3 L-ascorbic acid (284 μM) (A5960) and β-glycerophosphate (10 mM) (G9422) and 100 nM 

Dexamethasone (D4902, Sigma, UK) 65 

  

Control – Standard proliferation αMEM media as previously described. 

5x104 cells were plated on 12 well plates and allowed to proliferate to 90% confluency before media 

being changed to either Media 1, 2, 3 or control.  At seven-day intervals cells were harvested and 

RNA was extracted for qPCR.  

 

2.4.2 RNA Extraction and Quantification.  

The lab bench was thoroughly cleaned down with RNase Zap and then with 70 % ethanol. A RNeasy 

Micro kit (50) (74004 QIAGEN, UK) was used to extract the RNA, all spins were performed at 13000 

rpm (15871 g) unless otherwise stated. Cell monolayers were trypsinised for 10 min then a cell 

scraper was used to homogenise the monolayer and remove it from tissue plastic.  Cell suspensions 

were then transferred to a 1.5 mL Eppendorf and spun at 500 g for 450 s to form a pellet. The 

supernatant was removed, and cells resuspended in 500 μL MEM for counting.  5 x 105 cells were 

isolated and pelleted for 2 min, the supernatant was removed and replaced with RLT buffer with 1% 

β-mercaptoethanol (Sigma, UK). The pellet was further broken up with a 1000 μL pipette tip until a 

homogeneous cell suspension was achieved, if required a 19 G needle and syringe was used. The 

cells were pelleted again, and 70% ethanol was added to the Eppendorf tube and the cells 

resuspended and transferred to a RNeasy mini spin column. The ethanol, RLT and cells were spun for 

2 min the supernatant was removed. RW1 buffer added, and the cells spun again for 1 min. 80 μL of 
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DNase (QIAGEN, UK) was incubated at room temperature on the columns for 15 min. RW1 buffer 

was added again, and the columns spun for 1 min and the supernatant removed. Wash buffer RPE 

was added to the columns and spun for 1 min then 80% ethanol was added, the columns spun for 1 

min and then the column was transferred to a new collection tube and spun for 5 min with the lids 

open to remove as much ethanol as possible. The columns were transferred to a 1.5 mL Eppendorf 

and 14 μL of RNase free water added directly onto the membrane in the column and incubated for 

10 min at room temperature. The columns were spun again for 1 min and the RNA transferred back 

onto the membrane for a further spin for 2 min.  The RNA concentration was then measured using a 

Nanodrop 2000 spectrophotometer (ThermoFisher, UK). 

 

2.4.3 cDNA Conversion  

A high-capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription kit (4368814, Applied Biosystems, ThermoFisher, UK) 

was used to convert the extracted RNA into cDNA. Briefly, 14 µL of cDNA regents mixed as per the 

manufacturer’s instructions were combined with 500 ng of RNA in a 200 µL dome capped PCR tube 

(AB1770, ThermoFisher, UK), the resulting mixture was then combined with RNase free water to a 

total reaction volume of 28 µL in a 1:1 ratio. RNA was denatured for 5 min at 65 °C and reverse 

transcribed for 1 h at 50 °C then held at 4 oC before retrieval and stored at -80 oC until RT-qPCR 

analysis.  

 

2.4.4 RT-qPCR 

Gene expression and quantification was detected using Applied Biosystems® Taqman® Gene 

Expression Master Mix and FAM-conjugated Taqman® probes (Table 2.2). Quantitative polymerase 

chain reaction (qPCR) amplification conditions were a single 95 °C 2 min cycle followed by 40 cycles 

of 95 °C for 15 s and 60 °C for 1 min (Roche LC480 real-time thermal cycler (F. Hoffmann- La Roche, 

UK). A reaction volume of 5 μL of which 2.52 μL was Applied Biosystems® Taqman ® Gene Expression 

Master Mix and 0.28 μL relevant Taqman® primer in a 10:1 ratio combined with 2.3 μL cDNA as 

previously described in Section 2.4.3. 
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The primer sequences of Taqman® probes are not published by the manufacturer. This is in part due 

that Taqman® does replicate DNA in the way that typical PCR does. Instead sequence specific 

oligonucleotides called probes bind to denatured dsDNA. The probes are not extended as with 

primers, instead probes bind to the target DNA region. On the 5' end of the oligonucleotide there is 

a fluorescent molecule which is quenched by a molecule on the 3' end. As taq polymerase extends 

along the denatured DNA it cleaves the probe and releases the fluorescent molecule which can be 

detected by the qPCR machine 66. 

 

2.4.5 RNA Extraction for qPCR/Expression Profile for cells in Constructs  

3D printed constructs were removed from culture wells with plastic tweezers and places in a 25 mL 

centrifuge tube, residual media was washed with 1 mL of PBS. PBS was removed before a 1.5 mL of 

aqueous chelator solution (sodium citrate (C8532 Sigma, UK) at a concentration of 90 mM pH 7.4, 

supplemented with 10 % FCS (Lab Tech,UK) was added and then agitated for 5 min on a shaker plate 

at 200 rpm at room temperature. Samples were then mixed with a 1000 μL pipette, 3 mL of PBS was 

added and briefly vortexed before centrifuging at 300 g for 5 min. The supernatant was removed, 

and the remaining cell, collagen and mineral pellet was resuspended in 500 μL of PBS and 

centrifuged again at 300 g for 5 min. The supernatant was removed and replaced with 350 µl RLT 

buffer with 1% β-mercaptoethanol (Sigma, UK). The sample was then treated as per RNA extraction 

described above.   

 

 

Primer Code Supplier 

Msx2 Mm00442992_m1 Taqman, UK 

Runx2  Mm00501584  Taqman, UK 

Sp7  Mm04209856  Taqman, UK 

Col1a1  Mm08801666  Taqman, UK 

Alpl  Mm01187117 Taqman, UK 

SPP1 Mm00436767_m1 Taqman, UK 

Pdpn Mm00494716_m1 Taqman, UK 

Bglap Mm03413826 Taqman, UK 

Sparc Mm00486332_m1 Taqman, UK 

Rn18s  Mm04277571_s1 Taqman, UK 

B2m Mm00437762 Taqman, UK 

Table 2.1 List of all primer probes used and their associated gene 
code. 
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2.5 3D printing  

A RegenHU Discovery 3D bioprinter was used for all 3D printing experiments (RegenHU, 

Switzerland). For all bioprinting a 3 mL autoclaved syringe (7012074 Nordson EFD, UK) was used 

without a plunger. All constructs and print calibration files were made in RegenHU BioCAD software. 

A default printer movement speed of 30 mm/s was used for all prints with only the pressure and 

needle diameter changing.  

To find suitable pressure ranges for extrusion, bioink was loaded into the printer and the extrusion 

pressure was set to zero. The printer was set to continuously extrude through the user interface, the 

pressure was manually increased until a steady flow of bioink was flowing from the needle. From 

this point, more refined and accurate techniques could be used to determine optimal printing 

pressure for each bioink condition.  

For needle diameter calibration, a basic bioink maintained at 4 oC containing 0.6% alginate and 

fluorescein at 25 µM was used. A series of straight lines with right angle turns was printed into CLEX 

SLAM, incubated for 30 min at 37 oC and retrieved using 100 mM CaCl2. The retrieved constructs 

were then imaged on a confocal dish. Multiple images were taken across the entire printed shape 

and the width of the filament measured using IMARES (Version 7.2.1). This was repeated using a 

range of 40 mm long needle gauges (20 to 27 G) and different pressures for each needle to find the 

optimal conditions. When the optimal extrusion conditions had been determined, the printing 

parameters were repeated again using bioink containing collagen, tubes and cells at working 

concentration and any adjustments to the pressure was made accordingly.  An ordinary one-way 

ANNOVA with Tukey's multiple comparisons test was performed in GraphPad prism 8.  

When printing experimental conditions, a cool jacket kept on ice was used keep the temperature of 

the bioink low to inhibit collagen polymerisation. CLEX SLAM agarose was warmed to 37 oC in a 

water bath before being transferred to the well plate inside the bioprinter hood, standard cell 

biology aseptic practices were maintained throughout the process. An autoclaved 3 mL syringe 

(7012074 Nordson EFD, UK) had an autoclaved metal needle attached. 2 mL of bioink was loaded 

into the syringe then the whole setup was loaded into a cool jacket. 3 constructs were printed 

sequentially in a 12 well plate and the remaining bioink was retrieved from the syringe by removing 

the needle and purging the syringe with constant flow.  The needle was purged with sterile PBS to 

remove any blockages and attached to a fresh sterile 3 mL syringe and a further 2 mL of ink added 

for the next 3 constructs. This was repeated until the whole plate had been printed. Constructs were 

then transferred to an incubator at 37 oC, 5% CO2 for 2 h to polymerise the collagen and CLEX 

alginate.  
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After incubation, plates were transferred to a biosafety class two hood and the agarose fluid gel was 

gently diluted off with 100 mM CaCl2 to release the construct from the support bath. The partially 

gelled constructs were further incubated in the CaCl2 to fully crosslink any remaining unpolymerized 

gel aiding in successful removal.  

2.6 X-ray Fluorescence (XRF) and Mineralisation of Constructs 

For Alizarin Red staining, 2 g Alizarin Red S (A5533, Sigma, UK) was dissolved in 100 mL DI H2O, while 

shielded from the light. The pH was adjusted with ammonium hydroxide or HCl to 4.1 – 4.3, the 

solution was then stored in the dark until use. 

At each time point, cells in 12 well plates had the media removed and were washed three times with 

500 µL PBS. The PBS was aspirated and the cells air dried for 1 min then approximately 300 µl 4% 

PFA (HT5011-1CS, Sigma, UK) was added the well to ensure the monolayer was complete covered. 

The well plate was covered and gently agitated for 30 min on a shaker plate at 50 rpm at room 

temperature. After 30 min the PFA was aspirated and the cells were washed with 1 mL DI H2O 4 

times, 300 µl of Alizarin Red S solution was added to each well. The plates were protected from the 

light and gently agitated for 45 min on a shaker plate at 50 rpm at room temperature. The staining 

solution was carefully aspirated, and the wells washed with 1 mL DI H2O at least 4 times or until the 

wash showed no more stain present.  1 mL of PBS was added to each well and the plates stored at 4 

oC until use with the PBS topped up as required.   

 

The stained plates were imaged on a Cytation 5 (BioTek, USA), 60 images at x 20 magnification were 

stitched together for each image. The red thresholding was measured with ImageJ Fiji. 

Alizarin red extractions were performed in accordance with ScienCell’s ARS Staining Quantification 

Assay (ARed-Q) protocol 67. A two way ANNOVA a Dunnett's multiple comparisons test was was 

performed in GraphPad prism 8.  

Monolayers of cells were cultured on T25 flasks. At the selected time point, the media was removed 

and the sample washed with PBS. The cells were then fixed with 4% PFA (HT5011-1CS, Sigma, UK) for 

30 min. The remaining PFA was rinsed with 5 mL PBS, for two washes 5 mL of DI water was then 

used to rinse the samples. The flasks were then frozen at – 80 oC until freeze dried under vacuum at -

55 oC overnight. The baseplate of the flask was cut out using a handheld saw (Dremel electric 

multitool), care was taken not to damage the monolayer of cells. The monolayer was placed into a 

M4 Tornado instrument Micro- X-ray fluorescence (μ-XRF) (Bruker, USA). A vacuum of 30 mbar was 
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pulled within the chamber. The X ray emitter was operating at 50 kV and 300 mA. The monolayers 

were analysed three times at 10 ms per measurement.  
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3 Development of Methods 

For The Effective 

Encapsulation and Retrieval of 

Cells in Alginate Microbeads 
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3.1 Preface  
The initial approach of this project was to seed osteoblast cells and an interpenetrating network of 

collagen within sacrificial alginate. With the aims of the cells adhering to the collagen within the 

alginate and further functionalising the network and subsequently the alginate can be removed. To 

achieve this, cells were encapsulated within an alginate bead and placed in a chip like construct 

(Figure 1.4.1). Collagen was to be incorporated within the alginate bead and placed on top of the 

beads within the chip culture chamber. The hypothesis was the cells would develop within the 

culture chip and could easily be used for assays. This was found not to be compatible with 

encapsulation. Due to the dropping of beads into a crosslinking bath required for encapsulation, it 

was determined that the minimum concentration of CaCl2 required for this was 25 mM. Due to the 

glycine residues on the collagen chains, fibril collagen was not able to form within the beads when 

cross linked under these conditions (Figure 3.1.1). This ultimately led to the change in methodologies 

from encapsulation to bioink formulation later investigated in chapter 4.  

Figure 3.1.1 Fluorescently labelled collagen within alginate crosslinked with 25 mM calcium 
chloride and uncross linked alginate. 0.6% alginate 0.1 mg/mL rat tail collagen was used for 
both conditions.  Scale bars 30 µm 

A. Fluorescently labelled collagen within alginate crosslinked with 25 mM calcium 

chloride, the collagen can be seen to be clumps and undefined within the alginate.  

B. Fluorescently labelled collagen within non-crosslinked alginate , the collagen forms 

clearly defined fibrils within the ink. 
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Additionally to the poor collagen structure, cell viability within the beads was not detected using 

alamar blue. The beads were chelated with EDTA to release the cells inside, while the cells were able 

to attach the 2D TC plate no metabolic activity or proliferation was measured with Resazurin 

reduction at 24 h, 5 or 7 days in culture. On visual inspection, cells presented with an abnormal 

morphology, they were rounded with very few flat cells (Figure 3.1.2).  

To improve the attachment and proliferation post encapsulation, reformulation of the chelating 

conditions was invested to ameliorate the poor cell yields. Initially tested was the addition of Foetal 

Calf Serum (FCS) to reduce the toxicity of the EDTA chelator. FCS is a requirement for healthy cell 

culture and is often used to maintain cell viability outside of culture68. 3 mL of 100 mM EDTA was 

used per condition, this was supplemented with 10 or 20% FCS, reducing the concentration to 90 

mM, and bead exposure was 10 min. Next the volume of EDTA was reduced to 1.5 mL remaining at 

the same final concentration, again with 10 or 20% FCS. After 24 h there was no observable 

difference between any condition using resazurin or visual appearance. After 8 days in culture, the 

new methodology with 10% FCS appeared to have some colonies formed with fewer rounded cells, 

though, there was still no difference using resazurin which was below the threshold of detection 

(Figure 3.1.2). Though very slight improvements were seen, the protocol was modified to 1.5 mL of 

chelator supplemented with 10% FCS. 

Figure 3.1.2 Images of cells in either 10 or 20% FCS with either 1.5 or 3 mL EDTA versus EDTA alone 
after 8 days in culture with 1 wash and media change. All images at x 4, Scale bar = 500 µm. 

The top row is 1.5 mL of EDTA – A.) 10% FCS, B.) 20% FCS and C.) EDTA alone after 8 days.  
The bottom row is 3mL EDTA – D.)10% FCS, E.) 20% FCS and F.) EDTA alone after 8 days 
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To reduce the toxicity of the chelation, the initial chelator exposure time would be tested at 

between 1 and 10 min. 1.5 mL of 90 mM EDTA at pH 7.4 with 10% FCS was added to 100 l of beads 

at 106 cells/mL. The beads would be shaken at room temperature as before, and the gel beads would 

be well pipetted to dilute the alginate away from the cells with time being the only variable. After 24 

h there were similar yields between 1 min in EDTA and 10 min, again yielding minimal viable cells 

and no activity measured with resazurin. Visual images show that there is a similar outcome 

between the two samples Figure 3.1.3. 

With the new chelation time of 1 minute used, and the addition of 10% FCS still yielding released 

cells that are not viable in culture, a EDTA dose response was tested along with 3 other chelating 

agents. The investigation was written up into a research article shown below.  

 

 

This work has been written up into a manuscript for publication, the experimental work was 

performed solely by L.A Hill with feedback and supervision from A. J Naylor and D.C Basset.  

 

  

Figure 3.1.3 Cultured MC3T3 cells post release from alginate beads. The alginate beads which encapsulated 

the cells was exposed to EDTA for either 1 or 10 minutes. The images show little difference in cell yield or 
morphology. All images at x 4, Scale bar in Figure A = 500 µm. A) 1 minute exposure B.) 10 minute exposure. 
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3.2 Abstract 

 

Alginate encapsulation has been widely used for several decades for the storage, protection 

and processing of both eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells. A prevalent feature of alginate that 

makes it particularly useful and convenient for encapsulation, bioprocessing and 

biofabrication is its reversible gelation mechanism, made possible by physical junction zones 

with multivalent cations. This gelation process can be performed under cyto-compatible 

conditions to enable effective cell encapsulation, storage, distribution, and structuring. 

Despite a wide body of literature describing this reversible gelation process, relatively little 

consideration has been given to the influence of the chelating agents (used to disrupt the 

hydrogel network and retrieve a cell population) on cell behaviour. In this paper, the effect 

of a range of commonly used chelators on the metabolism and proliferation potential of 

pre-encapsulated MC3T3 cells has been systematically evaluated.  

A commonly used chelator, EDTA, demonstrated a strong toxic effect on the encapsulated 

cells whereas hexametaphosphate, citrate and pyrophosphate ions enabled timely retrieval 

with minimal toxicity. Furthermore, by optimising alginate content, the culture environment 

and chelating agent, it was possible to develop a rapid five-minute de-gelling protocol, 

enabling the release of cells from encapsulation with much higher levels of viability and 

proliferation potential than with standard protocols. This describes a quick and reliable 

method to release cells from alginate microbead encapsulation and addresses appropriate 

time limits for encapsulation to ensure maximal cell viability and proliferative capacity of the 

released cells. 
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3.3 Introduction  

Cell encapsulation is a widely used technique for tissue engineering 69,70,51 and cell storage 71,72,73. 

Currently there are many techniques to encapsulate cells but the reliable, simple, non-toxic release 

of cells for subsequent culture has not been widely reported. One of the most widely used 

encapsulation substrates is alginic acid (aqueously soluble salt – alginate), which is a naturally 

occurring biopolymer of randomly repeating mannuronic and guluronic acid residues. Primarily it is 

purified from marine brown algae such as Macrocystis pyrifera, Laminaria hyperborea and 

Ascophyllum, however it is also produced by certain bacteria, such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa 74. 

Alginate is a highly industrially-relevant polymer, with significant use in food, medical and 

pharmaceutical applications 75,76. In the context of encapsulation of living cells, alginate has some 

exceptional advantages for the safe and effective protection of both eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells 

in terms of economics and simplicity. These advantages are particularly interesting for contemporary 

bioprocessing applied in 3D bioprinting 33, cryopreservation 71, tissue engineering 60, bioproduction 

77, advanced drug delivery 78, microfluidics 79 and cell screening 80. 

Despite a great deal of attention given to the encapsulation process, primarily in the context of 

gelling kinetics and emulsion formulations 54, relatively little attention has been given to the retrieval 

of encapsulated cells from crosslinked alginate hydrogels, particularly for recovery of viable 

eukaryotic cells. For example 5% peroxide has been used to degrade alginate gels 81, which is far 

greater than the dose required to cause intestinal inflammation82 or significant cytotoxicity in 

culture83. Enzymatic degradation of alginate requires reaction conditions of 50 oC and pH 6.0, which 

are substantially outside optimal physiological conditions and are potently cytotoxic 84,85. Other 

techniques are available to dissociate alginate polymer networks for the retrieval of encapsulated 

cells such as acidification 81and heating 86. However these techniques, while effective at breaking 

down alginate polymers, require conditions that are not well tolerated by cells 87. Current extraction 

techniques for the retrieval of live cells from crosslinked alginate hydrogels are therefore limited to 

chemical chelation as this is a facile technique that can be performed under physiologically 

compatible conditions 88,89,69, however the relative effect of chelators on cytotoxicity is not well 

documented. Here, we have explored the cytotoxicity of the more commonly used chelators and 

have optimised the de-gelling process, such that the cells can be safely removed from the gel within 

5 minutes with low toxicity and improved recovery. 
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3.3.1 Aims and Hypotheses 
The overall aims of this chapter are to develop the effective encapsulation and retrieval of cells in 

alginate microbeads. With a focus on optimising the diluent of the alginate hydrogel, the culture 

conditions for optimal long-term culture of cells encapsulated in alginate microbeads and an 

effective method for releasing viable cells for further characterization if required.  

The hypothesis is that the diluent of alginate will have an effect on the encapsulated cells viability, 

the length of culture within the alginate will affect the cells proliferation and that the release of the 

cells will be vary little between each chelator. 

3.4 Methods 
The methods section for this manuscript can be found in Chapter 2 section 2.1.  
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3.5 Results 
For the beads to fit within the SSL chip as previously described, a heterogeneous population with 

viable cells is required. Therefore initially optimal bead formation was investigated along with the 

alginate diluent which is most compatible with cell incorporation as shown in Figure 3.5.1. 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Figure 3.5.1 Overview of the development process for encapsulating cells in alginate microbeads 
(AMBs). A-C) Light micrographs of 2% w/v AMBs generated at different flow rates. A) 17.5 mL/min B) 
27.5 mL/min C) 37.5 mL/min D) Confocal fluorescent light micrograph of encapsulated MC3T3-E1 
cells in 2% w/v diH2O based AMBs stained with calcein AM (green) marker of viable cells and 
propidium iodide (red) for dead cells. E) Metabolic activity of cells post-encapsulation and retrieval. 
Cells were encapsulated in a 2% w/v AMBs gel made with either diH2O or with αMEM complete cell 
culture media (as indicated) and released using sodium citrate chelator for the indicated time and 
proliferated for 24h, prior to measurement of metabolic activity expressed as RFU (Relative 
Fluorescent Units) compared to a 2D control of the same seeding density. n=3. Error bars = +/- SD. 
All Scale bars 400 μm. *; P < 0.005 **; P < 0.0005 ***; P < 0.0001 **** 
 

To achieve bead consistency, microscope images of beads formed at a range of flow rates were 

analysed to determine optimal flow rates during the encapsulation process. At low flow rates (<~20 

mL/min), beads showed an irregular surface and a concave middle, indicated by light refracting from 
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the centre of the bead (Figure 3.5.1A). Optimal flow rates were achieved when the surface of the 

bead was smooth and regular with no discernible features (Figures 3.5.1B). At higher flow rates 

(>~30 mL/min), beads were produced with a wrinkled surface and distorted shape (Figure 3.5.1C). 

An optimal flowrate of 27.5 mL/min was determined, which was used in further cell encapsulation 

studies. Cells were encapsulated in 2% AMBs made with diH2O as the aqueous phase and showed 

high viability (circa. 100%) immediately post encapsulation when stained with calcein AM and 

propidium iodide (Figure 3.5.1D). When encapsulated cells were released from water-based gels 

using a commonly-cited chelator (sodium citrate90), they initially displayed low metabolic activity. 

When the aqueous phase of the gel was replaced with complete αMEM there was a substantial 

increase in the metabolic activity of post-encapsulated cells and in their subsequent proliferative 

capacity. The post-encapsulated cells continue to thrive, proliferating beyond that of the control 

cells maintained in 2D culture. This was the case for all conditions, irrespective of whether the cells 

were exposed to chelators for 1 or 5 minutes. (Figure 3.5.1E). 

A dose response of chelator chemicals on cell metabolism was conducted to determine suitable 

concentrations of chelators for AMBs de-gelling to release encapsulated cells. A monolayer of 

MC3T3-E1 cultured in 48 well plates were exposed to a range of chelator concentrations between 

1.56 and 100 mM for 30 minutes; their metabolic activity was recorded 24 hours post exposure and 

Figure 3.5.2 Metabolic activity measured by reduction of Resazurin (expressed as a percentage 

change from PBS-treated control) of 2D cultured cells 24 h post exposure to calcium ion chelator 

solutions: Citrate (red), EDTA (blue), HMP (green) and PPi (purple). Chelator concentration ranged 

between 1.56 and 100 mM (x axis). n = 3. Error bars +/- SD. 
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compared to a negative control (exposure to PBS). Results are shown in Figure 2; four commonly 

used chelators were chosen: EDTA (blue), sodium citrate (red), hexametaphosphate (HMP) (Green) 

and sodium pyrophosphate (PPi) (Purple). EDTA demonstrated a clear dose response with activity 

steadily declining from 12 mM and reaching 0% by 50 mM. In contrast, HMP and PPi were well 

tolerated up to 50 mM but both resulted in a sharp decline in activity beyond 50 mM. Citrate 

demonstrated a minimal effect on the cellular activity at all concentrations tested, however activity 

was reduced at higher concentrations and was lowest at 100 mM at 76.7% of the control activity.  

Therefore, the order of chelator toxicity from most to least potent was determined to be EDTA > 

HMP ≥ PPi > Citrate when applied to 2D monolayers.  
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To assess the effects of encapsulation when combined with exposure to the de-gelling chelation 

agent, the proliferation potential of encapsulated cells after release was measured at 0, 1-, 2-, 3- and 

4- weeks post-encapsulation within 2% AMBs (Figure 3.5.3) or 1% AMBs (Figure 3.5.4). The different 

chelators (EDTA, Citrate, HMP and PPi) were applied at a concentration of 90 mM and the 

proliferation of released cells was measured each day for 4 days by counting the cell numbers in 

culture and comparing against a conventionally cultured, unencapsulated 2D control.  

Following initial release from 2% AMBs encapsulation (Figure 3.5.3), and regardless of the duration 

of this encapsulation, all the chelators resulted in a similar reduction in cell number of between 50 

and 75%. Cells released from AMBs within 2 hours of encapsulation (week 0) with citrate or 1 week 

Figure 3.5.3 Effect of long-term 3D encapsulation culture on cells encapsulated in 2% alginate αMEM 

microbeads.  

A) Cells were encapsulated and cultured for between 0-4 weeks. Each graph represents a different 

length of encapsulation, as indicated by the graph title. Released cells were cultured in 2D for up to 4 

days (x axis). Proliferation potential post chelation was assessed, and the cell number achieved at 

each time point is shown post release. 2D control cells (cyan) demonstrate the baseline proliferation 

potential of this cell type prior to encapsulation. Error bars = +/- SD. n=3 B) Proliferation index of the 

released and expanded cells. Represents a fold increase in cells throughout the time course. Stats are 

compared to 2D control. n=3 Error bars = +/- SEM. P < 0.05 *; P < 0.005 **; P < 0.0005 ***; P < 0.0001 

****. 
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in culture with HMP also showed an initial reduction in cell number but were still able to proliferate 

post chelation. Though the cells subsequently recovered, the proliferation index was still far less and 

significantly different than the 2D control (Figure 3.5.3 B). After one week of encapsulation in 2% 

AMB, cells released through exposure to citrate, EDTA or PPi all displayed decreased viability as 

evidenced by reduced cell number, and subsequently showed reduced proliferation index compared 

to 2D control cells, however this drop was not significant (Figure3.5.3 B). While HMP treatment 

initially resulted in released cells having the greatest proliferation of all chelators tested, at 2 weeks 

AMB encapsulation the total yield following release and subsequent proliferation rate were similar 

and significantly reduced for all the experimental conditions when compared to the 2D control group 

(Figure 3.5.3 B). From week 2 onwards, all the released cells showed impaired proliferation rate post 

chelation, regardless of the chelator chosen, however PPi-treated cells achieved a slightly higher cell 

number and maintained a constant proliferation index compared to the other conditions. As the 

duration of encapsulation increased the proliferation rate post encapsulation decreased further so 

that, following release after 4 weeks of encapsulation, cell proliferation was almost completely 

impaired, and only the PPi released cells were capable of expanding beyond their initial seeding 

number with a proliferation index of 1.53 +/- 0.09. 
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After observing a clear effect of encapsulation time on the proliferative potential of cells 

encapsulated in 2% AMBs, the alginate encapsulating gel concentration was reduced to 1% and re-

evaluated. Due to the high toxicity of EDTA observed in Figure 3.5.2, this chelator was not included 

in subsequent cell release experiments. The concentration of the chelating agents was reduced to 45 

mM, reflecting the reduction in crosslinking Ca2+ at the reduced alginate concentration. Similar de-

gelling kinetics were achieved under these conditions (data not shown).  

Cells encapsulated in 1% AMBs (Figure 3.5.3) retained a higher proliferation potential post 

encapsulation compared to those encapsulated in 2% alginate (Figure 3.5.4). At week 0, there was 

no significant difference in cell number between cells release from 1% AMBs compared to 2D 

controls regardless of the chelator used. Cells released from encapsulation using PPi showed 

equivalent proliferation rates to the control group. Cells released using citrate or HMP proliferated 

at a similar rate to the 2D control cells up to a week of encapsulation, as demonstrated by similar 

cell counts and proliferation index at each time point tested (Figure 3.5.4 A & B). 

Figure3.5.4 Effect of long-term culture on cells encapsulated in 1% alginate αMEM microbeads on 

proliferation potential post chelation.  

A) Cells were encapsulated and cultured for 0-4 weeks as indicated, then released using the 

indicated chelator chemical and cultured in 2D for up to 4 days. The cell number achieved at each 

time point is shown post release and compared to a 2D control which was never encapsulated. Error 

bars = +/- SD. n=3 B) Proliferation index of the released and expanded cells. Represents a fold 

increase in cells throughout the time course. Error bars = +/- SEM. P < 0.05 *; P < 0.005 **; P < 

0.0005 ***; P < 0.0001 **** n=3 
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As observed with 2% AMBs, cells encapsulated for 1 week in 1% AMBs showed an initial drop in 

number post chelation (cf. Figures 3.5.3 & 4). However, the cell numbers for all chelators tested 

were quickly able to recover and proliferate with no significant difference to the control group for 

the first 2 days post chelation. PPi-chelated cells were the least affected and remained statistically 

equivalent to the 2D control until the fourth day after release. Following 3 weeks in culture, a 

complete cessation of proliferation was observed for HMP and citrate-treated cells. Cells released 

using PPi remained the only condition to continue to proliferate post release, and they did not 

significantly differ from the 2D control cell count until day 4. After 4 weeks in 1% AMB encapsulation 

culture there was no observed proliferation post-release regardless of the ion chelator applied, 

Figure 3.5.5 Fluorescent imaging showing cell attachment to alginate microbeads, as observed by 

Calcein AM (green) staining.  

Intact microbeads containing MC3T3-E1 cells were co-cultured with a confluent monolayer of 

MC3T3-E1 cells in either supplemented media (A, B, C) or proliferation media (D). Cells were 

encapsulated in either 1% (A & C) or 2% (B & D) alginate microbeads. For the confocal images (A & 

B) the focal plane is at the widest circumference of the bead, approximately 250 – 300 µm from 

the TC plastic below. C & D are conventional wide-field fluorescent microscopy images. All scale 

bars 200 μm. Areas of interest mentioned in the text are highlighted with white arrows. 
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however PPi treated cells did recover slightly at day 4 and the proliferation index was never 

significantly different from control.  This trend result was very similar to that observed previously for 

2% gels but with an order of magnitude higher cell count. The effect of media supplemented with (L-

ascorbic acid and β-glycerophosphate) which has been shown to stimulate differentiation of MC3T3 

cells into osteoblasts91 on cell behaviour and proliferation. Cell attachment to the microbead surface 

was observed to occur for both 1 and 2% AMBs in supplemented media, with very little difference 

noted between the two conditions (Figure 3.5.5). When cultured in supplemented media, cell 

attachment to the microbead surface markedly increased and the interactions between the 

monolayer and the beads were more apparent, with a visibly higher cell density around the beads 

compared to proliferation media (cf. Figure 3.5.5 C & D). For all conditions, cells formed a bridging 

network both between beads and between beads and the culture dish, though this was more limited 

when proliferation media was used compared to supplemented media (cf. Figure 3.5.5 C & D). This 

network provided sufficient attachment such that the culture plate could be completely inverted 

without displacement of the microbeads occurring. SEM imaging of dried samples further confirmed 

cell attachments to the surface of the microbeads, forming bridges both between the AMBs and 

between the culture surface and the microbeads.  These SEM images showed that the monolayer 

had begun to form a bridging network between the two beads which resulted in a void where the 

cells were previously attached (Figure S3.7.1, page 49).  
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Supplemented media was found to have a strong effect on the proliferation potential of the cells 

post encapsulation in 2% AMBs, regardless of the chelator used (Figure 3.5.6).  At weeks 0 and 1 the 

cells followed a very similar proliferation rate to 1% AMBs cultured in regular proliferation media 

(Figure 3.5.4) with all chelator conditions closely following the control cells, these rates were much 

higher than that observed previously for 2% AMB (Figure 3.5.3) and the proliferation index was not 

significantly different from the control at any time point (Figure 3.5.6B). However, after 2-3 weeks, 

cells cultured in supplemented media maintained a strong proliferative growth phase after a short 

lag phase (Figure 3.5.3 & 4) compared to cells cultured in regular media which had very low rate of 

proliferation for both gel concentrations tested (Figure3.5.6 &7).  

 

Figure 3.5.6 Effect of long-term culture on cells encapsulated in 2% alginate αMEM microbeads 

on proliferation potential post chelation and cultured in supplemented media. 

A) Cells were encapsulated and cultured for 0-4 weeks as indicated, then released using the 

indicated chelator chemical and cultured in 2D for up to 4 days. The cell number achieved at each 

time point is shown post release and compared to a 2D control which was not encapsulated. 

Error bars = +/- 1SD. n=3 B) Proliferation index of the released and expanded cells. Represents a 

fold increase in cells throughout the 4 d time course. Error bars = +/- SEM. P < 0.05 *; P < 0.005 

**; P < 0.0005 ***; P < 0.0001 **** n=3 
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Then evaluated was the proliferation of cells post encapsulation in 1% AMBs and cultured in 

differentiation media (Figure 3.5.7). Initially at weeks 0 and 1 the cells demonstrated a similar 

proliferation profile to that observed for 1% AMBs in regular proliferation media and 2% AMBs in 

differentiation media (cf. Figures 3.5.4 & 6) with minimal loss in cellular proliferation post chelation. 

Surprisingly, unlike cells cultured in proliferation media, cells cultured using differentiation media 

and released from 2% AMBs were inhibited less than those released from 1% AMBs (Figure 3.5.6B v 

Figure 3.5.7B). The 1% AMB encapsulated cells did not show the same lag phase of 24 h as observed 

for 2% AMB prior to proliferation, suggesting that the initial encapsulation matrix stiffness influences 

cells differently when cultured in standard cell culture media compared to supplemented media. 

Indeed, the matrix stiffness of cast bulk gel alginate cylinders made with 1 and 2% w/v alginate were 

significantly different with a measured elastic modulus of 11.21 +/- 1.92 and 40.52 +/- 7.4 kPa 

respectively (Figure S3.7.2, page 49). Both polymer concentrations demonstrated ideal elastic 

Figure3.5.7 Effect of long-term culture on cells encapsulated in 1% alginate αMEM microbeads on 

proliferation potential post chelation and cultured in supplemented media. 

 Cells were encapsulated and cultured for 0-4 weeks as indicated, then released using the indicated 

chelator chemical and cultured in 2D for up to 4 days. The cell number at each time point is shown 

post release and compared to a 2D control which was not encapsulated. *=<0.05,**=< 0.005, 

***=<0.0005, ****=<0.0001     error bars = +/- 1SD. n= 3 B) Proliferation index of the released and 

expanded cells. Represents a fold increase in cells throughout the time course. Error bars = +/- SEM. 

n=3 
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behaviour and achieved a peak stress of 3.42 and 9.71 kPa respectively. The 1 and 2% alginate 

samples had elastic moduli of 11.21 +/- 1.92 kPa and 40.56 +/- 7.40 kPa respectively. These results 

suggest that alginate concentration should be carefully considered when being used for cell 

encapsulation for either cell storage or tissue engineering and biofabrication applications.  
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3.6 Discussion 

The aim of this study was to find a robust and reliable way to encapsulate and release cells in an 

alginate hydrogel scaffold and observe the effects of long-term encapsulation and chelator 

chemicals on the proliferation potential of released cells.  

This study demonstrates the importance of selecting the aqueous phase of alginate hydrogels and 

the effect it has on the viability of encapsulated cells. Cells encapsulated in non-isotonic buffered 

gels had minimal cellular activity when released, compared to the high viability of cells encapsulated 

using αMEM cell culture media as the aqueous phase as seen in Figure 3.5.1A. Literature shows that 

the aqueous component used for alginate hydrogels for cell encapsulation ranges from water92, 

saline and buffered saline72, to cell culture media55. This data suggests that great care should be 

taken when considering the aqueous component of alginate gels for encapsulating cells for both 

short and sustained culture.  

In 2D cell culture, all the chelator chemicals tested (other than EDTA) were well-tolerated in the 

range of 1.56-100 mM (Figure 3.5.2). EDTA demonstrated a clear dose dependant response 

confirming the potent cytotoxicity of this molecule previously reported by others88. The cells were 

exposed for 30 minutes as this represents a realistic maximum time that encapsulated cells could be 

exposed to the chelators during the extraction process and far exceeds the time required for the gels 

to fully de-gel. For the sustained encapsulation and release experiments, the maximum applied 

concentration of each chelator was 90 mM as this was within tolerated ranges for most of the 

chelators (Figure 3.5.2). Additionally, this was to ensure a moderate excess concentration of chelator 

compared to Ca2+ within the system to ensure complete release of the encapsulated cargo. In this 

way, when reversing the alginate gelling to release cells from an alginate construct, the exact size 

and Ca2+ content does not need to be known to ensure adequate release, which is applicable when 

applying the protocol to larger and more complex constructs. Here we have shown the volume of 

chelator required can be approximated to cover the construct. When the concentration of the 

alginate was reduced to 1%, the subsequent chelator concentration was in turn reduced to 45 mM, 

in order to maintain a comparable ratio of chelator to Ca2+. 

For all gel concentrations and media conditions tested a 2D control was cultured continuously from 

the same starting stock of cells used for encapsulation. At the beginning of each week 1 x 104 cells 

were seeded for experimental and control conditions. The 2D control growth curve on each figure 

series was near identical for all weeks as the average cell number for each day was averaged. This 

was to provide a constant value for each week as MC3T3-E1 cells have been shown to be 

inconsistent in 2D culture64. The passage number for the 2D control never exceeded 32, this is the 
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upper limit for MC3T3-E1 cells to undergo supplemented differentiation93. From the initial release of 

the cells through chelation, it is possible to see a distinct difference at week 0 between 1% and 2% 

AMBs. The proliferation of cells released from 1% AMBs was not significantly different to the 2D 

control at any day and PPi released cells exceeded the control. This demonstrates that encapsulating 

cells in a lower alginate concentration allows cells to retain the ability to proliferate. Therefore, the 

cells experience a concentration and time-dependant response where reduced concentrations of 

alginate and time spent encapsulated increases the proliferation potential of post-encapsulated 

cells. We believe that this is a novel finding regarding the limitations of alginate encapsulation since 

previous literature has only looked at either short term storage of cells encapsulated in alginate 71,72 

or long-term encapsulation without retrieval13,94,95.  Our findings are in agreement with a recent 

study that suggests encapsulating cells in 3D arrests proliferation and the cell cycle while releasing 

the cells restarts both of these63, however their work was performed using collagen hydrogels and 

up to only 10 days encapsulation, compared with 28 days in culture as investigated in this work. 

The number of cells retrieved from 2% AMBs cultured in proliferation media, initially dropped from 

the initial seeding cell number for all weeks tested. Week 0 had the highest number of recovered 

cells regardless of chelator used (60% of the control cells numbers). Though this initial drop is 

present in all other encapsulation culture conditions it is most prominent in the non-supplemented 

proliferation media conditions. This suggests that culturing encapsulated cells in supplemented 

media may improve initial cell recovery and there is some evidence to suggest that when cells are in 

3D culture supplemented media can increase proliferation96. A similar trend is seen in all samples for 

weeks 3 and 4 in both supplemented and non-supplemented media, where the cells initially 

remained dormant in a lag phase before beginning to proliferate by day 3 or 4. 

The recovery in proliferation is more prominent following culture with supplemented media, further 

suggesting that the supplemented media is better for long term encapsulation and culture of the 

cells96. The effects between the chelators were less minimal with the exception of EDTA Figure 3.5.2 

with PPi being slightly better tolerated, yielding a small increase in proliferation at the latter weeks 

(Figure 3.5.4). With 1% AMBs cultured with proliferation media, PPi released cells remained not 

significantly different from the control cells until 3 weeks of encapsulation.  These results suggest 

that when culturing cells encapsulated within a non-modified alginate hydrogel, there is a limited 

window in which the cells maintain the ability to proliferate when released from the gel and that the 

encapsulation process substantially influences the behaviour of the cells. This should be taken into 

consideration when using alginate, and likely many other types of hydrogel, as a basis for tissue 

engineering scaffolds or for long term storage of encapsulated cells. Matrix stiffness alone has been 

previously shown to influence cell differentiation40. The difference between the elastic modulus of 
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1% and 2% alginates in combination with the supplemented media used in Figures 3.5.6 and 7 may 

be responsible for the increased cell survival. This finding further suggests that unmodified 2% 

alginate is too stiff for long term encapsulation. The stiffness may inhibit cell attachment within 2% 

AMBs with minimal attachment observed with proliferation media, though this was ameliorated 

with supplemented media (Figure 3.5.5). The supplemented media used, which is commonly applied 

to stimulate osteogenic differentiation, may also be influencing the cellular response.   

The elastic modulus of the 2% alginate is far closer to the physiological ranges preferred by 

osteoblasts than 1%,40,97. Though for proliferation media, the lower concentration of alginate 

ameliorated the effects of long-term encapsulation. When the cells were incubated in supplemented 

media the inverse was true. Suggesting that components in the supplemented media are responsible 

for the increase in cell proliferation of the released 2% supplemented media cells97.  

It is commonly accepted that alginate is broadly biologically inert in its unmodified form and cells 

cannot bind directly to the polymer itself, therefore a large body of work has been created with the 

aim of modifying alginate to allow cells to attach98,95,76. Figure 3.5.5 and Supplementary Figure 3.7.1 

demonstrate that under the right conditions, cells can bind directly to non-modified alginate 

hydrogels during sustained culture and additionally that supplemented media increased cell 

interactions with the alginate hydrogel as did reducing the alginate concentration. We propose that 

this increase in cell attachment is in part due to the ascorbic acid and β-glycerol phosphate 

supplements in the media which are commonly used to drive differentiation of osteoblast lineage 

cells and increase collagen and bone mineral excretion respectively99,100. This excretion of ECM 

proteins onto the surface of the alginate microbeads may provide attachment points for the cells to 

adhere to and increase long term viability. Further investigation into de novo ECM secretion and 

specific cell adhesion points is needed before any conclusions can be drawn about the cellular 

mechanics involved with this and will be the focus of future research. 

The findings here demonstrate that encapsulation within unmodified alginate has a limited window 

of use before impacting cell proliferation potential. Supplementing the culture media with 

components commonly used in osteogenic differentiation media can increase the useable time for 

encapsulation. The mechanisms of this need to be investigated further but our observations should 

be taken into consideration when encapsulating cells in unmodified alginate for the purposes of 

tissue engineering, biofabrication and/or cell storage and serve as a general warning for the 

application of hydrogels in this regard. Additionally, when releasing the cells from encapsulation, 

careful consideration of the chelation agent should be taken depending on the length of culture; 

following short encapsulation times the cells are less sensitive to the chelation agents but, following 
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longer encapsulations, either sodium pyrophosphate or sodium citrate should be the chelator of 

choice to maximise cell viability and proliferation potential upon release.  
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3.7 Supplementary information 

 

 

 
Supplementary Figure S3.7.1. SEM micrograph of a cell monolayer (false coloured gold) forming an 

interconnecting network between two 2% alginate beads cultured in supplemented media (x300 

magnification).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplementary Figure S3.7.2. A. Compression stress strain curves of solid alginate cylinders made 
with either 1 or 2% alginate and complete cell culture media. B. Elastic modulus of the alginate 
cylinders. 
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4 Formulation Development of 

Hybrid Bioinks Using Internal 

Gelation Strategies 
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4.1 Introduction   

The extra cellular matrix (ECM) found in all multicellular life is a complex hierarchically structured 

entanglement of polymers which provide much of the intrinsic mechanical strength of biological 

tissues. Recapitulating this native tissue microenvironment is a complex task, which if achieved, will 

lead onto a multitude of advancements in important biomedical areas such as drug screening, organ 

replacement and regenerative medicine.  The complexity of recapitulating ECM is in large part due 

to the specific conditions required to form the polymers in a functional state synthetically rather 

than being expressed directly from cells. While direct expression of ECM proteins may initially 

appear to be the most sensible approach to produce ECM for the purposes of tissue engineering, the 

rate at which it is produced is very slow. Additionally the cells typically require specific inputs that 

encourage ECM production and often an existing ECM, a suitable 3D environment including correct 

mechanical and biological cues such as cell-cell communication is required. This leads to a “chicken 

and egg” situation where the best way to form ECM is with an existing ECM but without ECM, ECM 

production is limited. While fully recapitulating native tissue is the ultimate goal, the complexity and 

hierarchical structures of biological tissues make the synthetic development of this challenging with 

current technologies. An approach to achieve this would be build a bioink or scaffold which with a 

sufficient but minimum number of molecular cues encourages incorporated cells to anchor and 

modify the existing incorporated matrix as well as depositing de novo ECM.  

Tissue engineering has evolved from this pioneering work and leading contemporary research uses 

the guiding principle of using a seeding biomimetic material as a synthetic ECM rather than waiting 

for cells to produce enough ECM to build complex structures. The seeding material can be: 

components of local microenvironment of the desired tissue type, precursor peptides which later 

Figure 4.1.1 Results by year for 3D Printing Tissue Engineering in NCBI Pubmed search.  

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/?term=3d+printing+tissue+engineering 
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form into more complex structures or may be covalently bound to an inert polymer to facilitate cell 

adhesion, or a biomimetic/ compatible material which has the properties required for the tissue 

type.  

Incorporating these biomaterials advances the technology by creating a number of new 

opportunities such as organ-on-a-chip, smart implants, and synthetic tissues. These biomaterials can 

also be used to speed up the translational pathway between lab and clinic by providing a better 

starting point for basic scientific research. Currently much of the basic science that provides the 

basis for clinical applications and further understanding of the cellular molecular going ons is 

performed with 2D tissue culture (TC) plastic. Polystyrene is predominantly used for disposable TC 

plastics which is inherently a hydrophobic material and therefore unsuitable for adherent cell 

culture.  To render the TC plastic hydrophilic and negatively charged, thus enabling electrostatic 

attraction of cells allowing them to attach, a microwave plasma treatment is carried out to oxidise 

the surface 22,23. This technique, while effective to allow adherent cells to proliferate cells can lead to 

cells dedifferentiating, losing phenotype and a subsequent reduction in cell specific markers101,63. 

Thus, the cells are no longer a true representation of the tissue type the cells were sourced from, 

which can lead to misleading, or inaccurate results and ultimately poor clinical translation. Therefore 

there is a clear need for a better system to culture cells for experimental assays which more 

accurately represent the tissues being investigated.  Currently, the gold standard for experimental 

investigation is using animal models. While this approach is far superior to 2D in vitro models at 

representing the true native environment found in human in vivo tissue, animal models can be 

prohibitively expensive for preliminary studies and are ethically questionable due to the large 

amounts of animals required for research, particularly for early-stage investigational studies where 

the results are less predictable. While ex vivo donated human tissue can solve some of these issues, 

it is difficult to procure reliably, may be of variable quality, often small in size and is difficult to 

control for age, ethnicity, gender, and location. Due to the potential infection risk from the sample 

typically laboratories will need to have additional precautions, storage, and staff training to handle 

the samples. 

In 2006 Engler et al demonstrated the power of cellular growth matrix on controlling cell fate. Using 

Mesenchymal stem cells (MSC), they were able to control cell differentiation through matrix stiffness 

alone. Matrix with a low Youngs modulus (0.1-1 kPa) drove differentiation towards a neurogenic 

lineage while stiffer matrix (8-17 kPa) drove the cells towards myogenic and more rigid matrix (24-40 

kPa) caused the cells to become osteogenic 40.  The influence of the growth matrix material 

characteristics influencing cell behaviour has been repeated may times over and built upon further 
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to include specific cell binding sites, which has become a foundation for tissue engineering 

102,103,104,105,106.  

The ground-breaking research done by Engler et al along with the work previously done by Langer et 

al demonstrates much of the foundation for the more recent development of larger, more complex 

tissue models. Such models move the field away from novel and interesting cellular behaviour and 

interaction studies towards fully and faithfully replicating functional tissue which can be scaled up 

for implantation, animal model replacement or indeed called down in size while maintaining the 

inherent complexity for application in advanced screening tools. To achieve this complexity in a 

reliable and reproducible fashion, a new approach to tissue engineering is needed, this time 

introducing elements from materials science and more traditional forms of engineering, making the 

field truly multidisciplinary. One such area of development that is showing excellent promise in this 

regard is additive manufacture. Additive manufacture, otherwise known as 3D printing, is a 

technology that allows for the repeated layer upon layer deposition of a material to build up a novel 

or replica model. It can be applied to materials such as plastics 107, cements 57, metals 108, water 109, 

and hydrogels 110. In the past decade, an interest in 3D printing biological materials for the purposes 

of tissue engineering has arisen (Figure 4.1.1). Typically the main approaches to this technology are: 

printing biocompatible materials such as hydroxyapatite 111, titanium 59 or printing biological 

polymers such as fibrin 112 and collagen 113 or biomimetic polymers such as alginate 90 and nano 

cellulose 114. 

Many of these biological polymers have the innate characteristic of shear thinning which is why they 

are often selected as a base for 3D printed biological materials which are referred to as bioinks.  

This is when a shear force is applied to a fluid material causes its viscosity to decrease allowing 

extrusion through a nozzle and after go through a rapid transition to maintain shape fidelity when no 

shear is applied 115. This property is highly desirable for a 3D printable material and therefore, 

extrusion based bioprinting is the most common 3D printing technique for bioinks due to its high cell 

viability, variable geometries, ease of use and low cost 116,117.  The process requires some 

optimisation as higher shear rates may cause the shear rate to become linearly proportional to the 

shear stress, indicating increased shear within the system which can induce cytotoxicity in the 

extruded bioink 118.  

Depending on the material properties and concentrations within each bioink, different printing 

techniques can be used. To set the bioinks in place after printing the materials need to be able 

crosslink, this can be done with a variety of techniques from UV light, temperature changes, ionically 

and enzymatically ,77,119. While not all bioinks are themselves able to shear thin, or the polymer 
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concentrations may be too low to induce this, shear thinning sacrificial supporting gels may be 

included to bioprint inks that lack that properties 120 

Typically, printing biomaterials uses an extrusion-based systems as other methods are limited by the 

viscosity of hydrogel, the available flow rates, or the cell compatibility. Extrusion based printing is 

still limited to higher viscosities and by the spreading of printed hydrogels, thus restricting the 

method to small unsupported prints and larger models requiring a rigid scaffold 27,120. Extrusion 

based bioprinters apply a force onto the bioink either pneumatically or mechanically which extrudes 

the bioink. The system typically uses syringes or cartridges as a vessel for the bioink and that have 

been preloaded with bioink and should be compatible with standard cell culture aseptic techniques. 

A distinct advantage of this technique is that the printing pressure, bioink vessel, needle/nozzle 

length and geometries can all be modified to suit the intended application and material used. The 

extrusion process is not affected by temperature, pH, or shear stresses within the system. However 

some distinct limitations with this technique exist such as low print resolution, blockage within the 

needle, air in the bioink which can distort the resolution, and the high shear forces generated in 

highly viscous bioinks can reduce cell viability 121. Other 3D printing techniques that are used for cell 

laden bioinks are inkjet printers. This is where thermal, piezoelectric, or electromagnetic forces expel 

successive drops of bioink, this technique lacks precision, is not suitable for complex structures, 

requires significant optimisation and has high shear forces which can trigger apoptosis 122.  

The bioink developed in this chapter has too low concentration of alginate and collagen to be able to 

be bioprinted as a standalone ink. the approach of this project will incorporate a recently developed 

technique, Suspended Layer Additive Manufacture (SLAM). SLAM enables the 3D printing of soft 

materials and biomaterials. It is a multicomponent system where one element is the ‘ink’ or material 

to be extruded, the second component is self-healing fluid gel matrix which supports the extruded 

ink, finally a crosslinker maybe added into the system after the extrusion process has finished or if a 

thermally crosslinked material is used then moved to an incubator (Figure 4.1.2) 120. Because of the 

support gel bath, SLAM allows inks to be printed at lower pressures as there is no time limitations 

due to spreading 123 The limitation of SLAM as currently published is that it requires stiffer hydrogels 

that do not deform when a crosslinker is introduced or the bath is moved. 
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To further control the gelling kinetics of the alginate system during SLAM and allow for the printing 

of softer biomaterials, Competitive Ligand Exchange (CLEX) will be employed to facilitate in situ 

crosslinking without the need for addition components. CLEX provides controllable gelling kinetics 

that can limit the amount of free calcium within a gelling system 124. This controlled chemistry has 

scope to increase the application and environments that divalent cation crosslinked gelling systems 

can be applied, through control of the concentration of free calcium ions. The typical formulation of 

a CLEX gelling system is a one-to-one ratio calcium chloride and EDTA and one-to-one ratio zinc ion 

donator and zinc chelator such as glycine or EDDA. When the two components meet, the EDTA has a 

higher affinity for zinc and therefore releases the calcium into the system, the zinc chelator is chosen 

to have a lower affinity for calcium than the alginate, thus the gel crosslinks (Figure 4.13). With the 

combination of these techniques and the novel approach of using alginate as a templating structure 

to form 3D interpenetrating networks of collagen, it is hoped a robust biologically relevant bioink for 

bone tissue engineering can be developed.  

The templating scaffold used in this study is alginate derived from brown algae, of which 20-40% is 

alginate depending on the species 76. Therefore is a is a naturally occurring hydrogel that has 

received a great deal interest for its useful and diverse applications, by far its main benefit in the 

field of tissue engineering is a proven track record of biocompatibility. The applications of alginate 

Figure 4.1.2 SLAM printing schematic  
A.) A picture of the bioprinter extruding into a 6 well plate.  
B.) A fluid gel bed is used to suspend the printed model. 
C.) The extruded hydrogel is print is built up layer by layer then allowed to semi crosslink in the bath. 
D.) After the construct has been printed, additional cross linker is added to the fluid gel bed which further 

crosslinks the hydrogel in situ. 
E.) After fully crosslinking the product can be removed from the fluid gel bed by washing with PBS and 

cultured as required.  

 120 
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are wide and vary from replacement heart valves, wound dressings, pharmacological delivery 

vectors to food additives and stabilisers 74,75,90,125,126,127. Due to the intrinsic properties of alginate 

that are physiologically comparable to ECMs such as facilitation of nutrient and gas exchange, 

stability in isotonic saline and sugar solutions and comparable viscoelastic properties of soft tissue 

there is growing interest in the applications of alginate hydrogels for biomedical and tissue 

engineering 128,129. 

The strength of an alginate gel comes from the proportion of G to M residues, the G units ionically 

bind to divalent cations such as Ca2+ in an ‘egg box’ model (Figure 4.1.4). Herein lies one of the major 

limitations of alginate hydrogels; as it is from a natural source the G and M residues vary massively 

between sub-species of algae, affecting the products and batches 76. The variation in G residue 

content ranges from as low as 30% and up to 70%. The polymer chain lengths can also vary, the 

longer the polymer chain the stronger alginate. this variation can be reflected through the molecular 

weight disparity of anywhere between 32,000-400,000 g/mol 33, 76. As previously mentioned, the 

Figure 4.1.3. A schematic diagram of the modified CLEX SLAM gelling systems. CLEX 
alginate bioink is extruded into CLEX agarose SLAM to facilitate in situ crosslinking.  

A. Liquid CLEX A alginate bioink extruded into SLAM CLEX B agarose bath. 
B. Crosslinked CLEX A alginate bioink after CLEX interaction, ZnEDTA complexes 

are  
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work by Engler et al showed that different stiffnesses of a matrix substrates are preferred by 

different cell types, using increased alginate concentration and G ratio this can be modulated 130. It is 

worth noting that increased viscosity such as with higher concentration gels and of bioinks creates 

strong undesirable shear forces during bioprinting extrusion, which can subsequently damage the 

cells and induce cell death within the bioinks33,40,76. While an in increased M ratio has been shown to 

induce immune activation and cytokine production through the NF-κB pathway 131,132. 

The properties of alginate make it a great foundation for a tissue engineering scaffold, however the 

main limiting factor of this material is a lack of cell adhesion and therefore encapsulated cells are 

typically held in place unable to interact directly with their environment 76,98. To overcome this 

limitation a range of techniques have been employed such as co-composition of a biologically active 

molecules such as fibrin, gelatin, hyaluronic acid, and hydroxyapatite 60,95,98,133,134. Other techniques 

include chemically modifying the alginate and covalently binding cell adhesion molecules such as 

RGD to the gel 135. RGD is a tri peptide motif that is found within the triple helix of collagen and acts 

as an anchor point for integrin proteins to attach the cellular extracellular matrix to the surrounding 

ECM 55,76.  While effective this method can be prohibitively expensive. 

To overcome these limitations of alginate without the need to chemically modify the alginate, a 

secondary polymer can be incorporated into the bioink. The secondary polymer ideally has different 

gelling kinetics and chemistry to the primary polymer; thus it is possible to control the gelling of the 

polymers independently. A polymer which facilitates cell attachment as well and having a completely 

different gelling kinetics to alginate is collagen.  

Figure 4.1.4 A schematic diagram of Alginate cross linking and the production steps for sodium 
alginate. 
Egg box model of alginate, the G-units of alginate are ionically crosslinking around a calcium ion 
which intertwines the polymer strands127.  
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Collagen is a key component of the ECM which acts as an anchor point for cells and provides much of 

the tensile strength of tissues and as much as 30% of bone is collagenous proteins 136.  There are 

currently 28 known types of collagen and the type predominantly found in bone is type 1.  Type 1 

collagen can self-form fibrils into the triple helix and the fibrils are approximately 300 nm long and 

1.5 nm wide 137.  The structure of collage type 1 consists of two α1 chains and one α2 chain which 

when self-assembled form tropocollagen a left-handed triple helix. These tropocollagens cross link 

with their terminal telopeptide and build up into the collagen fibrils. The terminal telopeptides can 

be cleaved using acid it conditions allowing for the solubilisations and repolymerisation of collagen 

fibrils in solutions or bioinks 138,49.  

Current 3D scaffold models are unable to replicate the intrinsic microstructure of native collagen139. 

To imitate  the characteristics of native collagen and other ECM constitutes, tissue models use 

collagen bound to a controllable material such as PEG, decellularized ECM, plastic or use gelatine, an 

irreversibly hydrolysed form of collagen 27,140,139. 

Therefore using the dual polymer system, a bioink containing both alginate and collagen is used for 

this investigation. Alginate provides much of the desired 3D printing properties and acts as a 

template for collagen which provides the biological relevance. One of the key aims of this 

investigation is to form an interpenetrating network (IPN) of collagen fibrils within a bioprinted 

alginate hydrogel. This interpenetrating network provides an anchor point for incorporated 

osteoblasts to attach and further functionalise the network by depositing de novo matrix, a 

behaviour that MC3T3’s are well characterised of 64,91.  With the easily reversed gelling kinetics of 

alginate shown in chapter 3, the hypothesis is that the cells can proliferate and remodel the collagen 

enough that the alginate can be later removed leaving behind mineralised collagen which mimics the 

intrinsic microstructure of bone tissue. The bioink blend developed in this chapter enables a reliable 

way to 3D print biomimetic fibrillar collagen IPN. The collagen incorporation into the bioink is 

discussed in chapter 6, in this chapter the focus was on getting the conditions stable for both 

encapsulated cell culture and collagen fibril formation, both of which require a stable pH at 

physiological conditions which was achieved. 
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4.1.2 Aims and Hypotheses 

The aims of this chapter are to formulate a bioink ink in situ crosslinking system which combines the 

flexibility of SLAM bioprinting and the controllable gelling ion release with CLEX. To achieve this the 

following were access: 

1. Determine a suitable bath incubation time for construct stability and is compatible with cell 

culture. 

2. Optimise the incubation temperate and formulate bioink to have a stable pH throughout.  

The hypothesis is that cells will be sensitive to the CLEX reaction and the system may need 

reformulation to limit shifts in pH. 
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4.2 Results 

4.2.1 CLEX 

For all subsequent work involving the competitive ligand exchange (CLEX) reaction and suspended 

layer additive manufacture (SLAM)(Figure 4.1.2), 400 µl of a bioink containing CLEX A (Calcium and 

EDTA) was extruded into 2 mL of SLAM agarose bath containing CLEX B (Glycine and Zinc). This was 

due to when the A and B components were switched around there was no resolution with the inks 

and the entire well would set as one mass. 
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4.2.1.1 initial Limits and compatibility concentrations  

 

Initial optimisation work to determine suitable ranges for CLEX concentrations within bioinks. The 

concentrations chosen were able to crosslink the bioink within the CLEX B SLAM bath and an intact 

construct was retrievable from the SLAM bath. To test whether these conditions were compatible 

with cell encapsulation within the bioink, 0.6% w/v alginate bioinks made with CLEX A where 

extruded into the SLAM B bath and incubated for 60 min at 37 oC. While a SLAM bath with a starting 

concentration of 15 mM has a far greater RFU, indicating high cell viability and is not significant from 

the control. Constructs incubated in 15 mM were weaker than 30 mM and difficulty to remove 

intact.   

Figure 4.2.1 Cell compatibility with initial CLEX SLAM conditions.   

Initial toxicity testing to determine conditions to test suitable crosslinking concentration for cell 
culture. Resazurin blue is used to as an indicator of cell viability to test the concentrations determined 
from initial CLEX SLAM gelling work are exposed to cells and their response compared to PBS control is 
measured. RFU (relative fluorescent units) are used to indicate cell viability, 1x105 cells per condition. 
n=3, Errors bars +/- 1SD. *=<0.05, **=< 0.005, ***=<0.0005. 
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To improve the integrity of the constructs for more consistent removal from the SLAM, incubation 

times in the SLAM phase at a starting concentration of 15 mM zinc ions at 37 oC were increased from 

60 min to 120 min. The constructs incubated for 120 min were able to be easily retrieved intact from 

the SLAM while the 60 min were not and often fell apart during the retrieval process. Though there 

was a drop in RFU indicating a lower viability of the cells when incubated for 120 min this was still 

greater than 30 mM (Figure 4.2.1) and is a compromise between cell retrieval and cell viability so 

therefore was used as the standard incubation time for CLEX SLAM bioprinting for the rest of the 

development.  

  

Figure 4.2.2 Increasing the incubation time of the bioink to improve construct retrieval.  

With the toxicity limit determined, increases in incubation time was tested to improve the retrieval 
of the constructs post incubation. Using SLAM bath at a starting zinc concentration of 15 mM, the 
effects of increasing incubation time from 60 minutes to 120 minutes was measured using resazurin 
as an indicator of viability. RFU (relative fluorescent units). n=3, Errors bars +/- 1SD. *=<0.05, **=< 
0.005, ***=<0.0005. 
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CLEX agarose baths of varying concentrations were made. A set volume of bioink was added to each 

well and incubated for 2 h at 37 oC Resazurin reduction readings were taken every 24h and 

compared to 0.6% alginate that had been crosslinked with 100 mM calcium chloride only for each 

respective day. Inks crosslinked with a final zinc concentration of 10 mM showed no significant 

difference when compared to the CaCl2 control. As the concentration of free final zinc rises the 

metabolic activity of the cells falls with 72 h no longer being significant for 12 mM, while 48 and 72 h 

are no longer significant for 15 mM.  

  

Figure 4.2.3 Metabolic activity of 3D constructs crosslinked with CLEX of different final zinc 
concentrations.  

Constructs were incubated in concentration series of CLEX SLAM to determine how the total final 
zinc concentration affected the cells. Each day concentration is compared to a CaCl2 control 
cultured for the same time period. Metabolic activity is measured using resazurin as an indicator of 
viability. RFU (relative fluorescent units). n=3, Errors bars +/- 1SD. *=<0.05, **=< 0.005, 
***=<0.0005. NS no significant difference. When in bold indication all conditions at particular 
concentration.  
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4.2.2.1 pH  

4.2.2.1.1Buffer temperature 

One of the initial hurdles of using the CLEX gelling system was the rise in pH of the crosslinked 

bioinks after incubation. When first described CLEX used 3-(N-morpholino) propanesulfonic acid 

(MOPS) buffer124, due to the intended length of the culture conditions of the bioprinted constructs 

this was shifted to HEPES and the rise in pH was believed to be due to the change in the buffer.  

Different temperature conditions were tested to formulate the optimal conditions for the gelling 

system.  As per previously described in section 2.2.1 page 17, CLEX components were buffered to a 

starting pH of 7.40. Three different starting temperatures of 4 oC, 21 oC and 37 oC were used as these 

are all relevant temperatures for collagen polymerisation. Similarly these temperatures were chosen 

as incubation temperatures to see how the buffers respond to the various change in temperature. 

For all conditions the bioink started at 4 oC to restrict collagen polymerisation until after printing.  
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As shown in Figure 4.2.4, the initial starting pH of the SLAM CLEX B bath is consistent between the 

different buffers for all temperatures. All are within the maximum pH 8 threshold target. The lowest 

pH and closest to the mid-range of the target zone was 37 oC, with a pH 7.57 for HEPES and 7.59 for 

MOPS. All conditions were made at the same time with the same formulation with only the 

temperature varying.  

  

Figure 4.2.4 SLAM Agarose bath starting pH with CLEX B components buffered to pH 7.40.  

CLEX SLAM was made with CLEX components buffered to pH7.4 and then incubated at either 4,21 
or 37oC to measure the effect of temperature on pH. Two CLEX formulations were tested, one 
buffered with HEPES and one with MOPS. n=3 

A. Key for the colour code for the SLAM bath starting temperatures 
B. pH of the SLAM bath with CLEX components buffered to pH 7.40 with HEPES at 3 relevant 

temperatures for collagen polymerisation. 
C. pH of the SLAM bath with CLEX components buffered to pH 7.40 with MOPS at 3 relevant 

temperatures for collagen polymerisation 
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Figure 4.2.5 Final pH of co-incubation of bioink and SLAM agarose bath when CLEX components of bioink and bath 
are buffered at pH 7.40. 

CLEX B SLAM agarose bath components were incubated initially at 4, 21 or 37oC, upon the addition of CLEX bioink 
the temperature was either maintained or raised to 21 or 37oC. The bioink was incubated for 2h at the stated 
temperature and the final pH was measured. Two CLEX formulations buffered to 7.4 were used one buffered with 
HEPES and one with MOPS. n=3 

A. A schematic diagram of starting and final incubation temperatures for the of the SLAM for the CLEX 
reactions. 

B. CLEX bioink incubated in CLEX SLAM and the resulting temperature dependant pH shift for HEPES based 
bioinks. 

C. CLEX bioink incubated in CLEX SLAM and the resulting temperature dependant pH shift for HEPES based 
bioinks. 
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With Figure 4.2.4 indicating that pH of the CLEX SLAM bath is sensitive to temperature a range of 

starting and incubation temperatures were tested to determine the optimal starting and incubation 

temperatures for the CLEX reaction to occur. CLEX A bioink was added to CLEX B SLAM at the 3 

starting temperatures shown in Figure 4.2.5 A and incubated for 2 h at the indicated final 

temperature of either 4, 21 or 37 oC Figure 4.2.5 A resulting in either a maintenance of temperature 

or a rise in temperature. The different buffers were investigated to ameliorate the pH shift, the 

bioinks were made with the same formulation and concentration of each buffer. Bioinks made with 

MOPS buffer had a greater rise in pH when compared to HEPES buffered bioinks at all temperature 

conditions. In both formulations, 37 oC to 37 oC was the optimal condition with a starting pH of 7.57 

(+/- 0.03) for HEPES and 7.59 (+/- 0.02) for MOPS (Figure 4.2.4), after incubation the pH rose to 8.11 

(+/- 0.03) for HEPES and 8.34 (+/- 0.07) for MOPS (Figure4.2.5 B,C). Initially indicating that HEPES is 

the more stable buffer at these temperatures and when shifting temperatures.  
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To stabilise the pH to within the targeted range, the initial pH of the CLEX components before added 

to their respective constitute phases was lowered down to pH 7.0. This lowered the starting pH of 

the CLEX B SLAM agarose bath to be within the target pH range for all starting temperatures except 

for 37 oC. The HEPES buffered CLEX system had a pH of 7.26 (+/- 0.01) and the MOPS buffered CLEX 

system had a pH of 7.28 (+/- 0.01) both had dropped below the target of 7.4- 8.0.  

  

Figure 4.2.6 SLAM Agarose Bath Starting pH with CLEX components buffered to pH 7.0.  

CLEX SLAM was made with CLEX components buffered to pH7.0 and then incubated at either 4,21 or 
37oC to measure the effect of temperature on pH. Two CLEX formulations were tested, one buffered 
with HEPES and one with MOPS. n=3 

A. pH of the SLAM bath with CLEX components buffered to pH 7.0 with HEPES at 3 relevant 
temperatures for collagen polymerisation  

B. pH of the SLAM bath with CLEX components buffered to pH 7.0 with MOPS at 3 relevant 
temperatures for collagen polymerisation 
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Bioink and SLAM CLEX components buffered to pH 7.0 using the same conditions from figure 

(Schematic). After a 2 h incubation, the pH in all conditions rose, only the HEPES 21 oC to 37 oC and 

37 oC to 37 oC conditions stayed within the target range of 7.4 to 8.0 with a pH of 7.92 (+/- 0.24) and 

7.99 (+/- 0.09) respectively. Figures 4.2.5 B, C and 4.2.6, present an initial trend of a temperature 

dependant decline in pH. For HEPES buffered system, for any starting temperatures a final 

incubation at 37 oC results in the lowest pH shift. This trend is also seen in MOPS buffered system 

with the exception of 4 oC to 21 oC. Therefore, all continuing development of the CLEX SLAM bioink 

system use HEPES buffer and a 37 oC to 37 oC starting and final incubation temperature.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.2.7 Final pH of co-incubation of Bioink and SLAM Agarose bath when CLEX components of 
bioink and bath are buffered at pH 7.0.  

CLEX B SLAM agarose bath components were incubated initially at 4, 21 or 37oC, upon the addition 
of CLEX bioink the temperature was either maintained or raised to 21 or 37oC. The bioink was 
incubated for 2h at the stated temperature and the final pH was measured. Two CLEX formulations 
buffered to 7.0 were used, one buffered with HEPES and one with MOPS. n=3  

A. CLEX bioink incubated in CLEX SLAM and the resulting temperature dependant pH shift for 
HEPES based bioinks. 

B. CLEX bioink incubated in CLEX SLAM and the resulting temperature dependant pH shift for 
MOPS based bioinks. 
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4.2.2.1.2 Rebalancing exchange ions  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Hypothesis was that the non-stoichiometric ratio in final concentrations of the gelling ions 

within the CLEX system may be causing the shift in pH. To investigate this new bioink formulations 

were made with increased concentrations of CLEX A to raise the calcium concentration. The starting 

concentration was 60 mM to a final concentration of 10 mM, as used in the previous HEPES v MOPS 

Figures (4.2.4, 4.2.6, 4.2.8). This had a final pH concentration of 8.05 (+/- 0.05) within the range as 

seen in Figure 4.2.9. When the final calcium concentration was raised to 12.5 mM stoichiometric to 

the zinc concentration, the pH rose with to a final pH of 8.46 (+/- 0.02). The concentration 

dependent rise in pH was not seen in the 15 mM which the pH stabilised at a similar level to 12.5 

mM and had a pH of 8.39 (+/- 0.11). Therefore the subsequent formulations of the bioink remained 

at starting concentration of 60 mM CaCl2. 

  

Figure 4.2.8 Increasing Calcium Concentration in the CLEX SLAM system.  

To investigate whether the low calcium ion concentration compared to the final zinc concentration 
was causing the shift in pH, bioinks made 60, 75 and 90mM CaCl2 were prepared to so that the final 
concentrations would equal 10, 12.5 and 15mM. The inks were made with HEPES and started at 37oC 
and incubated at 37oC. n=3 
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The CLEX reaction was developed as a stoichiometric ratio between the Ca ions in part A and the Zn 

ions in part B. For the bioprinting development this ratio has shifted to a final 1:1.125 molar ratio 

Ca:Zn ions. In Figure 4.2.9 the ratio has been shifted back to 1:1 to see whether the uneven ratio is 

responsible for the rise in pH. When the zinc concentration was lowered to 10 mM, the initial pH 

was 8.00 (+/- 0.05) which is at the maximum of the target range while the 12.5 mM was below the 

target range at to 7.26 (+/- 0.008).  After incubation both conditions rose with the 10 mM rising 

above the target range and 12.5 mM being just within (7.98 +/- 0.09).  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2.9 Effects of lowering SLAM CLEX B final zinc concentration to 10mM.  

The final zinc ion concentration in the SLAM B was lowered from 12.5 mM to 10 mM to be 
stoichiometric as originally designed for the reaction and compared to the current working final 
concentration of 12.5 mM zinc. All conditions contained HEPES buffer, pH 7.0 CLEX components, 
started at 37oC and incubated at 37oC. n=3 
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4.2.2.1.3 Lowering pH 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The CLEX B components were buffered to a pH of 6.8 which were then incorporated into the SLAM 

agarose. This lowering of the CLEX components brought down the starting pH within the targeted pH 

range. When compared to the SLAM bath made with CLEX components buffered to pH 7.0 (7.99 +/- 

0.09), there was minimal difference between the final pH post incubation when switched to pH 6.8 

(7.89 +/- 0.10) and both were within the target range. As the pH 6.8 buffered SLAM bath has a lower 

pH, this was used to continue the development of the system.   

Figure 4.2.10 pH after incubation of CLEX SLAM + Bioink when only CLEX B components are 
lowered to pH 6.8.  

The CLEX B component of the gelling system was lowered to a starting pH of 6.8 while the CLEX A 
components in the bioink remained at pH 7.0 due to the bioink containing cells. n=3  
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4.2.2.1.4 Proliferation media v Differentiation media  

 

To investigate whether the media composition used in the bioinks had an effect on the pH, the 

systems were compared when formulated with proliferation αMEM or Differentiation media. 

Additionally, the concentration of Zinc in the SLAM CLEX B was lowered from 12.5 mM to 10 mM. As 

Figure 4.2.11 demonstrates that all conditions exceed the targeted pH ranges other than αMEM 

12.5mM which had a final pH of 7.94 (+/- 0.057). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2.11 Effects of differentiation media and proliferation media and lowering final zinc 
concentration in the SLAM bioink system.  

In both figures, the starting pH of the CLEX B bath was 6.80 and the bioink was 7.0, the SLAM and 
ink were incubated at 37oC to 37oC for 2h. The effects of osteogenic differentiation media was 
tested and compared to proliferation. The effect on pH of lowering zinc concentration from 12.5 
mM to 10 mM were also investigated. n=3  

A. The effects of the media components on the pH of the bioink and SLAM CLEX when changed 
from proliferation to Differentiation media  

B. The effects of the media components on the pH of the bioink and SLAM CLEX when changed 
from proliferation to Differentiation media when the final Zinc concentration changed from 
12.5 to 10 mM.   
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4.2.2.1.5 Reformulation to include diglycine 

 

The final reformulation of the bioink was to swap the glycine in the CLEX B to diglycine. This swap 

retained the zinc chelation within the B yet chemically halved the amount of free glycine released 

into the system after the ligand exchange had occurred. In all conditions the final pH after incubation 

remained stable within the targeted pH range and close to 7.4 which is the desired pH for cell 

culture. The effect of changing the final zinc concentration and the media composition within the 

bioinks had minimal effect on the final pH. This allows for a lower 10 mM final zinc concentration to 

be used as well as the incorporation of differentiation media into the system.  

 

 

 

Figure 4.2.12 Reformulating CLEX SLAM from Glycine to Diglycine.  

To lower the amount of free glycine released into the SLAM bath after crosslinking, the zinc chelator 
glycine was preplaced for diglycine. In both figures, the starting pH of the CLEX B bath was 6.80 and 
the bioink was 7.0, the SLAM and ink were incubated at 37oC to 37oC for 2h. The effect of osteogenic 
differentiation media was tested and compared to proliferation. The effect on pH of lowering zinc 
concentration from 12.5 mM to 10 mM were also investigated. n=3 
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To investigate whether the starting Zn was the driver behind the pH rise or the released glycine was 

triggering the rise a concentration pH investigation was performed. SLAM CLEX B baths were made 

in a ranges of concentration between 12.5 mM and 20.4 mM. The SLAM and the Ink were made with 

the same starting stock solutions as previously used but the volume of each component shifted to 

vary the concentration Table 4.2.1. For all starting zinc conditions, the final total concentration after 

the bioink was added was 12.5 Mm. As Figure 4.2.13A shows, the starting Zn concentration had no 

effect on the starting pH of the SLAM bath. Figure 4.2.13 B shows that at optimal pH stability 

conditions, raising the final concentration of calcium within the system causes a rise in pH. As the 

final concentration of calcium rises as does the concentration of released EDTA a direct molar ratio. 

The greater the EDTA concentration in the system the more zinc cleaved from the glycine and 

therefore a greater free glycine concentration.  Therefore the rise in pH is linked to the glycine 

Figure 4.2.13 Effect of the crosslinking cation concentration on pH.  

A. Zinc concentration effect on pH for SLAM B bath before bioink is added. 
B. Calcium concentration effect on pH after ink added and incubated for 2h.  

A range of concentrations of total zinc contained within the CLEX B incubated at 37oC were tested to 
determine the effects of diglycine on pH. The concentration was varied by adjusting the volume of 
agarose added to the SLAM so the resulting concentration would always be 12.5 mM. The bioink was 
added and incubated at 37oC for 2h and the resulting pH was measured. The Ca concentration within 
the bioink was constant for all conditions and the total volume of ink added was changed to change 
the total final Ca concentration. n=3 
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concentration, this in conjunction with data in Figure 4.2.11 and 4.2.12 shows that for the final 

system SLAM B should be made with diglycine.   

4.2.2.1.6 Formulations of bioinks  

To demonstrate the dynamic nature of the CLEX SLAM combination and the changing ions the CLEX 

ratios used in Figure 4.2.13 can be seen in Table 4.2.1.  All conditions had a final zinc concentration 

of 12.5 mM with only the starting concentration shifted. There was minimal change in pH 

throughout the whole zinc mM range Figure 4.2.14A. The optimal gelling calcium concentrations are 

between 10 and 18 mM calcium with a drop in construct integrity after 20 mM, this could be due to 

the low ratio of bioink to SLAM and the limited diffusion of the CLEX components.  

 

 

  

Table 4.2.1. Different formulations and ratio of gelling conditions used for figure 4.2.13. An 

overview of the two moving parts of concentration and volume ratio of the CLEX components 

and the bioink/SLAM. 
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4.3 Discussion 

The key aims of this research was to develop an in vitro model of bone, this required a bioink system 

that incorporated an in situ alginate gelling system that allowed for the printing of very weak bioinks 

and collagen fibril formation that is entirely compatible with live cell encapsulation. To achieve this, 

the previously existing techniques of competitive ligand exchange and suspended layer additive 

manufacturing were combined to create a novel in situ gelling system for 3D printing hydrogels..  

Competitive ligand exchanged (CLEX) is a strategy that allows for the controlled release of gelling 

ions within aqueous polymer solutions 124. The strategy was designed as a stoichiometric system 

using an alginate phase in both part A and in part B, to allow for this to be 3D printed with the 

suspended layer additive manufacturing technique (SLAM) this to be reformulated due to the 

disparity in volumes between the bioink added and the SLAM support bath 120. Initially the strategy 

was designed to work with 60 mM calcium ions and EDTA in part A and 60 mM zinc ions with 120 

mM in part B 124. The systems used for the CLEX SLAM had a starting concentration of 60 mM for 

calcium ions and EDTA in the bioink and 12.5 mM zinc ions 25 mM glycine or 12.5 mM diglycine 

depending on the formulation. These would result in final concentrations of 10 mM calcium ions and 

EDTA, and 10 mM zinc ions and 20 mM glycine or 12.5 mM di glycine. Though the final 

concentrations end up in a balanced ratio the starting concentration are disproportionate.  

Some of the advantages of CLEX over standard alginate crosslinking is the controlled release of 

gelling ions, this can be modulated through pH and reformulation to have a gelling of two CLEX 

based alginate gels of between 2.7 seconds to 57 minutes 124. Alginate gelling with calcium chloride 

is a very quick process that crosslinks the hydrogel almost immediately 110,141. While this rapid 

gelation has applications such as with droplets into a bath solution or casting, this has serious 

limitations with 3D printing and extrusion-based cell encapsulation as it can cause premature gelling 

and blockages53,56. To overcome this, typically when 3D printing with alginate the construct is 3D 

printed and crosslinked after116. While this technique can product high resolution constructs, it is 

typically limited to the use in high concentrations of alginate and smaller less complex shapes116. The 

major advantage of using an in situ gelling system is that when alginate crosslinks it contracts, with 

2% alginate contracting approximately 48% 142. Due to the gelling front caused by crosslinking ions 

diffusing through the gel when constructs are immersed in a crosslinking bath 143, a printed construct 

can suffer distortion during the crosslinking. Additionally lower concentration alginates can spread 

after printing 120, thus further reducing the resolution. Using the CLEX SLAM system reduces the 

impact of shrinking on construct resolution due to the contraction happening homogeneously and at 
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a controlled rate during the printing process. This allows for greater resolution of low concentration 

alginate 3D printing.  

When initially testing incorporating the CLEX strategy higher CLEX concentrations were used as this 

sped up the cross linking and allowed for faster retrieval from the SLAM. Toxicity was seen when 

using CLEX at these higher concentrations (Figure 4.2.1), this toxicity was hypothesized to be due to 

the zinc in the system. While in where should be no free zinc in the system it is unlikely that all the 

zinc remains bound to all the glycine or EDTA all the time and even free zinc concentrations as low as 

100 nM are toxic to cells in vitro 144.  

Previous publications using CLEX are typically formulated using EDDA as the zinc chelator 79,124. 

While this was initial tested as a formulation during CLEX SLAM incorporation no crosslinking would 

occur in the SLAM. This may be in part due to the material properties of the SLAM being a fluid gel 

so limited diffusion would occur through the system 120. Therefore, the zinc chelator in CLEX B was 

swapped from EDDA to glycine, this allowed for in situ gelling to occur. This is in part due to glycine 

having a lower relative affinity for zinc than EDDA. EDDA has a log K of 11.1 for Zn2+ whereas glycine 

is 3.04. Additionally, two glycine molecules are required to chelate one zinc ion, therefore only one 

glycine unit needs to be cleaved to release the zinc into the system. This easier zinc release as well as 

being compatible with in situ gelling may also be the cause of the toxicity seen in the higher 

concentrations of CLEX components containing zinc which is not previously reported. 

Other suspended later printing systems are reported, the most notable one is FRESH printing 

(Freeform Reversible Embedding of Suspended Hydrogels) 145. This system has many of the same 

advantages of SLAM in supporting 3D printed constructs. FRESH printing uses a gelatin microparticle 

support bath which bioinks are extruded into, the bath temperature is then increased to 37 oC which 

melts away the supporting bath material releasing the construct 146. While this has been shown to 

produce large complex structures such as an entire heart, which demonstrates the flexibly of 

suspended layer 3D printing145 The FRESH supporting material is very expensive and retails for $300 

USD for 20mL which takes it out the budget of less well funded projects whereas agarose based 

SLAM can be made for a fraction of that cost. Due to the reversable temperature required for 

removal of FRESH, this makes it unsuitable for materials that requires specific temperatures for 

extrusion and crosslinking, such as GelMA which requires extrusion at 37 oC and collagens which 

require crosslinking at these temperatures. 

Though swapping from EDDA to glycine modified the CLEX system to be compatible with SLAM to 

allow for in situ gelling, this swap triggered a rise in pH after gelling had occurred (Figure 4.2.4 and 
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4.2.5). Multiple avenues of investigation were pursued from reformulating the CLEX components to 

having a lower pH.  

One of the initial changes was switching from a MOPS buffered system to a HEPES system. Buffers go 

through a temperature dependent shift in buffer range (Figure 4.2.4, 4.2.6) 147. MOPS buffer has 

been shown to have an effect temperature range of between 25 – 37 oC 148. MOPS has a buffer range 

of pH 6.5- 7.9 but the pKa at 25 oC is 7.20 and at 37 oC is 7.02 indicating that as the temperature rises 

the buffer is less able to buffer the pH at the upper end of is range thus causing the rise in pH after 

incubation. HEPES has a buffer range of pH 6.2 to 8.2 which is greater than the range of MOPS. Its is 

also usable at lower temperatures than MOPS having a pKa of 7.85 at 0oC and has a higher pKa 7.55 

at 20 oC, 7.48 at 25 oC and 7.31 at 37 oC 147 indicating that HEPES is the better buffer choice for the 

CLEX system.  

Throughout section 4.2 different approaches were taken to lower and stabilize the pH of the CLEX 

SLAM bioink such as reformulating the gelling ion ratios within the system (Figure 4.2.8) and 

modifying the media component (Figure 4.2.11) of the bioink. While these all had a minimal effect 

on modulating the post incubation pH, the biggest affect was from reformulating the gel to use 

diglycine (Figure 4.2.11 and 4.2.12). This swap halved the amount of free glycine released into the 

system due to the conjugation of the glycine units. Therefore, an equimolar ratio of glycine to zinc 

was able to be used for the CLEX system, this caused a lower final pH of the system due to, the free 

glycine and diglycine released into the system after crosslinking has buffer capabilities.  

Glycine has two buffer ranges, an acidic range, and a basic range. The acidic range for glycine at 25 

oC is pH 2.2-3.6 with a pKa of 2.35 and the basic range of 8.8-10.6 with a pKa of 9.78 at 25 oC 149 and 

9.30 at 37 oC 150. Di glycine, like its mono version has two buffer ranges, and acidic range and a basic 

range. The acidic range for di glycine is 2.5-3.8 with a pKa of 3.14 at 25 oC. Interestingly, di glycine as 

a basic range very similar to the target range of the post incubation CLEX SLAM of 7.5-8.9 and a pKa 

of 8.25 at 25 oC. Di glycine was one of the original buffers, along with HEPES, tested by Goods to 

determines the Goods buffers where di glycine was shown to have a pKa of 9.0 at 0 oC, 8.4 at 20 oC 

and 7.9 at 37 oC 147.  

This indicates that combining the HEPES buffer with the di glycine in the CLEX system is the reason 

for the stabilization of the pH after incubation at 37 oC. When glycine was used, the abundance of 

free glycine released into the system raised the pH to within the buffer ranges of glycine and above 

that of the HEPES due to glycine have a pKa of 9.30 at 37 oC. Whereas when the di glycine was used 

the pH remained within the buffer range of both di glycine and HEPES, with a pKa of 7.9 and 7.31 

respectively, this aided in keeping the pH within the target range of 7.4 to 8.0. Therefore, when 
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designing bioinks, especially with complex or in situ crosslinking systems it is important to take into 

consideration any products produced by the process. As with 3D, there is a lower diffusion 

compared to 2D, so removal of byproducts takes longer and is a more involved process than 

conventional cell culture.  

Incorporating CLEX with the SLAM system was an important step to facilitate the bioprinting of weak 

low viscosity bioinks. SLAM uses an agarose fluid gel as a self-healing supporting layer to facilitate 

extrusion of low viscosity biopolymers and bioinks 120. These properties made SLAM an attractive 

method for extrusion of low concentration alginate collagen hybrid gels. Other support layer 

additive manufacturing techniques exist yet have fundamental limitations when incorporation 

collagen constructs. The incorporation of CLEX into the SLAM system was due to the addition of 

calcium chloride to the SLAM to crosslink the alginate within the agarose as reported in the original 

paper 120 disrupted the resolution of the print. This was in part due the alginate concentrations 

originally described being far greater than in the bioink. Therefore, an in situ crosslinking was 

required to release constructs from the SLAM bath and maintain the resolution.  

 

The CLEX SLAM system is a co-polymerization system with the chemical CLEX system and the 

thermally dependent collagen crosslinking occurring simultaneously. This co-polymerization obviates 

the need for gelatin support bath layers such as FRESH (Freeform Reversible Embedding of 

Suspended Hydrogel). The temperature dependent phase change of FRESH interfered with the 

collagen fibril formation which is optimal at 36.5 oC 151,152 and is the temperature required to 

dissociate FRESH support bath146. Additionally, the temperature shift would affect the pH 

stabilization of the CLEX system (Figure 4.2.5, 4.2.7). SLAM printing has other benefits over FRESH, 

with a lower viscosity at low sheers rates than FRESH, suggesting less distortion during the printing 

process 120. PVA polymer granules have also been used as a suspended support layer for 3D printing, 

though the limitations are very low movements through the medium of up 0.9 mm/s compared to 

the 30 mm/s used in the CLEX SLAM system, this slow printing could interfere with the temperature 

stability of the bioink and cause premature collagen polymerization. The PVA granules are pH 

sensitive and swell under different pH, with the maximum swell being at physiological pH. The pH 

shift undergone through the CLEX reaction would cause the particles to change size and thus distort 

the print, therefore rendering the technique not suitable for the CLEX and collagen system153.   

To overcome the limited cell attachment of unmodified alginate gels 76, type 1 collagen was 

incorporated into the bioink with the aims of forming an interpenetrating network of collagen fibrils 

within the ink to act as scaffold for the cells to attach to. Collagen had to be incorporated within the 
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alginate bioink as 3D printing collagen based gels has previously been reported to be challenging 

154,58, 113.  The major limitations of collagen as a bioink in itself are the slow crosslinking times, low 

viscosity when in its liquid phase and therefor fails to retain shape and requires a stable pH 58. 

Despite the limitation of its printing characteristics collagen remains the gold standard for tissue 

engineer due to its high abundance within the body, ready cell attachment, and provides structural 

support155.  Therefore to overcome these limitations collagen is typically combined with other 

hydrogel that have material properties that are suitable for printing 156, 110, 157, 111. 
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5 Optimising cell 

differentiation for 3D 

bioprinted culture 
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5.1 Introduction 
 

Bone tissue is made up of three main cell populations: osteocytes, osteoclasts, osteoblasts, which 

are briefly summarised below. Osteoblasts and osteoclasts work in conjunction at the bone surface, 

continually remodelling bone through formation and absorption respectively. This process is largely 

orchestrated by osteocytes, which are embedded within the bone tissue. One of the aims of this 

project is to reliably recapitulate these remodelling processes in a synthetic spatially controlled 

environment. To achieve this, this chapter focuses on the cellular integration within the developed 

bioink.  

As described in chapter 1, the complex hierarchical micro architecture of bone, is in part, where the 

innate strength of bone emanates from, this complexity is unfeasible to replicate synthetically. 

Therefore, the approach used is to continually develop the bioink post printing by providing all the 

building blocks of bone required within the bioink. After 3D printing, the constructs are continuously 

cultured in an environment conducive for the cells to remodel the bioink. This continually develops 

the printed construct at a scale elusive to modern 3D printing techniques. As the focus is on 

developing a biological tissue model of bone, having an ultimate tensile and compressive strength, 

orders of magnitude away from native bone tissue is not a hinderance if the biological pathways 

creating both native and engineered tissue are comparable.   

5.1.1 Biology of Bone  

Osteoblasts account for approximately 5% of the total cells present in bone and are of a 

mesenchymal lineage 3. Their morphology is a cuboidal epithelial cell with their organelles featuring 

a well-developed golgi, with plentiful rough endoplasmic reticulum and secretory vesicles typical of 

secretory cells. Osteoblasts are polar cells and through their contact with bone extracellular matrix 

(ECM) secrete osteoid onto the bone matrix, osteoid consists of unmineralized collagen and 

collagen-like proteins which are later mineralised with hydroxyapatite by osteoblasts 158.  

Osteoclasts are differentiated from a haemopoietic/macrophage lineage. Their morphology is large, 

multinucleated and have a well-developed golgi, plentiful smooth endoplasmic reticulum, and a 

significant presence of mitochondria and lysosomes. Osteoclasts have a membrane bound H+ ATPase 

pump used for acid production for hydroxyapatite reabsorption and produce MMP and cathepsin K 

for organic bone matrix protein reabsorption. The reabsorbed materials are packed into vesicles and 

exocytosed by the osteoclasts 158.   
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Osteocytes are mature osteoblasts which have become encased in bone matrix, where they can 

remain encapsulated for up to 25 years 3. Upon differentiating into an osteocyte, the characteristic 

organelles of an osteoblast are lost and diverge away from a secreting cell format. Despite being the 

most prevalent cell type in bone (~95%) the exact mechanisms of osteocytogenesis are still disputed 

and not fully characterised. Some osteoblasts are passively encapsulated by other osteoblasts in 

osteoid, which is subsequently mineralised, trapping the osteoblast in the bone matrix. This space is 

called the lacunae, here it either undergoes apoptosis or differentiates into an osteocyte 11. While 

others mature into osteocytes through more active genesis, this is regulated through multiple genes 

and growth factors. MT-MMP1,  O-Y4, OTS-8, gp38, PA2.25, E11 11, more recently FGF-2 has been 

shown to upregulate E11 and drive osteoblasts into osteocytogenesis 159.  

The cells incorporated within the bioink are osteoblasts. Ideally, they will continually develop within 

the construct and secret de novo bone tissue, further adding to the components incorporated. There 

is scope to co-culture osteoclasts to remodel and create a homeostatic environment at a later stage 

160,161. For consistency when developing the model, a commercially available and ubiquitously used 

bone cell line MC3T3-E1 subclone 4 was used. Firsts described by Sudo et al in 1983, MC3T3-E1 are 

osteoblast progenitors harvested from newborn mouse calvaria and have been shown to have ideal 

characteristics for bone tissue culture, being able to differentiate into both osteoblasts and later 

osteocytes. Through depositing collagen fibrils and hydroxyapatite crystals they were able to form 

calcified bone tissue in vitro 162. These qualities are highly desirable traits in bone tissue engineering 

and since their discovery over 7000 articles have been published citing them.  

While MC3T3s have been an invaluable resource in bone research, they are not the only cell line 

available. Osteoblast cell line IDG-SW3 has been shown to undergo osteoblast to osteocyte 

transition and produce ECM. Due to this being an immortalised cell line and requiring different 

culture temperatures, it was excluded due to the temperature sensitivity of the bioink shown in 

chapter 4 163. MLO-A5 is another potential candidate cell line as it can deposit bone ECM without β-

glycerophosphate (β-GP) and ascorbic acid. Made from a transgenic mouse, it is in multiple stages of 

osteoblast/ preosteocyte differentiation 164, therefore may not provide the reproducibility desired 

for a tissue model. Widely cited cell lines such as osteocyte cell line MLO-Y4 and osteosarcoma 

derived Saos-2 cells were omitted due to the developmental nature of the project focusing on 

osteoblast integration and their inconsistency in long term culture 165,166. 
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5.1.2 Genes of interest  
In this chapter, nine transcription factors of interest are used to investigate the osteogenic potential 

of the investigated conditions. They are separated into three phases of osteoblast differentiation 

with MSX2, RUNX2 and SP7, indicating early stages of osteoblast differentiation. COL1A1, ALPL and 

SPP1 are all matrix associated genes and are involved with cell attachment. PDPN, BGLAP and SPARC 

are late-stage osteoblast and early osteocyte genes. This separation may not be specifically accurate 

with many of the genes linked in feedback mechanisms and regulation of each other.  

Msh Homeobox 2 is a gene encoded by MSX2 which is a pivotal transcription factor of bone 167. It has 

a wide range of interactions, in the scope of bone and osteogenesis its linked to bone morphogenic 

proteins (BMP) which strongly control and promote bone formation where MSX2 is indication of 

BMP2 activity. MSX2 activity is strongly linked to osterix activity and primarily its role in bone 

formation is that of a regulator 168. When it is dysfunctional it leads to insufficient proliferation of 

bone progenitors and defects in the subsequently formed bone, in both human and murine 

development 169, 170.  

Runt-related transcription factor 2 (RUNX2) is a transcription factor that is a key marker of 

osteogenesis as it upregulates matrix forming genes, alkaline phosphatase, collagen type 1 and 

osteopontin 171. RUNX2 is stimulated by BMPs and MSX2 and its inhibition restricts osteoprogenitors 

from differentiating into osteoblasts 172,173.  

The function and regulation of transcription factor SP7 (also called osterix), is closely linked with 

RUNX2. It is a transcription factor highly associated with osteoblasts differentiation from 

preosteoblasts and from osteoblast to osteocytes. Embryos deficient of osterix typically fail to form 

any bone 174.  

Collagen type 1 is the most profuse protein in the body and a major component of bone tissue. It is 

made up of three intertwined chains, two of which are pro-α1(I), encoded by COL1A1 175. With up to 

90% of the organic matrix of bone comprised of collagen its presence is key when developing new 

bone tissue 176. Its dysfunction can lead to diseases such as osteogenesis imperfecta 177 and 

dysregulation to osteoarthritis 178. 

Mineralisation is a hallmark of bone tissue, one of the key proteins involved with matrix 

mineralisation and hydroxyapatite deposition is alkaline phosphatase (ALP), which is encoded by the 

gene ALPL. The mechanisms controlling ALPL expression are complex, but the upstream 

BMP/RUNX2/osterix network signalling cascade that control osteoblast differentiation are linked to 

ALPL expression 179.  
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Osteopontin (SPP1) is a matricellular protein associated with integrin binding and involved in the 

cellular and protein homeostasis of the ECM 180. Osteopontin can be expressed by most bone cell 

types and progenitors, within its structure it contains the RGD motif enabling cell adhesion. When 

knocked down, it can block the stimulation of alkaline phosphatase and osteocalcin, reducing 

mineralization 181. 

Podoplanin (E11) is a protein expressed by the PDPN gene, it has many functions all over the body. 

Expression of podoplanin is typically low in osteoblast culture, but expression increases over time 

and in relationship to supplementation of osteogenic media. Therefore, it is used as a marker of 

differentiation. Osteocyte-like cell lines typically have higher expression and its inhibition has been 

shown to reduce osteocytogenesis 182,65.  Podoplanin is also shown to increase in expression when 

under mechanotransduction which may be useful as a biomarker when engineering 3D bone tissue 

environments 183. 

Osteocalcin is an osteoblast-specific protein encoded by BGLAP that modulates endocrine sugar 

homeostasis 184,185.  In the role of bone its often used as a biomarker for bone formation, with new 

research suggesting that overall bone metabolism is an indicator of homeostatic demands. Levels of 

insulin, leptin and adiponectin are all linked to osteocalcin expression, which is stimulated via an 

increase in bone metabolism 186.  

Osteonectin, encoded by the SPARC gene, is a calcium-binding matricellular protein whose 

expression typically mirrors that of COL1A1 187. Osteonectin can bind to both collagen and 

hydroxyapatite, which suggests it has a key role in the production of functional bone tissue 188. 

Two housekeeping genes were analysed for all experimental reverse transcriptase quantitative 

polymerise chain reaction (RT-qPCR) conditions in case of any shift. The purpose of a housekeeping 

gene is to be a reference gene that has stable and consistent expression irrespective of the external 

stimulus on the cells and can be used to benchmark relative increases and decreases in expression 

markers. 

18s is a ribosomal subunit protein that is highly conserved throughout the cell cycle and with 

external stimulus, making it an excellent normalisation housekeeping gene 189,190.  

β2 microglobulin (B2M) is part of the MHC class 1 complex and it is present on all nucleated cells 191. 

It is often used as a housekeeping normalisation gene due to its ubiquity, though it should be used 

more selectively than 18s due to its variation partially in tumorigenic cell lines 192,193. 
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5.1.3 Aims and Hypothesis 
 

The aims of this chapter are to investigate the optimal culturing conditions of MC3T3-E1 osteoblasts 

within the developed novel CLEX based bioink, as described in chapter 4. To achieve this the 

following were accessed. 

1. Investigate mineralisation capability of MC3T3-E1 osteoblasts under 2D conditions, in three 

different osteogenic media formulations, using alizarin red staining. 

2. Characterise the transcriptional expression of osteoblast markers in MC3T3-E1 osteoblasts 

under 2D conditions at timepoints between 7 and 28 days with three different osteogenic 

media formulations.  

3. Characterise the transcriptional expression of osteoblast markers in MC3T3-E1 osteoblasts 

under 3D culture conditions at timepoints between 7 and 28 days. Using the optimal media 

formulations as determined from 2D investigation.  

The hypothesis is that the addition of dexamethasone will have an effect on the mineralisation 

capacity of the cells and that the 3D encapsulation will have an influence on the expression profiles 

of the cells. 
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5.2 Results  

 
5.2.1 Optimising differentiation media for ink  

To optimise the osteogenic media formulation used for continuous culture after bioprinting, three 

formulations that are heavily cited in the literature were chosen. All three had 284 μM of L-ascorbic 

acid, with only the phosphate levels changing. The 3 compositions were 10 mM β-glycerophosphate 

(shown as 10 mM in subsequent figures), 2 mM β-glycerophosphate (shown as 2 mM) and 100 nM 

dexamethasone with 10 mM β-glycerophosphate (shown as Dex 10 mM).   

 

Initially, to test the optimal media for mineral deposition, MC3T3-E4 cells were cultured in 2D with 

each media for 28 days, media changes were performed as previously stated every 3-4 days as per 

section 2.1.10 page 16. At 7-day time points, the secreted mineralisation was visualised with alizarin 

red to qualitatively demonstrate mineralisation. The deeper the red colour the more alizarin red 

bound and therefore within the well the more mineral present. The earlier the mineral is present, 

and its abundance, was used to determine which media triggered the greatest mineralisation from 

the cells. 
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The alizarin red staining in Figure 5.2.1 indicates that the addition of dexamethasone to the media 

inhibits the early production of mineralisation by the cells. Sporadic mineralisation pockets can be 

seen at day 28 in the dexamethasone treated cells, whereas cells exposed to the same osteogenic 

media except without dexamethasone had prolific mineralisation by this timepoint. Conversely, 

when the β-glycerophosphate concentration is lowered, mineralisation occurs earlier and can be 

seen at day 14 in 2 mM treated cells. Whilst 2 mM treated cells show earlier mineralisation, by days 

21 and 28, both concentrations of β-glycerophosphate have induced similar deposition of mineral.   

Figure 5.2.1 A panel view of cell mineralisation at 7-day intervals over 28 days. Three osteogenic 
media formulations and proliferation control media were used. All three osteogenic media 
formulations contained 284 μM of L-ascorbic acid, with only the phosphate levels changing: The 3 
compositions were 10 mM β-glycerophosphate (10 mM), 2 mM β-glycerophosphate (2 mM) and 
100 nM dexamethasone with 10 mM β-glycerophosphate (Dex 10 mM). Control media contained 
no L-ascorbic acid, β-glycerophosphate or dexamethasone. 

Alizarin red staining for calcium deposits produced by cells in culture. Increased red staining 

indicates greater the deposition of calcium and therefore mineralisation of the extracellular 

matrix. Scale bars = 1cm.  
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The percentage coverage of each well with alizarin red was measured and analysed using image J. As 

seen in Figure 5.2.2, at day 7 all conditions had minimal coverage with 2 mM having a slightly greater 

coverage than the other conditions and was significantly different from control. At days 14, 21 and 

28, cells exposed to 10 and 2 mM β-glycerophosphate continued to demonstrate increased coverage 

of the well plate, while the coverage on the control and dexamethasone-treated cultures were far 

less. Dexamethasone was significantly different from control.   

Media Composition  

Figure 5.2.2 Image J analysis of the alizarin red coverage with each media formulation.  

The alizarin red percentage coverage of the well plates was analysed on image J by colour 

thresholding, to determine the % coverage of the plates, as shown in the graph. To determine 

significance all conditions were compared to control by two-way ANNOVA with Dunnett’s multiple 

comparison test. n=3 Levels of significance (p-value) are shown in the embedded table: ns = non-

significant; * = 0.05; ** = 0.01; *** = 0.001; **** = 0.0001. 
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The alizarin red mineralisation was quantified through acid extraction and measured on a plate 

reader. The trends seen in Figure 5.2.3 reflect the trends seen in Figures 5.2.1 and 5.2.2: Minimal 

mineralisation detected at day 7 and 14. At day 21, 2 and 10 mM had a significant rise in 

concentration of over 4 times compared to control. This was maintained at 28 days for 10 mM and 2 

mM, rising to over 5 times the concentration of control. At all timepoints, dexamethasone treatment 

in combination with 10 nM β-glycerophosphate inhibited mineralisation, with no significant increase 

when compared to control.  

  

Media Composition  

Figure 5.2.3 Alizarin red extractions from the well plates of the cells treated with the 3 media 

formulations and control. 

Alizarin red was extracted from the culture plates and measured on a plate reader at 405 nm and 

compared to a known standard for a quantifiable output of mineralisation. Two-way ANNOVA with 

Bonferroni's multiple comparisons test was performed for all treatments at each timepoint, 

compared to control. n=3 Where no stats are shown there is no significant difference; p < 0.05 *; p 

< 0.005 **; p < 0.0005 ***; p < 0.0001 **** 
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Figure 5.2.4 demonstrates the gene expression of 3 early osteoblast markers. While expression 

levels fluctuated throughout the time course the only statistical difference seen was at day 28 

between 2 mM and Dex treated cells for the gene MSX2.  

  

Figure 5.2.4 Real-time RT-PCR analysis of the expression of pre-osteoblast genes, normalised to 

housekeeping gene and expressed as relative fold change in gene expression (2^-DDCt). The 3 

compositions were 10 mM β-glycerophosphate (10 mM), 2 mM β-glycerophosphate (2 mM) and 100 

nM dexamethasone with 10 mM β-glycerophosphate (Dex 10 mM). Control media contained no L-

ascorbic acid, β-glycerophosphate or dexamethasone. 

Cells were exposed to 3 different osteogenic media formulations. All conditions are normalised to 

18S and relative fold change to proliferation media. Genes of interest are presented order of early to 

late osteoblast differentiation. N=2, Mean +/- range.  
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Figure 5.2.5 shows the expression levels of some key matrix and ECM production genes used as 

indicators of osteoblast differentiation. For Col1A1, there is a spike around day 14 with 10 mM 

having the highest expression and by day 28, 2 mM was waning far below the other two conditions. 

A similar spike at day 14 is seen with ALPL whereby all three conditions spike at day 14 with 10 mM 

rising the most. After day 14 all conditions drop to a consistent level.  SPP1 maintained the trend of 

peaking at day 14 for 2 mM which greatly rose and was statistically significant from both the 10 mM 

and the Dex treated cells. Cells treated with 10 mM took 21 days to spike in SPP1 expression, this 

rise is significantly different from 2 mM and Dex treated cells, there is no significant difference 

between 2 mM and Dex. The highest value for Dex treated cells was at day 28 but this was still well 

below the spikes seen by 2 and 10 mM at earlier days and there was no significant difference 

between the conditions at day 28. The timings of the spikes in SPP1 expression correlated with the 

early mineral production seen in 5.2.1 for 2 mM and 10 mM and with the lack of mineral produced in 

Dex treated cells.  

  

Figure 5.2.5 Real-time RT-PCR analysis of the expression osteoblast genes normalised to 

housekeeping gene and expressed as relative fold change in gene expression (2^-DDCt).  

Cells exposed to 3 different osteogenic media formulations. All conditions are normalised to 18S 

and relative fold change to proliferation media. Genes of interest are presented order of early to 

late osteoblast differentiation. N=2, Mean +/- range. 
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Figure 5.2.6 shows the expression of late osteoblast genes, as with 5.2.5 and 5.2.4 there is a 

prominent spike in expression at day 14. This is rise in expression is seen in all in media conditions 

and is particularly prevalent in BGLAP which expression has a minimum of a 5-fold increase for 

media conditions. While still expressing a peak at day 14, the relative expression is consistent at all 

days for PDPN and SPARC with a small rise at day 28 for Dex.  

  

Figure 5.2.6 Real-time RT-PCR analysis of the expression of late osteoblast genes, normalised to 

housekeeping gene and expressed as relative fold change in gene expression (2^-DDCt).  

Cells exposed to 3 different osteogenic media formulations. All conditions are normalised to 18S 

and relative fold change to proliferation media. Genes of interest are presented order of early to 

late osteoblast differentiation. N= 2, Mean +/- range. Where no stats are visible there is no 

significant difference. 
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5.2.2 Cell differentiation within constructs  

Using the optimal osteogenic media formulations, cell differentiation within bioinks was tested. 

Initially, bioinks made with αMEM proliferation media were printed. This was to test the 

osteoconductive potential of the bioink alone.  

 

3D printed bioink constructs were cultured in either αMEM or osteogenic differentiation media, the 

relative gene expression of early osteoblast genes can be seen in Figure 5.2.7. With all conditions, 2D 

had the greatest relative gene expression compared B2M housekeepers. MSX2 showed a time 

dependant decline in expression for 2D with both 3D conditions showing no clear trends in this n=1 

experiment.  

 

 

 

  

Figure 5.2.7 Real-time RT-PCR analysis of the expression pre osteoblast genes expressed as relative 

gene expression compared to B2M housekeeper (2^-DCt). The three formulations are cell cultured 

conventionally on 2D tissue culture plastic with αMEM, cells cultured in 3D printed bioink with 

αMEM and cells cultured in 3D printed bioink with αMEM differentiation media supplemented with 

2 mM β-glycerophosphate and 284 μM of L-ascorbic acid. n=1 

Relative gene expression of cells cultured with in 2D with αMEM proliferation media, 3D printed 

bioink construct cultured with αMEM and 3D printed bioink construct cultured with differentiation 

media over 28 days of culture.  All conditions are normalised to B2M within their respective 

condition. N=1 
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Figure 5.2.8 shows the expression levels of some key matrix and ECM production genes used as 

indicators of osteoblast differentiation. COL1A1 is highly expressed in all conditions with the 2D cells 

having the greatest expression, approximately ten times that of the 3D cultured cells, and remains 

consistently high at all weeks. Early indications suggest that when 3D cultured in αMEM proliferation 

media, cells typically show lower expression than when 3D cultured in differentiation media. For 

ALPL, all conditions demonstrated a time dependant response to expression, which was especially 

evident in 2D cultured cells. The two 3D cultured also showed a trend towards increased expression 

of ALPL over time in culture. There is the suggestion from this n=1 experiment that expression in 3D 

culture trend plateaus after day 21, but further experiments are required to confirm this.  Unlike all 

the other genes tested, SPP1 was more highly expressed in 3D cultures than 2D.    

  

Figure 5.2.8 Real-time RT-PCR analysis of the expression osteoblast genes expressed as relative 

gene expression compared to B2M housekeeper (2^-DCt).  

Relative gene expression of cells cultured with in 2D with αMEM proliferation media, 3D printed 

bioink construct cultured with αMEM and 3D printed bioink construct cultured with differentiation 

media over 28 days of culture.  All conditions are normalised to B2M within their respective 

condition. N=1 
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Late-stage osteoblast genes for PDPN and SPARC are up-regulated in 2D cultured cells compared to 

3D. BGLAP expression increases after 7 days in culture. Further experiments are required to identify 

whether the reduced expression seen in differentiation media at later timepoints is reproducible. 

 

  

 

 

  

Figure 5.2.9 Real-time RT-PCR analysis of the expression of late osteoblast genes, expressed as 

relative gene expression compared to B2M housekeeper(2^-DCt).  

Relative gene expression of cells cultured in 2D with αMEM proliferation media, 3D printed bioink 

construct cultured with αMEM and 3D printed bioink construct cultured with differentiation 

media over 28 days of culture. All conditions are normalised to B2M within their respective 

condition. N = 1 
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To investigate the optimal 3D culture conditions to differentiate osteoblasts encapsulated within 3D 

printed constructs, cells were either cultured as per normal expansion techniques and then 

introduced to osteogenic media when encapsulated or expanded and pre-differentiated for 7 days in 

2D culture before being removed and encapsulated. These two conditions were then normalised to 

cells expanded as per normal cell culture condition and then continually cultured in proliferation 

media when encapsulated to validate that differentiation could occur within the bioink.  

The early differentiation markers RUNX2 and SP7 both show a spike in relative expression at days 14 

to 21, but further experiments are required to identify whether this is seen consistently.  

  

Figure 5.2.10 RT-qPCR analysis of the pre osteoblast gene expression, shown as relative fold change in 

gene expression of cells in 3D culture with 2 different osteogenic conditions compared to proliferation 

media(2^-DDCt).  

Relative fold change in gene expression of cells from constructs cultured with osteogenic media. Two 

conditions were used: Cells were either exposed to osteogenic media (2 mM β-glycerophosphate and 

284 μM of L-ascorbic acid) for 7 days in 2D culture before incorporation into the bioink and printed 

and continually cultured for 28 days (Pre-Differentiation) or exposed to osteogenic media after 

printing and continually cultured for 28 days (Osteogenic Media). All conditions are normalised to B2M 

and relative fold change to cells from a printed construct cultured with αMEM proliferation.  n=1 for 

osteogenic media and n=2 for pre-differentiation media. Mean +/- range. 
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Figure 5.2.11 shows the genes commonly associated with osteoblasts. All the genes show a similar 

trend in their expression with the most notable outcome that pre-differentiation cells have a higher 

relative expression and the rise in expression are more pronounced. COL1A1 and ALPL demonstrated 

increases in expression at the days 14 and 21 in culture which is seen in previous figures. While SPP1 

expression seems muted compared to previous conditions, the conditions here are relative to 5.2.8 

where the 3D MEM condition has large spike in expression therefore there still is a notable fold 

change in expression. The rise in SPP1 is sustained consistently for the differentiation media treated 

whereas the pre-differentiated cells have a large spike at day 7 and less so but still present at day 14. 

Though more repeats are required to confirm this observation.  

  

Figure 5.2.11 RT-qPCR analysis of the osteoblast gene expression, shown as relative fold change in 

gene expression of cells in 3D culture with 2 different osteogenic conditions compared to 

proliferation media (2^-DDCt).  

Relative fold change in gene expression of cells from constructs cultured with osteogenic media. 

Two conditions were used: Cells were exposed to osteogenic media for 7 days in 2D culture before 

incorporation into the bioink and printed and continually cultured for 28 days (Pre-Differentiation) 

or exposed to osteogenic media after printing and continually cultured for 28 days (Osteogenic 

Media). All conditions are normalised to B2M and relative fold change to cells from a printed 

construct cultured with αMEM proliferation. n=1 for osteogenic media and n=2 for pre-

differentiation media. Mean +/- range. 
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The pre differentiated cells show a clear positive trend for relative expression of PDPN from day 7 to 

28, which appears less consistent in cells cultured in osteogenic media. Further experiments are 

required to confirm this. BGLAP expression is consistent between both conditions until day 21 where 

predifferentiated samples have an increase in expression while the osteogenic only cells have a drop 

in expression. The trends seen in SPARC expression are identical for both conditions.  

  

Figure 5.2.12 RT-qPCR analysis of late osteoblast gene expression, shown as relative fold change in 

gene expression of cells in 3D culture with 2 different osteogenic conditions compared to proliferation 

media (2^-DDCt).  

Relative fold change in gene expression of cells from constructs cultured with osteogenic media. Two 

conditions were used: Cells were exposed to osteogenic media for 7 days in 2D culture before 

incorporation into the bioink and printed and continually cultured for 28 days (Pre-Differentiation) or 

exposed to osteogenic media after printing and continually cultured for 28 days (Osteogenic Media). 

All conditions are normalised to B2M and relative fold change to cells from a printed construct 

cultured with αMEM proliferation.  n=1 for osteogenic media and n=2 for pre-differentiation media. 

Mean +/- range. 
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Figures 5.2.10-12 show the relative expression of two 3D osteogenic conditions to a 3D non 

osteogenic condition. The subsequent Figures of 5.2.13-15 show the relative expression of the same 

3D osteogenic conditions to a 2D osteogenic condition. The condition used is the 2mM β-

glycerophosphate previously shown in Figures 5.2.1-6. For MSX2, RUNX2 and SP7, both conditions 

show a positive trend for time spent in culture.  

  

Figure 5.2.13 RT-qPCR analysis of the relative expression of early osteoblast genes expressed as relative 

fold change in gene expression of cells cultured with osteogenic in 3D compared to 2D (2^-DDCt).  

Relative fold change in gene expression of cells from constructs cultured with osteogenic media. Two 

conditions were used: Cells were either exposed to osteogenic media (2 mM β-glycerophosphate and 

284 μM of L-ascorbic acid) for 7 days in 2D culture before incorporation into the bioink and printed and 

continually cultured for 28 days (Pre-Differentiation),or exposed to osteogenic media after printing and 

continually cultured for 28 days (Osteogenic Media). All conditions are normalised to B2M and relative 

fold change to 2D cells cultured in osteogenic media. n=1 for osteogenic media and n=2 for pre-

differentiation media. Mean +/- range. 
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In Figure 5.2.14 both COL1A1 and ALPL show clear positive trends with time spent in culture. As with 

previous conditions (Figures 5.2.5, 8 and 11), SPP1 had the highest expression, with a sharp rise in 

expression at day 7 in the osteogenic cultured and pre differentiated cells which spike at 77.0 and 

153.0-fold change compared to 2D respectively (Figure 5.2.14). For the 2D conditions, the spike was 

at day 14 and day 21 but for the 3D conditions the increase in expression was at day 7. The apparent 

sharp drop seen in Figure 5.2.14 is due to that it is a relative expression compared to 5.2.5 where 

there is a spike in expression at day 14, mostly notably, the expression in the 3D cultured cells was 

relatively increased when compared to than the spike in expression for the 2D sample indicating that 

this is the preferred condition for the cells. This is even more evident when you factor in that the 

pre-exposed cells had double the relative expression compared the standardly exposed 

differentiated cells. Other than in SPP1 day 7, for all conditions in Figure 5.2.14, there was minimal 

difference between the 3D cultured osteogenic cells. 

  

Figure 5.2.14 RT-qPCR analysis of the osteoblast gene expression, shown as relative fold change in gene 

expression of cells cultured with osteogenic in 3D compared to 2D.  

Relative fold change in gene expression of cells from constructs cultured with osteogenic media. Two 

conditions were used: Cells were either exposed to osteogenic media for 7 days in 2D culture before 

incorporation into the bioink and printed and continually cultured for 28 days (Pre-Differentiation), or 

exposed to osteogenic media after printing and continually cultured for 28 days (Osteogenic Media). All 

conditions are normalised to B2M and relative fold change to cells from a printed construct cultured 

with 2D with osteogenic media.  n=1 for osteogenic media and n=2 for pre-differentiation media. Mean 

+/- range. 
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The late-stage osteoblast genes PDPN and SPARC show clear positive trend for length in culture with 

both conditions having a rise in relative expression at the day 21 time point. BGLAP expression 

appears more variable and further experiments are required to identify the robustness of these 

data.   

Figure 5.2.15 RT-qPCR analysis of late osteoblast genes expression, shown as relative fold change in 

gene expression of cells cultured with osteogenic in 3D compared to 2D.  

Relative fold change in gene expression of cells from constructs cultured with osteogenic media. Two 

conditions were used: Cells were either exposed to osteogenic media for 7 days in 2D culture before 

incorporation into the bioink and printed and continually cultured for 28 days (Pre-Differentiation), or 

exposed to osteogenic media after printing and continually cultured for 28 days (Osteogenic Media). All 

conditions are normalised to B2M and relative fold change to cells from a printed construct cultured 

with 2D with osteogenic media.  n=1 for osteogenic media and n=2 for pre-differentiation media. Mean 

+/- range. 
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5.3 Discussion 
 

One of the key aims of this chapter was to determine the optimal osteogenic formulation and 

conditions for the MC3T3’s used to develop the bioprintable model of bone. Literature on this is 

variable and its translation through to our 3D culture system was unknown 91,194,195,196.  

Osteogenic media formulations are widely published and typically contain three main components: 

A phosphate donator, in this case β-glycerophosphate; a collagen formation supplement, in this case 

L-ascorbic acid; and a glucocorticoid such as dexamethasone. The concentration of these 

components varies throughout the literature and this appears to be specific to the species from 

which the cells are sourced.  

Dexamethasone is omitted entirely from many studies, particularly those using mouse-sourced cells, 

yet it is used in some studies using  primary mouse osteoblasts 64,197. Dexamethasone has been 

stated as required, especially from rat 198 and human cell sources 199.  

The concentrations of the osteogenic supplements varies depending on the cell type and even the 

sub clone  163,200,201.  This conflicting information on osteogenic media is seen throughout the 

literature and shows no clear consensus, therefore the optimal media for the cell type used in this 

model was investigated. The cells used here (MC3T3-E1) are a widely used cell line, that are 

maintained in a pre-osteoblastic phenotype for expansion purposes and the addition of the 

osteogenic supplements promotes their differentiation into osteoblasts. When differentiated, the 

cells are able to express and produce bone matrix and deposit extracellular matrix (ECM) which can 

be characterized through gene expression and with alizarin red, which stains the mineral 

components of the excreted ECM (Figure 5.2.1) 91,194.  

MC3T3-E1 cells have been shown to be inconsistent in culture with variable gene expression and 

mineralisation, highly dependent on subclone 64. The subclone used in the model is subclone 4 which 

is regarded as the most suitable for mineralisation and bone formation investigations 202, 203,204,205. 

Given that a requirement of this work is to have a cell line that could mineralise in a 3D 

environment, the evidence of ample, mineralised ECM production in 2D (Figure 5.2.1) appears to 

validate the choice of cell line and subclone.  

Three different media formulation were investigated for cells cultured in 2D. The concentration of L-

ascorbic acid varied little throughout the literature. It is required for mineralisation to occur, 

specifically the L-enantiomer of ascorbic acid, also know and Vitamin C 194. The role of L-ascorbic acid 

is well characterized and acts as a precursor for collagen production, a major component of bone 
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ECM 176. For all conditions, MC3T3-E1 cells were plated onto 12 well plates and proliferated using 

basal proliferation media for three days. When the cells were confluent, the media was changed out 

for osteogenic of the chosen formulation and the control was basal proliferation media.  

The most cited formulation was 10 mM β-glycerophosphate + (284 μM) L-ascorbic acid. This 

formulation is used widely for human, rat and mouse cells (both primary and commercial cell lines) 

154,198,206,207. 

The RNA extraction protocol used here was based on the whole cell extraction methods developed 

in chapter 3. Though this meant that the cells were exposed to a sodium citrate chelator, they were 

released viable and intact, still attached to elements of the collagen and mineral added. The 

exposure to the chelator would have minimal effects on the expression profiles as the RNA was 

immediately extracted from the released cells. Though not a specific aim of this project, it is a useful 

tool when developing the model further to readily and easily release whole intact cells so that 

further work can be done to characterise them.  

5.3.1 Limitations of mineralization work 

The predominate limitation of this work is the lack of replicates with the qPCR work only having an 

n=2. Though some trends were seen, and these were great enough to show a difference with a 

statical test as with MSX2 and SPP1. The fact remains that without more replicates this cannot be 

stated as significant, and the data should be considered pilot work until more data confirms trends 

seen. 

Another major limitation of this work is the lack of ECM analysis. Although mineralisation is imaged 

and measured (Figures 5.2.1,2 and 3) the composition of the expressed mineral was not investigated 

nor were the specific ECM components defined. Broadbrush techniques such as the Bradford assay 

could be used to measure total protein expression, while more specific assays such as sirius red 

staining highlight the presence of collagen. Specific characterisation of the excreted ECM 

components could achieve using antibody staining but these techniques, while providing a greater 

picture of cellular mechanics are unnecessary for a cell type as widely characterized as MC3T3s. 

Some physical characterisation techniques were attempted, such as XRF to determine difference 

between the mineral expressed with the different glycerophosphate concentrations, but this 

showed no difference between the samples and each sample exhibited significant background noise, 

therefore were omitted. Though the RT-qPCR analysis shows some interesting trends with some 

indicating significance, this work is fundamentally limited by the lack of replicates and more 

technical repeats are required to add robustness to the trends and significance of the data.  
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5.3.2 3D constructs  

To compare the expression profiles of 3D bioink cultured cells in proliferation media or 2 mM β-

glycerophosphate differentiation media for 28 days, the relative expression of the two conditions 

and 2D proliferation media was plotted. This was to see whether the 3D encapsulation within the 

bioink had an effect on the cell expression markers and whether the differentiation media would 

enhance this (Figure 5.2.7-9). The 2D cells had the highest expression for all most of the genes of 

interest throughout the time points. This changed dramatically for the intermediate expression 

markers which are all involved in ECM production. COL1A1, which encodes collagen type 1 is highly 

expressed in all conditions, while 2D cultured cells have the highest expression overall. The same 

applies for ALPL, Alkaline phosphatase ligand, a key protein involved with mineralization and 

typically used as a hallmark of ossification 208. SPP1 conversely to all other genes was highly 

expressed in both of the 3D conditions and the with the MC3T3 used in this investigation is the gene 

most indicative of osteoblast differentiation and matrix production.  

To compare the differences in differentiation potential with 3D encapsulation, two different 

differentiation conditions were tested. 3D printed cell-laden constructs that were either cultured in 

osteogenic media as previously optimised in Figures 5.2.1-5 or predifferentiated in osteogenic media 

for 7 days before encapsulation. The hypothesis was that the predifferentiation would speed up the 

differentiation in 3D culture. While Figures 5.2.1-5 show that peak mineral expression occurs at 21 

days in culture, cell monolayer could not be consistently removed from 2D culture past 7 days. The 

cells required manual removal with a cell scraper, extended enzymatic dissociation and came away 

in clumps, making accurate counting almost impossible. Because of these limitations, the day 7 time 

point was chosen, in line with the literature which shows that 10 days in culture is enough time to 

form complete intact sheets of cells 91. For further study, exploring the use of cell aggregates and 

masses into the bioink could provide better insight into cell attachment and integration within the 

bioinks.  

For the 3D differentiation conditions, initially there appears to be very little difference between the 

pre differentiated cells and the standard osteogenic media cultured cells.  With all early-stage 

osteoblast genes following the same trend of a slight rise in expression for 21 and 28 days in culture. 

It’s worth noting that these are relative expression compared to 2D osteogenic media cultured cells 

that have been shown to express and deposit ECM. While minor, the trend does suggest that the 3D 

encapsulation increased the osteogenesis of the cells but there is not enough data to distinguish a 

difference between the samples (Figure 5.2.13). 
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The large relative increase in expression seen with the predifferentiated and osteogenic media 

cultured 3D constructs compared to that seen in 2D suggests that osteoblasts, especially MC3T3s are 

a suitable cell type for 3D culture systems (Figure 5.2.14). With SPP1/ osteopontin function involved 

with ECM structure it’s upregulation in expression suggests an increase in ECM production, this does 

correlate to how the cells respond in 2D (Figure 5.2.1) 209. This is further concluded by the rise in 

SPP1 expression when cultured in 3D without osteogenic media (Figure 5.2.8).  

5.3.4 3D culture limitations  

The serious limitations on the conclusions drawn for the 3D conditions are the same in the 2D 

conditions; a lack of ECM analysis and a lack of replicates to statistically validate the trends seen. 

Some alizarin staining was attempted on 3D constructs, but the washes and fixing steps required for 

the protocol dissociated the alginate and the constructs lacked the structural integrity to be 

analysed. Microcomputed tomography (µCT) was attempted on the samples as this is a less 

destructive technique. Though the constructs survived the technique, there was insufficient signal to 

distinguish between ECM and noise, therefore the output was inconclusive and omitted. 

Immunofluorescence was used to determine de novo collagen deposition, the collagen within the 

construct is rat tail and the cells are murine. Unfortunately, the antibody was not specific enough to 

determine the difference between the two collagens and the data was inconclusive with all collagens 

labelled. With refinement it may be able to provide further insight to the optimal culture conditions 

for collagen production and ECM deposition in 3D. 

While repeating the work with the MC3T3s would provide technical replicates to validate the 

methods and protocols developed, the best practice would be repeating the work with multiple 

biological replicates, either with primary mouse osteoblasts or primary human osteoblasts and in an 

ideal situation both. This would not only validate the protocol but that culturing cells in 3D with this 

bioink increases the osteogenic potential of those cells. Biological replicates from primary mouse 

osteoblasts cultured within the bioink constructs compared to in vivo osteoblasts would be the initial 

approach to validate the systems. An ideal tissue model would closely model the expression of cells 

in their native environment and only comparing the two would truly validate a tissue model.  
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6 Optimization of Collagen and 

Hydroxyapatite Incorporation 

and 3D Printing Conditions  
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6.1 Introduction  

6.1.1 3D Printing  

Additive manufacturing or more conventionally known as 3D printing is a technique to manufacture 

three dimensional objects via mechanically controlled layer upon layer deposition. There are a 

variety of different methods to achieve this, but they broadly work the same: a print head, precisely 

controlled in the x and y axes by electric motors deposits material or a binding agent, onto a print 

bed.  A layer of material is printed, and then either the print bed or head moves in the Z axis to start 

a new layer, and the next layer is then printed. This process is repeated to build up the 3D object. 

The rate of the deposited material can be controlled through several mechanisms, two very easy to 

control parameters which determine the density of deposited material are movement rate and 

extrusion rate. Feed rate is a term that is used differently by different manufacturers, for some use it 

as a term for movement speed while others use it as the rate at which the total processes happen so 

if a movement speed is at 30 mm/s at 50% feed rate the actual movement speed will be 15 mm/s 210. 

The RegenHU system uses feed rate as term for movement speed so that is the definition used in 

this chapter, a higher feed rate the print head or print bed move relative to each other, the higher 

the movement rate the less material deposited at each location. The other parameter is extrusion 

rate, this is the rate at which material is fed through the print head so as this rate increases more 

material is deposited. To ensure that the best possible resolution of printed constructs is achieved, 

these two parameters are typically modulated.  

With the focus on bioprinting to recapitulate anatomical components either at full scale with a 

regenerative medicine focus or redesigned into a schematic layout for research purposes, then 3D 

files sourced from MRI, CAT and ultrasound can be used for accurate dimensions 211. Alternatively, as 

with this project a bespoke model can be created with computer aided design (CAD) software allows 

for greater freedoms when creating constructs.  Typically, CAD software such as Autodesk Fusion 

360, Inventor or Solidworks are focused mostly on the creation of solid parts made out rigid 

materials such as metals and plastics and do not take in the considerations of soft materials 

particularly those used in tissue engineering and bioprinting 212,213. With greater research interest in 

bioprinting, bespoke bioprinting CAD software’s are available which have greater focus on the layer 

control and interstitial dimensions. While conventional software can be attained for free in basic 

forms and is universal across most printing platforms, the bioprinting bespoke software is typically 

made by bioprinting companies specifically for their machines 214,215.  

After CAD designing the next step before bioprinting is slicing. The 3D model can be exported 

multiple file types with the most common being an STL file, this is a specialized file type that 
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converts designs generated with CAD into a series of topographical triangles ignoring the internal 

space. Slicing software breaks down the triangular mesh network into sliced sections horizontally to 

the build plate, the size of each section is determined in the slicing software and is dependent on the 

extruder size and printer capabilities.  

The slicing software uses the information from the STL file to create a machine code called G-Code 

which is a series of X and Y coordinates which controls the 3D printer. G-code is a series of 

commands which tell the printer how to move, which print head to select, time intervals, 

temperature, feed rate, home commands and which defines the print area216.  

The 3D bioprinter used in this investigation was a RegenHU Discovery 3D, this bioprinter has the 

advantage of being contained within a Biosafety Class 2 safety cabinet which has been modified for 

3D printing. Bespoke systems such as this often have the schematic layouts of tissue culture plates 

integrated within them which aids in the bioprinting process, which is a major sterility and cell 

culturing advantage over conventional slicing software. Bioprinters such as the RegenHU allow for 

greater flexibility when bioprinting compared to convention 3D printing. Many of them are capable 

of printing in multiple ways due to their modular designs and multi-printhead formats 214 which 

allows for great flexibility when designing a bioprinting 3D culture environment.  

6.1.2 Bioink Properties  

To create a 3D environment to grow cells in typically there are two options available, either create a 

scaffold in the desired shape and then seed cells onto this or 3D a bioink with cells seeded inside 117. 

While the scaffold and see approach has its advantages particularly when using materials that in the 

curing or printing process are not compatible with viable cells such as titanium implants or plastics 

217. The approach developed in this thesis is a bioink printed with cells integrated within the 

construct. Therefore, this approach limited the types of 3D printing available.  

Typically, when bioprinting at physiological conditions three main types of printing are use. The early 

bioprinters were modified conventional inject jet printers 218. These use either a piezoelectric, 

thermal or electromagnetic forces to break up a stream of bioink into droplets that can be 

deposited. Though this method can lack precision and accuracy when building up large more 

complex structures. 

A bioprinting technique that has higher resolution than inkjet but still uses droplets is Laser assisted 

3D bioprinting (LAB). LAB printing uses a laser to selectively heat up a small surface of a ribbon that 

which has bioink suspended from it, where the laser hits a small volume is vaporized and knocks off 

a droplet of bioink 219. While this technique has far higher resolution than inkjet and has been shown 
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to be viable with cells 220, due to the complexity of printing and the localized heating involved, this 

was excluded from this investigation. Both inkjet and LAB printing are limited to slow deposition 

rates.  

The most prominent form of bioprinting is extrusion, this technique uses either pneumatic or 

mechanical force to dispense the bioink through a nozzle. This technique is highly versatile as it 

allows a range of variables to be easily modified to suit each formulation such as extrusion pressure 

and nozzle diameter, often which are commonly used needle gauges. Due to the continuous 

depositions facilitated with extrusion-based printing, incorporation of larger polymers, high cell 

densities and non-uniform entities such as mineral formations can be incorporated into the bioinks, 

a function that is highly desirable in the bioink used in this project.  

6.1.3 Collagen and Hydroxyapatite  

Collagen is a key component of the ECM which acts as an anchor point for cells and provides much of 

the tensile strength of tissues and as much as 30% of bone is collagenous proteins 136.  There are 

currently 28 known types of collagen and the type predominantly found in bone is type 1.  Type 1 

collagen can self-form fibrils into the triple helix and the fibrils are approximately 300 nm long and 

1.5 nm wide 137.  The structure of collage type 1 consists of two α1 chains and one α2 chain which 

when self-assembled form tropocollagen a left-handed triple helix. These tropocollagens cross link 

with their terminal telopeptide and build up into the collagen fibrils. The terminal telopeptides can 

be cleaved using acid it conditions allowing for the solubilisations and repolymerisation of collagen 

fibrils in solutions or bioinks 138,49.  

To create the interpenetrating network (IPN) of collagen for the tissue model, ideal fibrillogenesis 

needed to be determined with pH, temperature, salinity, and buffering all playing a key role in fibril 

formation 221. These variables were all controlled for in chapter 4 where a well buffered, pH and 

temperature stable environment that was developed. The only extraction method which produces 

fibril collagen is acid extraction which can form gels at as low as 1 mg/mL which is the starting 

concentration used for the bioink 222.  

Collagens at low concentration are weak and even at higher concentrations cannot form a strong 

structure until self-assembled which can be challenging to 3D print. Therefore collagen is typically 

co-printed with another stiffer polymer which provides the structural integrity such as alginate, 

hydroxyapatite, pluronic f 127, 27,90,111. While this enables the composite formation of collagen 

incorporated into the constructs it can limit the free formation of the collagen around the secondary 

polymers. The approach taken in this project is to use the alginate as a templating reversable 
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scaffold and using the methods developed in chapter 3 reverse gelled leaving behind the fibrillar 

collagen structure.  

A widely used bone mineral substitute that is stable at in physiological yet can be reabsorbed and 

remodeled by osteoclasts is β-tricalcium phosphate (β-Ca3(PO4)2). Though being highly porous and 

osteoinductive it has shown to have inconsistencies in culture 223. Other calcium phosphate forms 

such as brushite (CaHPO4·2H2O)  are used in bone defects as cements and have been used as mineral 

scaffold for osteoblast culture 224,225. Hydroxyapatite (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2) is the native calcium 

phosphate phase found in bone with a Ca/P ratio of 1.67. It is stable at physiological conditions and 

biocompatible without causing a immune response 226. Hydroxyapatite compressive, shear and 

tensile behavior are biomimetic of bone than other calcium phosphate phases, which has attracted 

its uses as a cement for bone defects 227. These properties along with the osteoinductivness of 

hydroxyapatite make it a strong candidate for bone tissue engineering 228.  

Bioink for bone typically contain a calcium phosphate/ hydroxyapatite component. This reflects the 

native tissue environment of bone and provides an ion source for remodeling. The main approaches 

for this of using a cement or paste based system which has high viscosity and represents the rigidity 

of bone tissue. Due to the harsh nature of producing calcium phosphate when creating a 3D 

construct the calcium phosphate can be cast or printed into the desired shape and then seeded with 

cells after or the calcium phosphate is broken into small enough particles to be incorporated into a 

bioink, either cell laden or not 229, 230. 

Hydroxyapatite micro tubes were incorporated into the bioink. These are a recently developed cell 

scaffold which facilitate the attachment of cells within the bioink. The tubes are grown 

chemobrionically and self-assemble forming a lumen of approximately 50 µm bringing them into the 

size ranges of a haversian canal 4,62. The small size diameter of the tubes suggest they are compatible 

with bioprinting with most nozzle diameters between 20 G and 27 G, 603 µm to 210 µm, 

respectively. The incorporation of these biomimetic microtubes within a bioink for the development 

of bone has not been previously described to the authors’ knowledge, therefore a key element of 

this investigation is to see whether the MC3T3s are able to attach to the tubes as an anchor point, if 

the tubes survive the printing process, and if this interferes with collagen fibril formation.  
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6.1.2 Aims and Hypotheses 

The aims of this chapter are to show the developed bioink has the printable resolution required for 

bioprinting and that the integrated collagen and hydroxyapatite tubes are compatible with the 

printing process. 

1. Optimise the extrusion conditions by modulating nozzle diameter, movement speed, and 

extrusion pressure to give the most consistent print resolution. 

2. Show the optimal collagen incorporation conditions and test the concentration ranges of 

collagen compatible with the ink. 

3. Ensure the biomimetic hydroxyapatite tubes remain intact after extrusion and integrate 

within the model and do not interfere with the collagen formation.  

 

The hypothesis are that the nozzle diameter and movement speed will both have an impact on the 

size of the extruded filament. The formation of collagen fibrils is dependent on alginate 

concentration within the bioink. That the incorporation of the hydroxyapatite tubes will have no 

effect on collagen fibril formation within the optimal fibril forming formulation. 
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6.2 Results 

6.2.1 Printing resolution  
 

The approach of using the SSL chip and bead encapsulation is no longer usable as mentioned in 

chapter 3, a new construct shape for the 3D printed constructs for long term culture was needed. 

The shape used is a hollow cylinder which was created using RegenHU Biocad software, the external 

diameter was 14 mm with 3 inner shells and a lumen of 10 mm with the centre point of each 

extruded cylinder 1 mm away from the centre point of the other cylinders (Figure 6.2.1). The shape 

was chosen as tube are a difficult shape to  3D print so would test the suitability of the CLEX SLAM 

system and has large surface area for nutrient exchange for the cells within the construct The 3D 

printed cylinder had 18 layers stacked on top of each other; to ensure the stability of the structures 

post printing, the layers must interlock to form one continuous construct, therefore the extruded 

layer height needs to be known. 
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Figure 6.2.1 A schematic CAD layout of the printed cylinder design. 

A.) Hollow cylinder designed in bespoke bioprinting CAD software. 

B.) The dimensions are a diameter of 14.07 mm and made of three lines equally spaced 1 

mm apart   

C.) The hollow cylinder as printed in a 6 well plate with the center point of the plate dead 

center of the cylinder set within a 6 well plate. 
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To determine optimal printing resolution, fluorescent dye was loaded into alginate bio inks. Flow 

rates were preliminary optimised by printing 2 parallel lines and adjusting the extrusion pressure 

until a continuous unbroken filament was extruded. A crosshatch pattern was added below the 

printed construct for ease of imaging as the circular shape of the cylinders was difficult to accurately 

measure. The design in Figure 6.2.1 was still extruded on top of this to ensure that a full construct 

could be printed with the conditions.  

Then either the extrusion pressure, movement speed or needle gauge was changed to produce the 

most consistent flow for reliable bioprints. Figure 6.2.2 A shows the schematic shape used for the 

calibration of the printer, a continuous back and forth pattern was used on the base to provide 

multiple points of measurement. Figure 6.2.2 B shows the resulting 3D printed gel loaded with 

fluorescent dye and printed in SLAM, the schematic print is designed to have space between the 

filaments so that accurate measurements can be taken. Figure 6.2.2 C shows that confocal 

microscopy provided sharp lines to accurately determine the outside edge of the ink, between 8 and 

18 measurements were taken though the full size of the print depending on the quality of the 

images.   

Figure 6.2.2 Bioink extrusion conditions calibration. 

A. A schematic repeating back and forth layout used to calibrate continuous flow form the printer 

B. Fluorescence loaded dye printed into SLAM  

C. Confocal image of printed fluorescent green filament used to determine size, the white arrows 

are indicating the outside edges of a printed line of ink.  Scale bar 1000 µm 
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Initially 0.6% w/v alginate made with αMEM as per the bioink formulation and additional fluorescein 

was printed. When extruded through a 22 G 1.5-inch blunt needle at the machine default of 30 

mm/s, only two pressures were found to be practical to achieve reliable bioprinting. When the 

extrusion pressure was at 4 kPa, no continuous filament was formed and did not produce any 

printable shapes. At 7 kPa extrusion pressure, the flow was too high, resulting in poor resolution as 

printed lines began to merge together. Even though the filaments printed at the pressures had 

similar diameters of 737 μm +/- 16 for 5 kPa and 803 μm +/- 30 for 6 kPa, they are still significantly 

different and are both considerably larger than the internal diameter of the 22 G needle (0.413 μm ± 

0.019). 

  

Figure 6.2.3 0.6% alginate filament extruded through a 22 G needle at varying pressures. 

0.6% alginate with fluorescein was extruded through a 22 G 1.5-inch blunt needle in a set pattern and 

the filament diameter was measured using a confocal microscope at x4 magnification, at a standard 

feed rate of 30 mm/s. N=3, 6 measurements per sample. Error bars are Tukey standard error. p < 0.05 

*; p < 0.005 **; p < 0.0005 ***; p < 0.0001 **** 
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Using a fixed extrusion pressure of 5 kPa as used in Figure 6.2.4 the nozzle movement speed was 

increased. The default movement speed of the machine is 30 mm/s and this is what was used in the 

previous experiment (Figure 6.2.3). When lowered to 20 mm/s all resolution between the printed 

filament was lost so therefore it was excluded as not viable due to 5 kPa being the lowest suitable 

extrusion pressure. As the print head movement speed was increased, the size of the filament 

decreased but the distribution of the diameter also increased. Therefore, the greater the movement 

speed the reproducibility of the print decreased. For 50 and 60 mm/s multiple attempts had to be 

made until an entire intact print could be produced for measurement. 30 mm/s had the largest 

average filament diameter at 737 μm but had the lowest distribution with a standard deviation of 

+/- 16 μm and was significantly different from all the other printing speeds.  The diameter of 

filament printed at 40 and 50 mm/s were not significantly different from each other (677 μm and 

640 μm respectively) and also had similar deviations of +/- 54 and 53 μm respectively.  

 

  

Figure 6.2.4 0.6% alginate filament extruded through a 22 G needle at varying nozzle movement 

speeds at 5 kPa extrusion pressure.  

0.6% alginate with fluorescein was extruded through a 22 G 1.5-inch blunt needle in a set pattern 

filament diameter was measured using a confocal microscope at x4 magnification. N=3, 6 

measurements per sample. Error bars are Tukey standard error. . p < 0.05 *; p < 0.005 **; p < 

0.0005 ***; p < 0.0001 **** 
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Working formulation of bioink minus cells was made with the fluorescein dye to determine how the 

additional of collagen and hydroxyapatite affected the extrusion. The printed constructs required a 

much greater extrusion pressure to print than 0.6% alginate alone (Figure 6.2.5).  Below 26 kPa there 

was patchy and inconsistent flow and therefore excluded. Beyond 32 kPa the needle would drip 

bioink when there was no printing and therefore these pressures were excluded. There was no 

significant difference in filament diameter between 26 kPa and 28 kPa, nor was there between 28 

kPa and 30 kPa or 30 kPa and 26 kPa, however 32 kPa being significantly different from all the 

extrusion pressures. The biggest limitation with using the 22 G needle was that all the working 

filament sizes were smaller than the needle size which has an outer diameter of 717 μm and an 

inner diameter of 413 μm.   

  

Figure 6.2.5 Bioink made with working concentrations of Collagen, Biomimetic tubes, CLEX, and 

alginate were printed using a 22 G needle.  

The working bioink formulation containing alginate, collagen and hydroxyapatite was extruded 

through a 22 G blunt needle at a range of extrusion pressures to determine how the addition of 

the collagen and mineral would affect the bioprinting properties. N= 3, 6 measurements per 

sample. Error bars are Tukey standard error with the triangle representing an outlier. p < 0.05 *; p 

< 0.005 **; p < 0.0005 ***; p < 0.0001 **** 
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With the 22 G needle filament not being suitable for printing due to the large disparity between 

needle size and resulting filament diameter, a larger 20 G needle was used. This has an external 

diameter of 908 μm and an internal diameter of 603 μm. Using a 20 G needle, 5 kPa was found to be 

the optimal extrusion pressure with an average diameter of 654 μm (+/- 34 μm). As well as having 

the most consistent print of all the conditions, it was also closest to the internal diameter of the 

needle as well. Though the extrusion pressure here was far lower than that used for the 22 G needle 

(Figure 6.2.3) there was still a clear upward trend within the data that clearly indicated increasing 

printing pressure increased filament diameter as well as distribution of size. Though 4 kPa had the 

smallest filament size of 555 μm it did not follow the trend of having a lower size distribution of +/- 

45 μm which is a variation of 8.1% compared to 5 kPa which had a variation of 5.2%. 

 

 

 

 

  

Figure 6.2.6 Filament diameter for working bioink composition using a 20 G needle. All at 30 

mm/s. 

The working bioink formulation was extruded through a 20 G blunt needle at a range of extrusion 

pressures to determine how the addition of the collagen and mineral would affect the bioprinting 

properties. n= 3, 6 measurements per sample. Error bars are Tukey standard error with the 

triangle representing an outlier. p < 0.05 *; p < 0.005 **; p < 0.0005 ***; p < 0.0001 **** 
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6.2.2 alginate concentration limits  

To determine the optimal alginate concentration within the bioink that is compatible with fibril 

collagen formation was investigated. This is one of the key aims of this chapter and thesis, a fixed 

collagen concentration of 1 mg/mL was used and formulated with a range of alginate concentrations 

from 0.2 – 1.6% w/v. Due to the concentration of incorporated CLEX gelling components, the αMEM 

based alginate and collagen the testable range was between 0.2% and 1.6%. 
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To determine the alginate concentrations compatible with collagen fibril formation, a range of 

bioinks with different alginate concentrations were made. Labelled 488 nm collagen was later 

incorporated within the bioinks so that the fibril structure could be visualised inside the crosslinked 

bioink. Table 6.2.1 demonstrates the different bioink formulations used, due to the maximum 

producible concentration of the CLEX A and the alginate gel, the maximum concentration of the 

alginate was 1.6% within these parameters.   

 

  

Table 6.2.1 Formulations of bioinks used to determine collagen fibril formation within alginate 
concentrations ranging from 0.4% to 1.6%. 

To determine optimal alginate concentration for collagen fibril formation a range of bioinks made 
using CLEX SLAM were made. The concentration of collagen and labelled collagen used remain 
consistent with the volume of alginate in the ink adjusted. Max concentration of 1.6% due to a 4% 
alginate stock used. inks were incubated for 2h at 37oC and then imaged on confocal. 
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Initially two zinc concentrations were used for the CLEX SLAM system of 12.5 mM and 25 mM to see 

whether this affected the retrieval of the constructs and the collagen fibril formation. As table 6.2.2 

shows there was no effect of the increased zinc concentration on the retrieval of the constructs or 

the fibril formation but as determined previously (Figure 4.2.2) the higher zinc concentration had a 

negative effect on the cell viability so therefore 25 mM was no longer used, and all collagen fibril 

formation work was done only using 12.5 mM. No images were able to be obtained of 0.2% and 

0.4% due to the constructs being too weak to remove from the SLAM bath even with the a 100 mM 

calcium chloride incubation.  

 

  

Table 6.2.2 An overview of the collagen fibril formation and gel state after crosslinking using the CLEX SLAM 
system. 

Bioinks formulated with alginate concentrations from 0.2 to 1.6% as shown in table 4.2.2 were used and 
two Zinc concentrations in the CLEX SLAM system of 12.5 mM and 25 mM. The intactness of the constructs 
was determined whether a printed construct could be removed from the SLAM bath. Initially fibrils where 
determined using a polarised light microscope and later confocal microscopy.  
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Initially, collagen fibril analysis was performed using a polarised light microscope. When the collagen 

forms fibrils these then scatter the light which is picked up using the polarised filters to be visualised. 

Due to the depth of the constructs required to visualise the collagen images could only be taken at 

x4 magnification. While broad collagen formation could be determined within the constructs, at this 

low magnification fine fibral collagen structures could not be visualised therefore further fibril 

analysis was used using a fluorescent label.  

Figure 6.2.7 Polarised light microscope of collagen within an 0.6% alginate construct.  

0.6% w/v alginate 0.1% w/v collagen CLEX based bioink seen under a polarised light microscope, the 
collagen fibrils scatter the light so that it can be seen through the polarised filters shown as the light 
grey area indicating collagen filaments. X4 Magnification, scale bar 200 μm.  
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To determine the optimal alginate concentration for fibril formation in the bioink a range of bioinks 

were made with different concentrations of alginate. The formulations of the bioinks can be seen in 

Table 4.2.2. The bioinks were cross linked for 2h in SLAM CLEX B for 2 h, after 100 mM CaCl2 was 

added to the wells and incubated for 5 min before retrieval of constructs Table 4.2.4. Figure 4.2.16 

Figure 6.2.8 Effects of alginate concentration from 0.6% to 1.6% on collagen fibril formation.  

Alginate collagen CLEX based bioink formulations as shown in Table 4.2.2 imaged with confocal 
microscopy. The morphology of 488 labelled collagen incorporated in the ink acts as a 
representation of total collagen behaviour. The increased alginate concentration reduces collagen 
fibril formation, size and distribution within alginate based bioinks. The white triangles demonstrate 
where collagen has formed globular clumps rather than fine fibrils. All at x40 magnification, 488 
labelled collagen, scale bar 50 μm. 
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shows that beyond 0.6% w/v alginate, the fibril formation of collagen within the alginate declines as 

the concentration increases. No clear homogeneous fibril formation can be seen beyond 1.0% 

alginate. Some fibrils can be seen in 0.8% w/v alginate, the fibrils are smaller and tighter compact 

than 0.6% with some clumping and sheets visible and no homogeneous long fibrils can be seen. In 

1.2-1.6% alginate constructs, minimal fibril formation is seen, and the collagen typically presents 

with large sheets of collagen forming in the gel rather than fine fibrils, some fibrils were seen at the 

edge of the construct, but the main body of the construct had minimal fibrils seen. As the collagen is 

labelled pre-polymerisation it is able to be visualised in all states whether fibril, globular or a sheet. 

Using the CLEX gelling agents and 4% w/v alginate limited the maximum concentration to 1.6%, 0.2% 

and 0.4% w/v were also tested but were unable to be removed intact after gelling due to the gel 

being too weak to form a uniform structure Table 6.2.2 and therefore were excluded from further 

investigation. 
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The material properties of the alginate components of the bioinks were measured to determine the 

range that is useable for collagen fibril formation. With Figure 6.2.8 demonstrating that 0.8% is the 

maximum usable concentration for collagen fibril formation and that 0.6% is optimal. This trend of a 

large difference in collagen formation from a relatively small difference in concentration change 

relates to the sharp increase in the stress strain curve and the elastic modulus with concentration 

increase Figure 6.2.9A, B. From the figure, it can be determined that the range for collagen fibril 

formation within alginate would suggest that the bioink needs to have an elastic modulus of 

between 2.34 kPa (0.6%) and 5.09 kPa (0.8%).  

  

Figure 6.2.9 Mechanical analysis of alginate CLEX bioinks without collagen. 

Stress strain analysis was performed on alginate only CLEX bioinks used in figure 4.2.16. 20% 
compression used to determine the material characteristics of each concentration. An elastic 
modulus for each concentration was determined to demonstrate the large change material 
character with a small change in concentration. 

A. Stress strain curves of alginates gels between 0.6% and 1.6% w/v.  
B. Elastic modulus of alginates between 0.6% and 1.6% w/v.  
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6.2.3 collagen concentration limits  

In order to develop the bioink further, increased collagen concentration was explored. To achieve 

this, an alternative source of collagen was used with a concentration of 9.1 mg/mL. Due to the fixed 

concentrations of other CLEX components, this limited the maximum concentration available to 

0.6% (6 mg/mL). As determined previously, 0.6% alginate is the optimal concentration for collagen 

fibril formation, so this was used as a standard throughout. The fluorescently labelled collagen used 

in chapter 4 was also used to determine fibril structure.  
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Figure 6.2.10 Collagen behaviour within bioink at increasing concentrations. 

The current bioink formulation is at 0.1% (1 mg/ml) which forms fibrils of collagen as seen in the top 

right image. Collagen concentrations increased within the CLEX alginate bioink was increased to 

determine whether an increased concentration of collagen was able to form fibrils within the bioink. 

As the concentration of collagen increased the morphology of the collagen changes from a fibrillar to a 

spherite shape forming from a central point with branches emanating from this.  All scale bars are 30 

µm. 
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To validate that the different starting concentration and supplier of collagen was able to form fibrils 

within the alginate, the same conditions from Figure 6.2.8 were repeated. Notably the collagen was 

able to form fibrils in a similar manner to previous experiments. The fibrils observed in Figure 6.2.10 

0.1% collagen are individual, isolated, and homogenously distributed throughout the sample. 

Whereas in Figure 6.2.8 0.6% the collagen formed star shaped bundles with a central nucleus from 

which the fibrils branch out from, leading to more small dense clusters of collagen fibrils with a 

heterogeneous distribution throughout the sample. Most importantly, the collagen was able to form 

clear fibrils within the bioink.  

 

When the concentration of collagen was increased to 0.3% w/v, the fibril structure presented as 

singular fibrils but with some central nucleation points (Figure 6.2.10 0.3% white arrows). 

Fundamentally, collagen fibrils were still able to form. Though the green intensity in Figure 6.2.10 

0.3% is less intense than Figure 6.2.10 0.1%, this is due to that the same ratio of collagen in stained 

so there is 3 times the signal of collagen in Figure 6.2.10 0.3%B compared to Figure 6.2.10 0.1%. The 

confocal settings were adjusted for the greater signal intensity and to still be able to interpret the 

fibril morphology. Therefore the intensity of green is only relevant within each figure and not able to 

be compared between the conditions.  

As seen in Figure 6.2.10 - 0.4%, the increasing concentration of collagen leads to fibrils forming from 

a singular nuclear point. The shapes are less spherical than Figure 6.2.10 - 0.3% and are more 

densely clustered into triangular and ‘bow tie’ double triangular shapes. Some of the larger 

structures form into large branching continuous trees of collagen (white arrows). 

 

The collagen fibril structures observed in Figure 6.2.10 - 0.4% and Figure 6.2.10 - 0.5% are very 

similar, though, the clusters of collagen and how they stem from the central nucleus present subtly 

differently. The clusters of collagen in Figure 6.2.10 - 0.4% are smaller than in Figure 6.2.10 - 0.5% 

and are more widely distributed. The higher concentration of collagen appears to cause the collagen 

to cluster together and form large networks with fibrils projecting of branches rather than resulting 

in a homogeneous interpenetrating next work as seen in Figure 6.2.10 - 0.1% 
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The concentration of collagen was raised to 0.6% w/v, the maximum allowed by the stock solutions 

and 1:1 with the alginate. With this increase, the collagen presented almost entirely from singular 

nucleation points. At the top right-hand side of Figure 6.2.10, some lone individual collagen fibrils 

can be seen (white arrows). Excluding these, all of the collagen presents with the triangular, double 

triangle ‘bow tie’ and branching morphology. Though due to the high concentration of collagen 

present it is difficult to determine the full extent of fibril formation.  

 

  

Figure 6.2.11 Maximum permissible collagen concentration within the bioink as formulated. 

Using the stock solutions available, a 1:1 ration of collagen and alginate was made. The morphology 

of the collagen structures is vastly different than seen in previous high concentration collagen 

bioinks. The individual fibrils are overlapped heavily and hard to distinguish within the ink. Scale bar 

30 µm 
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6.2.4 Calcium phosphate biomimetic tubes incorporation 

Biomimetic calcium phosphate tubes were incorporated into the bioink to act as mineral reservoirs 

for the cells and addition adhesion points for the cells to attach to. To determine whether the tubes 

interfered with the formation of the collagen fibrils, fluorescently labelled collagen was used. Tubes 

were incorporated into the bioink at approx. 4 mg/mL. To determine the orientation and distribution 

throughout the ink tubes were fluorescently labelled with calcein blue for visualisation.  
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The outline of the printed bioink can be clearly seen in Figure 6.2.12 with the white triangles 

highlighting the edge of the filament. The bioink filament was printed using a RegenU Discovery 

bioprinter with a 22 G needle which has an internal diameter of 413 μm which is approximately. 

double the diameter of the printed filament at which had an average thickness of 219.8 μm. This can 

be visualised by the sharp edges of the collagen (green). The tubes (blue) are homogeneously 

distributed throughout the ink with the orientation appearing random with tubes both parallel and 

perpendicular to the flow of the ink (grey arrow). Importantly, the tubes remained intact throughout 

the incorporation into the bioink, extrusion and retrieval retaining their biomimetic shape. The 

lumen of one of the tubes can be seen highlighted by the small white arrow, the more intense colour 

on the outside of the tube with less colouration in the middle is indicative of a hollow cylinder. As 

with the collagen, the tubes were prelabelled with calcein blue before incorporation into the bioink, 

therefore all tubes present are labelled and Figure 6.2.12 can be considered a representative sample 

of printed bioink.    

Figure 6.2.12 Calcium phosphate tubes integration into bioink.  

Intact calcium phosphate tubes (blue) embedded in an alginate collagen CLEX based bioink with 
labelled collagen (green). The small white triangles indicate the external edge of the filament and 
that large arrow indicate and intact tube with lumen. Direction of flow is indicated by large double 
ended arrow. x10 magnification.  10 μm slice intervals 30 stacks. Scale bar 200 μm. 

 

Direction of Flow 
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While Figure 6.2.12 show a global integration of tubes into the bioink and the intact deposition of 

the tube, due to the low magnification used the fibril structure of the collagen cannot be clearly 

determined not can the interaction between the two components. Figure 6.2.13 is of a much higher 

magnification and clearly shows that the collagen fibril formation is not disrupted by the presence of 

the tubes (white arrows). Additionally around the tubes itself collagen can been seen to attach or 

directly integrate onto the tube structure (white triangles). Some fibrils can be seen above and 

below the tube structure suggesting that the collagen has formed around the tube, but further 

investigation is required to determine this as it may be an artifact of the z stacking. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.2.13 An intact calcium phosphate tube integrated into the fibril collagen network.  

Calcium phosphate tube (blue) with clear lumen can be seen with labelled collagen (green) interacting 
with the tube highlighted by white triangles. Fibrils are highlighted with white arrows. X40 4 μm slice 
intervals 20 stacks, scale bar 50 μm. 
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As shown in Figure 6.2.13, the collagen is able to interact with the tubes and form around the 

biomimetic whole tube constructs. During the tube encapsulation some calcium phosphate 

fragments are also incorporated into the ink and collagen matrix (white arrows) (Figure 6.2.14). 

Further suggesting that the collagen IPN is able to form around calcium phosphate bodies within the 

ink.  

 

  

Figure 6.2.14 Calcium phosphate tube integrated into the fibril collagen network with fragments.  

Fibril collagen can be seen around the tubes with small fragments of hydroxyapatite embedded 
within the collagen network (Arrows). X40 4 μm slice intervals 20 stacks, scale bar 50 μm 
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Cell attachment to the calcium phosphate tubes can be seen in Figure 6.2.15. In Figure 6.2.15A, the 

lumen of the tube is shown by the cells forming a circular shapes around the entrance of the tube 

(white arrow). The cells can be seen to have a dendritic like morphology with finger like projections 

attaching at multiple points along the exterior surface of the tube. Figures 6.2.15B&C are phase 

contrast and fluorescent microscope images of a tube respectively. In Figure 6.2.15B the cells are 

indistinguishable from the tubes and are adhered to the external surface of the tube. In Figure 

6.2.15C, the actin labelled actin cytoskeleton of the cells can be visualised. There are no cells visibly 

attached to the surrounding TC plastic with the cell having an apparent preference for the calcium 

phosphate tubes.  

Figure 6.2.15 Calcium phosphate tubes with MC3T3-E1 cells attached labelled with phalloidin. 

Phalloidin 488 labelled cells attached to calcium phosphate tubes. Same tubes previously 
incorporated into alginate collagen CLEX based bioink with cells seeded onto tubes to determine 
whether the cells can attach to the tubes. All scale bars are 100 μm. 

A. Confocal image of a tube with cells attached  
B. Phase contrast image of calcium phosphate tube with cells attached 
C. Image B with fluorescent lamp on highlighting cell attachment to the tubes. 
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In the combined 3D printed bioink using the CLEX slam developed in Chapter 4 and the media in 

chapter 5, the large black areas in the bottom centre and top right of Figure 6.2.16 A are the non-

labelled tubes incorporated into the ink. The live cells labelled green can be seen to project 

throughout the alginate-based ink and integrate within the collagen. The morphology of the cells is 

vastly different from the alginate only encapsulated cells (Figure 3.5.1 D) and that of cells cultured 

on 2D tissue culture plastic in Figure 6.2.16B. The bioink encapsulated cells show long projections 

into the bioink matrix with attaching to the collagen, the cells seem to have a central nuclear point 

and project out from that, while some of the cells appear rounded they are in fact projecting directly 

in line with the Z axis.   

Figure 6.2.16 Live cell image of 3D printed CLEX SLAM bioink containing cells 

A. Live confocal z stack 3D cells labeled with Calcein AM (green) to indicate metabolic activity 
and outline cell morphology. The collagen (red) has been labelled and presents as the large 
mesh in which the cells are integrated. Hoechst (blue) was used to confirm presence of cells 
and can be seen on some none or low metabolically active cells (white triangle). Propidium 
iodide(red) was also used and indicates a dead cell (white triangle).  Scale bar 100 µm, 20 
slices at 4 µm spacing 

B. Live 2D cells cultured on cell culture plastic labeled with Calcein AM (Green) to indicate 
metabolic activity and outline cell morphology. Scale bar 100 µm 
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6.3 Discussion  
 

A key characteristic of a successful bioink is the printability of the material, in chapter 4 in situ 

crosslinking chemistry was developed, in chapter 5 the osteogenesis and cell response of the ink was 

investigated and in this chapter the printability of the ink and all its components will be investigated.  

6.3.1 Printing resolution 

Initially a schematic diagram using bespoke bioprinting CAD software was used, this allows for layer-

by-layer control of the print head rather than a standard .STL file which uses a triangular mesh to 

slice the constructs. Therefore, deposition is controllable on each layer, an important tool when 

building up complex biological tissues. When extruding bioink, keeping the sheer forces within the 

ink as low as possible is key as high sheer has been shown to induce cell death 142,121. Additionally, 

the CLEX SLAM bioink had two crosslinking mechanisms, the CLEX system as described in chapter 4 

and collagen polymerization both of which are optimal at approx. 37 oC 152. The modular RegenHU 

printer used can have cooled print heads and heated print beds which would facilitate keeping the 

bioink cooled at 4 oC and the SLAM crosslinking bath at 37 oC. Due to the newness of the equipment 

these capabilities where not available at the time of the work being done therefore when printing 

the constructs, time was imperative to keep both parts and the system at the required temperature, 

as such the swiftest extrusion time was required.  

Therefore, the aim was to print a reliable filament as close to the inner diameter as possible with as 

low pressure as possible speediest fashion. To achieve this the 20 G 1.5 in blunt needle was chosen 

as it had a low extrusion pressure of 5 kPa which deposited a line of ink at 655 μm +/- 33.9 in 

diameter which is close to the the outer diameter of the needle at 718 µm ± 64. Therefore, each 

deposited layer was not disturbed by the adjacent filament being printed. To reduce the total print 

time, the effect of feed rate on filament size was investigated. Using a fixed 5 kPa extrusion pressure 

the trend seen was that increasing the feed rate of the needle is inversely proportional to the 

thickness of extruded filament. Though due to the loss of precision and increased dispersion of the 

printed filaments when feed rate was increased, the standard 30 mm/s was used for all subsequent 

prints (Figure 6.2.4). 

Interestingly, much of the published literature on bioprinting, the feed rate is rarely mentioned 

which, as the data in Figure 6.2.4 demonstrates has a statistically significant effect on the resolution 

of the printed constructs. With the focus typically based on the bioink composition and the extrusion 

pressure and nozzle size27,114,120,231.  
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6.3.2 Collagen incorporation into the bioink  

In the CLEX based bioinks developed in chapter 4, one of the key aims was to not only incorporate 

collagen in the bioink but to have the formation of collagen fibrils interpenetrating throughout the 

ink. This was a key distinguishment from other collagen hybrid bioinks. To determine the presence of 

fibril collagen a couple different techniques were trialed. Initially, polarized light microscopy was 

investigated. This technique uses polarizing condensers to expose the bioink to light of a uniform 

polarization which is unable to pass through the top condenser. If the light hits collagen fibrils, the 

light is scattered and no longer on the same polarizing plane and therefore can pass through the top 

condenser to be visualized or imaged 232. While simple, this technique lacked the magnification 

power to be able to visualize the fibrils (Figure 6.2.7). Secondary harmonic generation is a technique 

that can be used to image type 1 collagen 233. The fibrillar structure of collagen type allows it to be 

imaged, while this technique was considered it was ruled out due to secondary harmonic generation 

being beyond the capabilities of the equipment that could be accessed.  

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to investigate whether fibrils were present. This 

technique was excluded due to limitation of the equipment not being able to exceed x7000 and 

typically collagen is imaged at x20,000 to 50,000 magnification 234,235. Therefore, no clear resolution 

of the collagen could be determined. Additionally, the sample preparation required for hydrogels to 

be imaged with SEM is not compatible with live cell imaging, the samples prep required also limits 

other techniques such as atomic force microscopy and transmission electron microscopy. 

Furthermore, SEM is a surface imagining technique and much of the collagen is within the bioink 

construct. To get accurate and in-depth images sections would need to be taken to allow for manual 

Z stacking of the images to determine if fibrils were present. Therefore, fluorescently labelling 

collagen was used to determine fibril formation as this was able to be used with live cells, was 

nondestructive and could image inside the bioink constructs. The technique developed by Doyle 

2018 and has been previously shown to be nontoxic, compatible with cell adhesion and does not 

interfere with the structure or fibril formation of the collagen peptide chains 236. The great 

advantage of this technique of the others is that it does not require the formation of collagen fibrils 

for imaging. Therefore, the orientation of collagen the collagen peptides can be easily visualized 

irrespective of whether fibrils or globular collagen had formed, which is an advantage over 

conventional collagen imaging techniques.  

The fluorescently labeled collagen was combined with CLEX based bioinks (Table 6.2.1) to determine 

the optimal alginate concentration for collagen fibril formation and the ranges that are compatible 

with fibril formation if reformulation was required during the development process. Initially bioinks 

from 0.2 to 1.6% w/v were made, 1.6% w/v is the maximum formulated concentration with the 
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concentration of the components used limiting anything beyond this. Very early 0.2% and 0.4% w/v 

were eliminated from further characterization due to poor structural integrity of the constructs and 

none were able to be retrieved intact for fluorescent collagen analysis (Table 6.2.2). Bioinks made 

with 0.6% to 1.6% w/v were imaged at x40 magnification to determine optimal alginate 

concentration for collagen interpenetrating fibril formation with 0.8% w/v being the upper limit for 

fibril collagen formation. While some fibrillar can be seen in 1% w/v, predominantly the collagen 

present is globular and presenting as sheets. This trend continues as the alginate concentration 

increases with no fine fibrils seen in the higher concentration alginates, with more large sheets of 

collagen seen in 1.2,1.4 and 1.6% w/v alginates. While some thick fibril structures can be seen in 

1.6% w/v, this is not true of the whole construct as the only area where the collagen could be 

visualized was at the edge a therefore the alginate concentration may not be homogeneous and thus 

some fibrillar formations occurred. Additionally, 1.6% w/v is the least homogenous off all the 

samples with most of the collagen condensed into small regions that present with greater intensity. 

The optimal condition for collagen formation was 0.6% w/v alginate with the large fine fibril 

formations within the ink forming an interpenetrating network. There is limited work with defined 

collagen fibrils within alginate bioinks. The main limitations with these is that they are not 3D 

printed or compatible with 3D printing and therefore are cast models. Additionally, due to the pH 

shifts for collagen stability they are not cell compatible until after the collagen has polymerized 237, 

238. A major advantage of the CLEX SLAM based printing system is that the collagen IPN is compatible 

when using 0.6% w/v alginate, the bioink is 3D printable and the whole system is cell compatible 

therefore cells can be incorporated throughout the bioink rather than seeded on after. Typically 

when using collagen in 3D printed tissue constructs, the collagen used has not been characterized as 

fibrils or is a hydrolyzed version of collagen such as gelatin 58,119,239.  

For further development of the model increasing the collagen concentration was investigated from 

ranges between 0.1 mg/mL to 0.6 mg/mL with the latter being 1:1 with the alginate within the 

system. The change in collagen from morphology from fibril to spherite indicates that IPN network 

forms optimally at lower concentrations (Figure 6.2.10). The higher concentrations appear to have 

the fibrils emanating from a central point (Figure 6.2.11). The effect this would have on the cells and 

the development of the model would be an interesting avenue to continue the work. Though due to 

the complexity of this the decisions was to continue to use 1 mg/mL for simplicity while developing 

all aspects of the model. 

Bone tissue is a mineralised collagen matrix that consists mostly of collagen type 1 and calcium 

phosphate in the phase of Hydroxyapatite (HA). The Bioink has so far been shown to be non-

cytotoxic, compatible with collagen fibril formation and 3D printable. To improve the osteoinductive 
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properties of the ink calcium phosphate chemobrionic tube structures were incorporated into the 

bioink. While the cells are able to produce their own mineralised ECM as shown in Figure 5.2.1 the 

addition of collagen and calcium phosphate tubes was to incorporate more of the building blocks of 

bone rather than relying on all the relevant biological material to be produced by the cells. The 

calcium phosphate tubes are biomimetic and provide additional adhesion points for cells to attach to 

(Figure 6.2.15).The tubes have been previously characterised and shown to be calcium deficient 

hydroxyapatite and when cells were cultured in the presence of the tubes upregulated osteogenic 

markers 62. The incorporation of intact tubes and printable tubes was achieved using CLEX 0.6% w/v 

alginate, 0.1% w/v collagen bioink printed into CLEX SLAM with a 20 G blunt needle as shown in 

Figure 6.2.12. The tubes appear in be in mostly a random orientation with some aligning 

perpendicular to the flow of the ink (Figure 6.2.12). Importantly, the collagen initially appeared in a 

fibrillar phase, due to the low magnification this couldn’t initially be determined from the global 

image. High magnification images were taken which confirmed that the collage had formed fibrils 

(Figures 6.2.13, 14). A key component of the bioink is to have the fibril collagen interpenetrating 

collagen next work with the calcium phosphate tubes both acting as biomimetic adhesion points for 

the cells to attach to without the need to chemically modify the alginate in anyway 98. This aim was 

achieved, and the combination of viable cells attached to an interpenetrating collagen network with 

calcium phosphate tubes that was 3D printed with the CLEX SLAM technique can be seen in Figure 

6.2.16 A. 
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6.4 Conclusion  
This culmination of work has produced a 3D printable bone precursor bioink which has stable in situ 

gelling kinetics, fibrillar collagen, biomimetic hydroxyapatite cell anchors, consistent print resolution 

and compatible with cell integration and continual culture.  The initial approach taken using the SSL 

chip and cell encapsulation as explored in chapter 3 provided much of the pilot information required 

to develop a bioink which sustains cell culture. Though due to the incompatibility of the 

encapsulation crosslinking and collagen incorporation could no longer be explored as a viable 

research avenue within the scope of this project. From this development, the combination of CLEX 

and SLAM was investigated in chapter 4, these two techniques allow for the 3D printing of very low 

viscosity hydrogels and liquids in a system with tunable gelling kinetics. These properties open a 

plethora of further investigation such as bioinks made of liquid or of very low viscosity materials 

which previously could not have been printed i.e fibrin, pure collagen and very weak alginate. 

Therefore materials matching the mechanical properties of weak tissue types such as neural and 

adipose are able to be printed and crosslinked.  

The controlled release of calcium within the system is compatible with 3D printed collagen fibril 

formation, which can be used as foundation to create bioprinted tissue structures which have 

collagen structural formations comparable to those found in vivo, with further investigation 

orientation of and spatial positioning of the collagen fibrils could be investigated.  

The main limitations of this thesis are found in chapter 5 which due to the Covid 19 pandemic 

reduced laboratory access which impeded the data collection of the long-term cultures. Though this 

chapter lacks the repeats necessary for statistical validation, some interesting trends were seen such 

as SPP1 up regulation in 3D cultures and that the cells were able to change their expression profiles 

within the model which eludes to the suitability of the model for further analysis. The impact of pre 

differentiation on the incorporated cells was investigated and indicated that this may reduce the 

time needed in culture for osteogenic differentiation to occur, though this needs more technical 

replicates and should be investigated with multiple cell sources before any conclusion can be drawn. 

Chapter 6 demonstrates the application of the bioink into a 3D printable system, using the bioink 

and SLAM system optimized in chapter 4 and 5, this was able to be printed into a 3D shaped with a 

high degree of precision and accuracy. In addition to that, the compatible incorporation of fibrillar 

collagen and biomimetic tubes demonstrated that no only do these act as anchor points for cell 

attachment but survive the printing process.  
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The culmination of this work, in the authors opinion provides a foundation for developing 3D models 

of bone, not only that but the methodologies developed can also be applied to other tissue types, 

particularly those requiring low viscosity bioinks such as neural, adipose and hepatic tissue models.  
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7.Summary 
 

This thesis was an investigation in developing 3D synthetic bone models. This had two main focuses, 

the first was to create a 3D spatially controlled environment that contained the building blocks of 

bone which are hydroxyapatite and collagen. The second was that this environment was compatible 

with cell incorporation, facilitated long term culture within the constructs that ultimately leads to 

remodeling into bone tissue.  

The initial focus was on encapsulating preosteoblast cells within alginate microbeads, a starting 

point of 1 and 2 % alginate was chosen as these were stiffer beads which are potentially more 

biomimetic of hard tissue. While this direction of work was ultimately scrapped due to the 

incompatibility of fibril collagen under the bead formation conditions, it did show some interesting 

results that encapsulated cells cultured in osteogenic media retained their proliferation potential 

longer than cells in standard proliferation media. From this research an easy reliable protocol to 

release viable cells encapsulated within alginate constructs was developed, which was later used for 

PCR analysis on 3D printed constructs. 

This led to the research focus changing to developing a 3D printable bioink. The bioink had cells 

incorporated within and facilitated the formation of fibril collage that forms an interpenetrating 

network within the printed constructs. The concentration of alginate that facilitated the optimal 

formation of fibril collagen was 0.6%. Though this was able to have fibrillar collagen within it, the 3D 

printed constructs made from 0.6% alginate did not have the structural stability to retain its shape 

when 3D printed unsupported. This is ultimately a limitation of 3D printing with low concentration 

biomaterials.  

Therefore, the incorporation of a recently reported supporting agarose fluid gel bath printing system 

SLAM was used to facilitate the printing of the low concentration bioink. Constructs made with the 

low concentration of alginate bioink printed within this fluid gel system held their shape and had 

high resolution. Due to the low structural stability of the bioink, that inhibited the use of 

conventional bioprinting, when calcium chloride crosslinker was added the constructs, it would 

distort the structure of the bioink before the crosslinker could stiffen the constructs. To overcome 

this limitation of the SLAM system, incorporation of an in situ competitive ligand exchange 

crosslinking system was used. A two-part system which incorporates stoichiometrically chelated 

calcium within the bioink, the calcium is released when in contact with its counterpart contained 

within the agarose bath.  This semi crosslinked the constructs to a degree that they could be 
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retrieved from the agarose bath intact. This is, as far as the author is aware the only system of its 

type and represents a novel contribution to bioprinting research. The development of this system 

further opens the use of low concentrations polymers for bioprinting by incorporating a crosslinking 

agent within the bath. This is not limited to calcium-based systems, the principle can be applied to 

other commonly tissue engineering materials such as fibrin/thrombin, the thermal stability of the 

agarose can be exploited as well by using a temperature change to polymerise materials within the 

bath. This technique would be a useful tool in developing soft tissues models such as neural 

networks and adipose formations. Additionally, a greater range of shapes and dimensions can be 

bioprinted as this system does not require any additional supports either internally or externally. 

With further development, intricate details such as vascularization within a printed construct, a gas 

exchange interface as within alveoli of the lungs or the fluid exchange within a kidney nephron can 

be modelled.  

With the controllable kinetics and crosslinker concentrations of the ligand exchange system, this 

facilitated enough calcium to be released to partially crosslink the alginate yet prevented free 

calcium being released into the system. With free calcium, as shown in chapter 3 can inhibit collagen 

fibril formation. As the calcium is contained within the alginate bioink, lower concentrations can be 

used for the initial crosslinking as there is no need for a large excess of calcium to diffuse through 

the ink. After initial alginate crosslinking and collagen polymerisation, calcium chloride can be added 

to fully crosslink the bioink. The combined elements created a novel supported ionic in situ 

crosslinking bioprinting system.  

Biomimetic hydroxyapatite tubes were incorporated into the bioink, these are a relatively new 

development in the world of bone tissue engineering and the work here demonstrates the 

compatibly with bioprinting as well as an easy characterization non-destructive technique to 

visualize the tubes within the bioink. As far as the author is aware, the incorporation of a biomimetic 

hollow tube form of hydroxyapatite into a 3D printed bone based bioink has not been previously 

described. This also represent a novel contribution to the field of tissue engineering. This technique 

has application beyond bone tissue, the small size of the tubes is similar to capillaries and could have 

uses in fine vascularization of 3D printed tissues. Another potential use could be to direct growth 

and development of a tissue model by using the tubes to infuse nutrients deep into a synthetic 

tissue and attract cells through a nutrient gradient. The directionality of the cells could be used to 

dictate direction of growth with cells such as neurons which could grow within the lumen of the 

tubes.  
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Though further research is required to determine the biological impact of the bioink on the cells, the 

work here has developed a versatile novel bioink that has potential beyond bone tissue engineering. 
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